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‘Act without doing;
work without effort.
Think of the small as large
and the few as many.
Confront the difficult
while it is still easy;
accomplish the great task
by a series of small acts.’
Tao te Ching – Lao Tzu
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DIAGNOSTIC PATHOLOGY AND ITS LIMITATIONS
Pathological diagnoses are largely based on visual microscopic observations made by a
qualified pathologist1-3. Collected and fixed cellular material (cytology) or thin sections of
tissue specimens (histology) are stained to visualize the components known to contain
diagnostic information. Examination of microscopic images and interpretation regarding the
type, severity and possible future behavior of lesions requires extended training and years of
experience4. It involves identification of cellular structures (e.g. cell nuclei, mitotic figures,
inflammatory cells) and assessment of shape, size, texture and of the biological and clinical
context of these objects. Human observers are remarkably well capable of recognizing a
disease that shows a more or less discrete pattern5. However, assessment of a disease
characterized by a spectrum of gradual changes is much harder2,5. When faced with such a
lesion, diagnosis making may become a very subjective matter, even when distinct
diagnostic criteria are available1,5,6. Here a large degree of observer variability is found, even
between well-trained pathologists, undermining consistent microscopical evaluation7-9.
To improve objectivity and accuracy in the microscope analysis of stained preparations,
image cytometry may be useful6,8,10. Image cytometry (ICM) may be defined as the
characterization of cellular entities or structures in light microscopic images, based on
quantitative measures acquired by application of image analysis techniques. When
performed under standardized conditions, ICM delivers reliable and reproducible data which
may reinforce and even improve the traditional pathology diagnosis11,12. Especially, when
very subtle changes in size, shape and texture are important for the diagnosis, ICM may
outperform human observers13. Also, it may enable the study of sub-visual changes4. When
performed in an automated manner, assessment may in the future be cheaper and faster
than the manual approach14.
For a number of applications, ICM procedures have been developed in the past.
Especially in research situations, ICM has been used extensively to obtain quantitative
results in scientific experiments. However, in diagnostic pathology the use of ICM is still
limited1. The reason for this is twofold.
(1) Although many promising results have been published regarding specific ICM
procedures, no consensus on methodology and interpretation of results has been reached in
almost any type of application14. Exceptions are DNA ICM and, to a lesser degree,
measurement of microvessels, which will be discussed below (section ‘Applications’). The
use of commercially available ICM devices contributes to this problem, as details regarding
available algorithms and features are seldomly given. Individual steps in a measurement
procedure are thus often not studied in detail, resulting in a sub-optimal combination of
techniques for a given application.
(2) Pathology tends to be a conservative discipline, which in the past was very reluctant
about implementation of quantitative techniques in the process of diagnosis making. The
acceptance of ICM procedures might become more widespread when the clinical relevance
of measurement has been shown unequivocally, and when procedures are designed to be
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used by the rather inexperienced yet demanding users that pathologists are. For such
implementation, it will be important that the ICM procedure is robust and versatile (suits the
user, not vice versa), and can be accommodated in a diagnostic setting. For implementation
in diagnostic pathology, the functional requirements for ICM procedures are (1) proven to be
clinically relevant; (2) high accuracy, to improve resolving power; (3) good reproducibility, to
decrease influence of measurement circumstances; and (4) applicability in a diagnostic
setting.
In this thesis, one of the most challenging aspects of ICM, the automated identification of
cell and tissue structures in microscopical images from transmitted light microscopy is
explored using ICM with different imaging modalities. Procedures are developed which
facilitate clinically relevant ongoing queries in pathology. A thorough understanding of the
problems associated with identification of cell and tissue structures, and development of
techniques which are generally applicable for this purpose, may ultimately improve ICM
procedures and enable fulfillment of the above formulated criteria. Quality and feasibility of
automated identification of cell and tissue structures in pathology depends on a number of
factors. These may be subdivided in three categories, and will be discussed in more detail in
subsequent sections: (1) tissue processing, including material collection, fixation and
staining; (2) image analysis procedures and (3) tissue heterogeneity among and between
patients.
TISSUE PROCESSING
Fixation
After collection, cellular material and tissues are fixed to stabilize the structure and prevent
autolysis. Typically, in cytology ethanol/carbowax fixation is used, whereas in histology
formaldehyde-based fixatives are used. Choice and pH of the fixative as well as the duration
of fixation influence the morphology of cells and tissues15. Also, the result of subsequent
staining techniques may be influenced by the fixation procedure. Comparing materials fixed
in different fixatives is therefore not recommended16. Variations caused by the fixation may
be reduced by standardization17, documented in quality control and quality assurance
protocols (QC/QA). In contrast to prospective studies where standardization is feasible,
materials used in a retrospective study often have not been fixed in a standardized manner,
and the fixation protocol may even not have been well documented. As a result, in such
studies variations caused by fixation may hamper adequate assessment by ICM.
Staining
In transmitted light microscopic images of unstained specimens hardly any detail is visible. In
order to be able to evaluate specimens, a staining procedure is used to highlight cellular and
tissue structures of interest. A large number of techniques is available for this purpose. Most
commonly used in pathology is the hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining18. Hematoxylin stains
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nuclei blue, and eosin stains the cytoplasm of cells and most connective tissue fibers pink,
orange or red18 (Plate Ia, page 81). Other examples of staining techniques used in pathology
are the Papanicolaou staining in cytology19,20 and the Giemsa staining in haematopathology.
Almost all routinely used stains are not very specific for a particular structure, but stain many
different components at once, allowing a general impression of the tissue under study. This
suits human visual evaluation, as we are remarkably well capable of recognizing cellular
structures based on the morphology of the staining pattern. Although in Plate Ia only two
stains were used, an experienced observer easily recognizes many different structures. As
an example, in Plate Ia a blood vessel can be seen although no specific staining for this
structure has been used.
Identification of structures based on morphology is relatively easy for a trained pathologist.
Automated recognition by a computer is much more difficult. For example, definite criteria
encompassing all possible variations in blood vessel morphology have yet to be defined. A
more reliable technique comprises of selective staining of the particular structures of interest.
This enables identification of a structure based on perceived color, more or less independent
of morphology. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) enables highly specific and sensitive staining.
By using specific antibodies directed against proteins (antigens) present in the cells of
interest, these may selectively be stained using any of a wide variety of colors. An example
of IHC staining is shown in Plate Ib (page 81), which is a parallel section of Plate Ia. In Plate
Ib, blood vessels have been stained brown using a monoclonal antibody (MAb) directed
against Factor VIII, present in human endothelial cells. Plate Ib illustrates that even tiny blood
vessels can be identified based on their color, which in the H&E section might be missed. In
chapters 4 and 6 of this thesis, a quantification procedure of tumor vascularity was
developed based on IHC staining of blood vessels.
As more details of the complex processes sustaining tumor growth are discovered, new
molecular markers are developed which may be used for diagnosis and prognosis of
tumors21. Absence or presence of (specific forms of) DNA, RNA or proteins related to cancer
may be detected with high accuracy and sensitivity, using assay-based molecular techniques
such as blotting and PCR. However, when topography of target molecules is of interest,
these techniques are of limited use, because no morphological information is provided. In
this respect, IHC and in situ hybridization (ISH) more closely suit a pathologist’s expertise,
because molecular information is offered in combination with morphology. ISH may be used
to detect genes and RNA, and IHC is useful for study of protein expression. ISH techniques
with DNA probes can be used to visualize numerical chromosome aberrations or to detect
viral DNA. Especially, in transmitted light microscopy, as opposed to fluorescence
microscopy22, the combination of molecular detection and traditional counterstaining is
powerful23. Fluorescence microscopy is more sensitive than transmitted light microscopy and
enables use of more simultaneous signals. Fluorescence microscopy is less suitable for use
in diagnostic practice, because only few applications on paraffin embedded material exist,
signals tend to fade in time23, and only limited morphological information is available. ICM
may be used to objectively quantify IHC and ISH signals. In this thesis, ICM is only applied to
transmitted light microscopic images, to facilitate implementation in pathology routine. An
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example of the use of a molecular marker is shown in Plate Ic (page 81), which shows a
parallel section of Plate Ia stained using MAb MIB-1. This marker selectively stains the nuclei
of proliferating cells. Hematoxylin is used as counterstain, staining all nuclei blue. Because of
the counterstain, the structure of the entire epithelium is visible. Clearly, in Plate Ic
proliferative activity is restricted to the basal layers of the epithelium.
The density of a stain may show a large inter and intra-specimen variation due to
biological variations and to different characteristics of the fixation and staining procedure.
Even within a single cellular or tissue structure, the stain density may vary to a large extent.
When more than one stain has been used for a single specimen, mixtures of stains may
occur. Although both variations in density and presence of co-localizing stains may contain
diagnostic information, these phenomena may also hamper recognition of stains by ICM. For
example, in Plate Ic MIB-1 positive nuclei show varying densities. Some nuclei show very
strong brown staining, which obscures the blue stain completely. Nuclei containing weaker
brown staining may appear predominantly blue. An ICM procedure adequately quantifying
this stain will have to be insensitive to such variations and recognize positive (brown) nuclei,
independent of stain density and co-localization. In chapters 5 and 7 of this thesis, the
possibilities of recognizing (combinations of) stains independently of density and co-
localization are studied, using different devices for acquisition of the microscopic images.
For specific applications, the stain density is of interest. Traditional classification of stain
density is expressed rather subjectively as ++, +, ±, –, or using classes like ‘high’, ‘moderate’,
‘low’ or ‘negative’. ICM may be useful to increase accuracy and reproducibility of the
assessment. This is especially useful when a stoichiometric staining reaction is used, which
means that the amount of stain is linearly proportional to the amount of target molecule11,24.
However, most IHC procedures are not stoichiometric. Measurement of the optical density
(OD), which is a measure for the amount of stain, is of limited use in such cases. For
measurement of the amount of DNA in nuclei, the stoichiometric Feulgen staining reaction is
widely used25. With this staining, the integrated optical density (IOD) of a nucleus is a
measure for the amount of DNA in the nucleus. In Plate Id (page 81) an example of a
Feulgen-stained tissue section is given. The Feulgen reaction stains only nuclei, leaving all
other tissue components unstained. One single nucleus is enlarged in the insert of Plate Id,
to show that also DNA distribution and texture may be assessed using this staining
technique. In chapter 2 of this thesis, a method is presented which uses DNA texture to
identify different types of cells in Feulgen-stained cervical smears.
An ICM procedure may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect very low stain densities.
When the number of target molecules in an IHC or ISH reaction is low, detection signals may
be too weak to be assessed objectively. In such cases signal amplification using tyramid-
based catalyzed reporter deposit (CARD) technique may be used26,27. In chapter 6 of this
thesis, the CARD procedure was used for enhancement of IHC staining of blood vessels in
archival material of tongue tumors. Other useful optimizations include antigen retrieval
techniques and use of standardized staining kits. For all these procedures, the prevalent
opinion is that reproducibility is increased by standardization of fixation and staining12,23,25,28.
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In the future, existing staining techniques have to be optimized to facilitate assessment by
ICM. Such optimized techniques should possess a high degree of reproducibility, sensitivity
and specificity.
IMAGE ANALYSIS
Images of stained specimens are acquired using a camera mounted on a microscope. After
image acquisition, image analysis is used for identification and characterization of cellular
and tissue structures. An image analysis procedure typically exists of three steps: scene
segmentation, feature extraction and statistical classification.
Image acquisition
The human eye perceives the world through two types of light sensitive cells in the retina,
called cones and rods. Rods are sensitive to low levels of light and are especially useful for
dim light vision (scotopic vision). They contain a pigment with a dominant sensitivity at 507
nm (green part of the spectrum), making scotopic vision monochromatic. Color vision is
provided by the cones, of which three types can be distinguished: cones sensitive for blue,
for green and for red light (so-called primary colors, which have wavelengths of 435, 545 and
630 nm, respectively)29,30. Cones possess broad-band-pass sensitivity, which means that
each type of cone is sensitive to a relatively large range of wavelengths rather than to a
single wavelength.
For image acquisition in ICM, charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras are used almost
exclusively. The light sensitive CCD chip transforms the amount of light to an electrical
signal. The spatially continuous signal is sampled at small discrete areas, called pixels.
Figure 1a shows enlarged the nucleus of Plate Id after acquisition by a CCD camera. Clearly,
distinct pixels can be observed. Care has to be taken that the CCD element size is
appropriate for the microscope optics31,32. The electrical camera signal is digitized so that
measured intensities are expressed as discrete values, suitable for processing and analysis
by a computer. As a result of this, the microscopic image is represented in the computer as a
matrix of intensity values. Because the imaging system is under our direct control, images
may be acquired under strictly standardized conditions. Needless to say that such
standardization is highly recommended. Problems regarding unequal illumination (shading),
camera sensitivity, noise and focussing may be carefully noted and corrected for, because of
the static nature of the imaging equipment. In this respect, many technical considerations
have to be taken into account, which are outside the scope of this text, but are dealt with in
detail by others33,34.
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Figure 1 The nucleus from Plate Id (page 81), after acquisition by a CCD camera; a. measured
intensities displayed as gray values; b. displayed as a 3D graph, with the optical density as z-value;
the asterisk denotes the lower left corner of the nucleus; c. binary mask after segmentation.
When stoichiometric staining procedures are used, measurement of the amount of stain
(expressed in the OD) may be performed by applying Lambert-Beers’ law, which states that
the relationship between the amount of stain and the fraction of the incident light transmitted
through the stain is logarithmic35,36. By transforming the intensity image to an OD image,
densitometric features (describing the amount and distribution of stain) may be calculated. In
Figure 1b, the single nucleus from Figure 1a is shown as a three dimensional graph, with the
OD as z-value.
In ICM, mostly monochromatic (black and white) CCD cameras are used37. With
monochromatic cameras, band-pass interference filters may be used in the light path of the
microscope to optimize discrimination of used stains. Commercially available color CCD
cameras are based on the characteristics of the human eye29,38, in order to have acquired
images resemble our natural vision as closely as possible. Such cameras were in general not
developed for measurement purposes. Image formation in a color CCD camera is performed
using three broad-band-pass filters, resulting in three color channels37,39. Whereas color CCD
cameras exist with a single CCD chip, responsible for acquisition of all three primary colors,
better color definition and resolution is achieved with a three CCD camera, containing a light
sensitive chip for each primary color. The resulting red-green-blue (RGB) computer image
contains three intensity matrices, one for each primary color. Because RGB CCD cameras
have build-in filters, use of specific filters to suit the used stains is not an option. In many
instances, monochromatic image analysis may be performed with an RGB CCD camera by
using only one of the color channels. Densitometry using an RGB CCD camera (with broad-
band-pass filters) has limited accuracy, because Lambert-Beers’ law is only valid for
monochromatic light40.
For applications in which a single stain is to be recognized, monochromatic image
analysis with appropriate filters may suffice. For more complex images, especially when
several stains are used simultaneously, use of monochromatic image data is not sufficient for
accurate identification of stains41. A possible solution is acquisition of several monochromatic
images of a single microscopic scene with different band-pass filters38,42,43. An automated
b
* *
a c
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filter wheel is recommended for convenience and to reduce possible pixel shifts between
images. In chapter 3 of this thesis, two appropriate narrow-band-pass filters were used for
acquisition of images of vaginal smears. In this way, nuclei and cytoplasm of cells may be
recognized independently. A major drawback of this method is that for each combination of
stains the optimal set of filters has to be selected, hampering standardization39,44.
Although use of an RGB CCD camera is of inferior quality compared to the use of a
monochromatic camera with suitable band-pass filters, RGB cameras may enable a more
general solution for analysis of images containing multiple stains. By using two or three
camera channels combined, true-color image analysis may be performed. In chapter 4 of this
thesis, the combined red and green camera channel of a color CCD camera are used for
recognition of stained blood vessels in human melanoma xenografts. The three RGB
intensities together may be regarded as a three dimensional (3D) co-ordinate space. Each
stain can now be defined as a 3D subregion within this co-ordinate space. A drawback of this
method is that computations regarding 3D data structures are complex and time-
consuming45. Therefore, transformation of the RGB data to an alternative co-ordinate space
is often performed. Most widely used is the hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) co-ordinate space,
because of its analogy with the human visual perception39,45,46. Hue expresses the dominant
wavelength (e.g. red or magenta), saturation expresses the purity of the color (e.g. pink is
red with low saturation) and intensity the amount of energy in the perceived signal.
Recognition of stains has to be independent of stain density as much as possible; therefore
the intensity is not suitable. Recognition is performed in H and S, reducing the 3D color
space to a 2D space. In chapter 5 of this thesis an adaptation of the HSI model is described,
in which instead of the intensity the OD is separated from the chromatic information. The
resulting model will be called the hue-saturation-density (HSD) model. Because RGB image
acquisition is based on the physiology of the human eye, resulting images resemble the
microscopic view that microscopists are familiar with44. Therefore, use of color CCD cameras
will facilitate introduction of ICM.
Recently, a device has become available for the acquisition of full spectral image data in
transmitted light microscopy (SpectraCube3). For each pixel, the intensity is measured at a
large number of wavelengths. Subsequently, linear decomposition algorithms are used for
recognition of stains, enabling accurate discrimination between stains with spectra that only
show slight differences. Because of the high color resolution, SpectraCube may in the near
future enable measurement of three or more chromogenic stains in transmitted light
microscopy. In chapter 7 of this thesis, preliminary results are presented for use of this
device in pathology.
Scene segmentation
For a human observer it is apparent that in Figure 1a the image represents a single nucleus
in a homogeneous background. A computer perceives the image as a set of individual pixels,
each with its associated intensity. In Figure 1b, the 2D image was expanded to a 3D graph
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with the OD for each pixel on the z-axis. This figure shows the nucleus shows as a mountain
in a landscape. To be able to calculate features describing this nucleus, the computer
software first has to decide which pixels belong to the nucleus and which belong to the
background. This is called scene segmentation. In general, scene segmentation may be
performed in a variety of ways and is one of the most difficult tasks in image analysis47-49. To
date, no general techniques have been described for scene segmentation. In ICM,
segmentation is particularly hampered by overlapping entities (e.g. tumor cell nuclei), non-
specific staining, inhomogeneous staining patterns50 and limited focal depth (depending on
the focus level of the microscope, different parts of an object are in focus)6,11. Complicated
computer algorithms may be required to solve these problems.
In many applications, one or more pre-processing steps are performed before the actual
segmentation of the image takes place, to improve segmentation results. When a
stoichiometric staining technique is used, the pixel intensity is usually transformed to the
OD36. Other possible transformations are edge enhancement51, local background subtraction
and gray morphology47,52. In case of color images, the image may be transformed to an
alternative color space (e.g. HSI46 or HSD).
The result of segmentation is a set of objects which may represent a variety of cellular or
tissue structures. The word object in this context is used to signify each of the individual
meaningful entities within the whole scene (e.g. nuclei, vessels, artifacts)53. Accurate
segmentation of such objects is an important prerequisite for extraction of meaningful
features54. The segmentation result is in general stored as a binary object mask, which
defines for each pixel of which object or objects it is part. As an example, in Figure 1c a
binary object mask is shown which may result from segmentation of the nucleus in Figure 1a.
Objects may be nested within each other (for instance, a nucleus is nested within the
cytoplasm). In many ICM applications in use today, definition of objects is performed
interactively55. By using a computer mouse or graphic tablet, object contours may be drawn
in the image displayed on the computer screen. This simple technique decreases the value
of ICM to a large extent because additional observer variability is introduced55, and because
the procedure becomes very laborious. Automated object recognition is therefore preferred1.
In cases where the stain shows much variation, interactive inspection and correction of the
object mask can be performed by showing the original image with the contours of the
detected objects on an image monitor. This should be kept to a minimum to avoid observer
bias.
A number of different techniques exist for automated scene segmentation, from which for
any specific problem the most suitable one will have to be selected. Segmentation
techniques may be either based on discontinuities or similarities between image pixels47.
Discontinuities, defined as abrupt changes in intensity, OD, or any other derived feature, may
be indicative for an object edge. By locating and tracing local discontinuities, objects may be
found. Examples of techniques based on discontinuities include edge detection51,54 and
contour tracing56. Techniques based on similarities assume that connected regions within the
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image with relatively little variation in gray value or OD represent objects. Examples of such
techniques include thresholding and region growing57.
Application of a threshold is one of the most commonly used techniques for scene
segmentation58. Pixels with values (for intensity, OD, H or S59 or any other derived feature)
over or under a certain threshold value are assigned to the appropriate class. Selection of
the threshold value may be performed manually60 or based on statistical criteria58,61-65.
Thresholding may be expanded to two or more dimensions66 (for instance thresholding H and
S or R, G and B simultaneously43,62,67). In chapter 4 of this thesis, blood vessels in human
melanoma xenografts are recognized based on thresholding the combined RG data. In
chapter 6, recognition of blood vessels is improved by using the two chromatic co-ordinates
of the HSD model simultaneously. Because of variations within and between images, global
static thresholding (applying the same threshold value for an entire image or even for a set of
images) may not suffice. Techniques in which the threshold value is adapted to local image
statistics (adaptive thresholding) may be useful6. After thresholding, neighboring pixels
belonging to the same class are grouped together, as these pixels are most likely part of the
same object. Care has to be given to the fact that in practice, pixels from a single object
possess a high degree of variability, resulting in incorrectly classified pixels.
In many applications, binary morphological processing is needed to improve object
recognition47. Binary morphology may be used to fill holes in objects with locally weak
staining, smooth object contours, remove noise or separate slightly overlapping objects
which have been recognized as one single object47. Recognizing and possibly separating
slightly overlapping objects is an important topic in ICM of histology68,69, which may be solved
by applying a distance transform70 followed by a watershed transform71,72.
Feature extraction
When objects have been defined, either (semi) automatically or manually, features can be
calculated. These may be calculated from the binary object mask or from the original
monochromatic or color image or transforms thereof. Available features may describe
geometry (size and shape2), densitometry (darkness, amount of stain36), texture (distribution
of stain, ‘staining pattern’36,73,74), fractal characteristics (degree of disorder of intensities73,75)
and context (relationships between objects76). Features used in ICM should in general be
scale, rotation and translation invariant77,78. An example of an exception is the quantification
of tissue architecture, in which orientation of objects may be of special interest.
When a stoichiometric staining procedure is used, calculated features may be rescaled in
order to have the feature describe an underlying cellular parameter. For instance, when the
staining procedure detects DNA, features are rescaled so that a value of one represents a
diploid cell. Because of staining variations, a (preferably internal40,79) set of reference objects
is required to determine the scaling factor.
Two approaches can be distinguished for selection of features for a specific application.
(1) Only a few characteristics of the measured objects are of interest, and features are
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selected that focus on these characteristics as well as possible. (2) To identify the difference
between classes, all available features may be calculated and the best discriminating ones
can subsequently be selected based on statistical criteria. Features may be used which are
theoretical in nature and/or designed to describe specific sub-visual characteristics80,81.
Especially when texture of objects is measured, the biological (‘real world’) implication of
features is sometimes hard to grasp80,82. The second approach mentioned above is likely to
result in better discrimination between biological classes. However, when too many features
are used, a phenomenon called over-fitting may occur83. Over-fitting implies that the classifier
describes the specific training set it was based on, rather than describing the biological
phenomenon of interest. Over-fitting may seriously hamper the reproducibility84. Different
criteria are published concerning the maximum number of features allowed. As a rule of
thumb, the number of observations in the smallest class has to be at least five times the
number of features to prevent over-fitting80,83-85.
Specific applications require the use of many features in one model. For instance,
measuring malignancy associated changes (MACs) which are sub-visual in nature, requires
measurement of features which are rather abstract in definition86. Use of such features may
decrease the degree in which the functioning of an ICM procedure is understood80, thereby
possibly hampering acceptance by non-ICM experts.
Statistical classification
A specimen may be characterized by sample statistics (number, mean, standard deviation
etc.) of features extracted from detected objects85. For example, for a tumor the number of
mitoses detected by ICM may be of clinical relevance. Also, extracted features may be used
to differentiate between objects representing different biological entities83. For instance,
calculated features may be used to differentiate between normal and dysplastic Feulgen
stained nuclei87-89. Next, a specimen may be classified based on the IOD of dysplastic nuclei
only, in order to increase the discriminative power of these measurements.
Numerous techniques are available now for statistical classification. Univariate techniques
are generally not sufficiently discriminative for applications in pathology, because differences
between observed classes are too small. For most applications, multivariate techniques are
required of which discriminant analysis is most widely used. When features are not normally
distributed, discriminant analysis may become sub-optimal. Especially when many different
features are used, it is likely that at least part of these do not show a normal distribution
within classes. Other classification algorithms may be more appropriate. Among these are
logistic regression90,91, k nearest neighbors81,90,92 and so-called neural networks93. Different
approaches may be combined using a decision tree procedure94,95. Each node in a decision
tree exists of a classifier, which classifies objects arriving at the node. It was shown that
many pitfalls exist in statistical classification, which may bias results in an unacceptable
way83,85,96.
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All approaches mentioned are examples of supervised learning. This means that the
classifier is constructed based on a training set, containing data from measured objects
together with the desired outcome of the procedure (gold standard)92. The training set should
be constructed carefully, as the resulting classifier will never perform better on new data than
on the training set it was based on. Evaluation of classifier performance is ideally performed
using an independent test-set49,83. Methods exist to use a single set for both training and
testing without biasing the results too much97,98. Unsupervised learning is also possible,
leading to partitioning of the feature space based on statistical measures only, without
inclusion of the desired outcome92,97,99. For more detail concerning statistical classification,
the reader is referred to one of numerous textbooks dealing with this subject90,92.
SAMPLING STRATEGY
In every ICM application, a strategy for the sampling of the available patient material has to
be chosen. In most applications, measurement of all available material is not required for
accurate measurement100. Also, taking the material from the patient is mostly a form of
sampling in itself. Care has to be taken that a representative sample is acquired100. When not
all available material is used for measurement, two options exist. Either material for
measurement is selected at random (full random or systematic random selection101) or based
on certain selection criteria. A combination of these options is possible, for instance by
selecting a target area based on morphology and subsequently sampling fields in this area in
a (systematic) random manner.
Selection of the sampling strategy poses an interesting contradiction. When selection is
performed based on certain cellular characteristics, evaluated by the operator, reproducibility
may seriously be hampered102,103. In most cases, training of operators will not eliminate a
high degree of inter-observer variation104. Therefore, a random sampling strategy is
preferred12 and systematic random sampling (sometimes called stratified sampling) is
preferable over random sampling12,105. However, many researchers have found that clinically
relevant information may predominantly be present in certain objects or areas of a
specimen97. For example, both counts of microvessels and mitotic figures were shown to
possess more prognostic value in hot spots (areas with the highest number of the objects of
interest) compared to random tumor fields106,107. By systematic sampling, clinically relevant
information may be diluted because of admixture with less informative material97. Comparing
flow cytometry (FCM) with ICM, this aspect is one of the most important differences.
Whereas FCM offers the possibility to measure large amounts of nuclei, selection of nuclei
based on morphology is not possible108. Therefore, ICM offers in general better
discrimination109.
In a study comparing different sampling methods in histology, systematic random
sampling of fields showed the highest degree of reproducibility104. Variations in measurement
data from systematically sampled fields were distributed as follows: 78% between-patient
variation (including clinically relevant information), 16.5% between-field variation, 0.5%
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within-field variation and 5% inter-observer variation104. Other sampling strategies showed
much higher inter-observer variations. In this study, variations between different blocks from
the same tumor were not taken into account. However, inter-block variation has been found
to be equal to variation between different sections from a single block, which is
considerable110. It has been shown that the choice of sampling method may even lead to
significant differences between features12. Therefore, very precise measurement is of little
avail if only a single section is measured100. ‘Do more less well’ is the adage in quantitative
pathology.
In cytology, there is evidence that presence of a single nucleus with a very high IOD may
predict DNA aneuploidy, which in turn may indicate malignancy108. Locating such a nucleus
may require exhaustive scanning of an entire sample, possibly containing over 100,000
nuclei. Even then, reproducibility will be problematic. A similar situation occurs in localization
of rare events in for instance so-called sentinel nodes111. Finding one or a few IHC positive
cells in a series of tissue sections requires exhaustive sampling of all available material.
In summary, use of selective sampling increases clinical relevance, at the same time
decreasing objectivity and reproducibility97,103,112. Because reproducibility is of great
importance to any diagnostic procedure113, (systematic) random sampling is preferable. If
only objects from specific areas or of a specific kind are to be measured, strict (and
preferably quantitative) criteria have to be formulated for field or object selection114. In
chapter 2 of this thesis, a method is described for selection of nuclei of reference cells in
Feulgen stained cervical smears based on DNA texture, offering a very reproducible
procedure for selective sampling of these nuclei. In some cases it is possible to measure in a
systematic manner, and select objects of interest afterwards in a standardized, reproducible
way using statistical analysis. For example, in chapters 4 and 6 of this thesis, a more
objective approach to the identification of the vascular hot spot is described, based on
systematic sampling of a number of fields and subsequent selection of the field with the
highest number of vessels.
APPLICATIONS
Most simple quantitative methods in pathology are traditional measures, which can be scored
manually. Scoring may be facilitated by use of a special eyepiece in the ocular of the
microscope14. Examples are tumor volume, tumor thickness (e.g. Breslow index in
melanoma), number of mitoses per mm2 surface area, labeling index for specific
immunocytochemical and immunohistochemical markers and the number of tumor
microvessels in the vascular hot spot115. As stated before, the actual use of ICM in diagnosis
making and assessment of prognosis is currently limited1. So far, systems that are used have
been developed for a specific problem in a specific situation. Two applications that have
been studied extensively, are DNA ICM and measurement of microvessel density in human
tumors. The reason for this are the diagnostic and/or prognostic contribution experienced
with these two types of measurements. In order to stimulate still further acceptance and
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implementation, attempts have been made to arrive at consensus regarding technology and
interpretation of data for both DNA ICM116 and assessment of microvessel density117.
DNA image cytometry
Changes in the DNA of individual cells may cause imbalances in the finely tuned intra and
inter-cellular regulatory processes. Especially when the cell-cycle machinery is disturbed, an
increase of changes (both numerical and structural) in the genetic material may occur. Such
accumulation of genetic alterations may lead to genetic instability, immortalization and tumor
growth21,118. Recognition of genetic alterations in pre-cancerous lesions may therefore
contribute significantly to the prevention of cancer21. This is particularly interesting, as these
changes may not yet be detectable morphologically108,119. Different techniques are currently
available for the study of chromosomal alterations. Conventional karyotyping of metaphase
cells is based on visual examination of Giemsa-Trypsin banded chromosomes by a
cytogeneticist120,121. Recently, FISH based spectral karyotyping122 was developed for
complex karyotypes. These techniques yield accurate data on genomic alterations, but
because of technical limitations can only be applied to relatively small numbers of cells121.
Because the amount of DNA (or DNA content) in normal, diploid cells shows very little
variation, even small changes may be detected by DNA measurement of diagnostic
cells108,123. By simultaneously measuring the DNA content of a number of normal diploid cells
(so called reference cells, for which mostly inflammatory cells are used), the so-called DNA
index may be calculated for each diagnostic cell separately116. By definition, the DNA index is
1 for diploid cells. The DNA index of nuclei of normal proliferating cells ranges from 1 to 2,
depending on the particular stage of the cell cycle. By plotting the DNA index of a number of
cells in a histogram, important information regarding genetic instability of sub-populations of
the target material may be obtained108,116. In a recent study on breast cancer, a good
correspondence between comparative genomic hybridization (CGH)121 and DNA ICM was
found for most studied tumors123.
FCM has the advantages that a very high number of cells can be measured in a very short
time124 and that simultaneously, phenotypic markers may be studied125. Compared to FCM,
DNA ICM has the benefit that together with the DNA content, morphology of cells is
preserved and may be used to select nuclei of interest40,115,126. In most cases, cell selection is
performed manually, by an experienced cytotechnician. However, this may introduce
unwanted observer bias, decreasing the value of DNA ICM. Also, because manual cell
selection is laborious, the number of cells in the analysis is limited127. This may hamper
acquisition of statistically valuable results127. By measuring a number of other features,
describing geometry and texture of nuclei, together with the DNA content, selection of cells
for measurement (both diagnostic cells and reference cells) may be automated. Thus,
reproducibility may be increased. In chapter 2, a procedure is described for automated
selection of reference cells in Feulgen stained vaginal smears.
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The DNA histogram of a normal, dividing population of cells is called a diploid DNA
pattern. It is characterized by a large peak at DNA index 1, caused by non-proliferating cells,
and a smaller peak at DNA index 2, caused by cells in the G2/M phase of the cell-cycle. A
number of ploidy patterns deviating from the diploid one have been described, of which the
most unfavorable is the aneuploid pattern128, which is characterized by complete lack of
structure. The diagnostic and/or prognostic value of these patterns varies with tumor type
and has been studied for a large number and variety of tumors40. Strict criteria have been
formulated for DNA ICM methodology, including equipment requirements129,130, quality
assurance protocols and interpretation of results116,128,131.
Measurement of microvessel density
In 1991, Weidner et al reported on the relationship between survival of breast carcinoma
patients and the number of microvessel profiles in tissue sections of the tumors132. Vessels in
tissue sections were visualized using IHC. The counting protocol described was found to be
an independent classifier outperforming other known and used prognosticators, including
tumor stage and size and patient age. Subsequently, similar relationships for other types of
malignant tumors were reported133. However, several studies were unsuccessful to detect
such a correlation or to confirm the results of other studies134,135. Because of this
disagreement, microvessel counting has still not found a place in daily pathology routine.
Weidners original procedure contains two steps that are prone to subjectivity and reduce
the general applicability of the procedure134. First, identification of the region of the tumor with
highest microvessel density (microvascular hot spot) is performed at low magnification. Next,
in the high power microscopic field with the highest number of microvessels vascular profiles
are visually counted. Both identification of the hot spot and identification of individual
microvessels are prone to observer bias117. This is illustrated by the fact that even after
careful instruction, counts performed by different pathologists did not show an acceptable
level of correlation when using a manually identified hot spot136.
To circumvent problems regarding reproducibility, different approaches have been
attempted. Among these are averaging data from a number of manually counted fields137,
Chalkley point counting138 and use of ICM136,139-141. Averaging data from a number of fields
was found to increase reproducibility, but it was shown that the relevant prognostic
information is only present in the true hot spot142, and that averaging decreases the
prognostic value of the technique142.
ICM has been studied both to solve problems regarding hot spot identification143 and to
increase reproducibility in identifying individual vascular profiles. It was shown that especially
the identification of the hot spot introduces subjectivity144. In chapter 4 of this thesis, ICM is
used to measure vessels in a large number of microscopic fields, and subsequently select
the most densely vascularized field(s) in an objective manner. However, even scanning of an
entire tissue section will not result in identification of the vascular hot spot of the entire tumor,
as it was shown that a large amount of variability exists between different blocks from a
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single tumor110. To truly find the area of an entire tumor with the highest number of vascular
profiles, 3D reconstruction of the entire vascular bed would be required but this is highly
unpractical. Although scanning of the entire tissue section will not automatically result in
identification of the ‘true’ hot spot, it may result in a reproducible measure of both the extent
and variability of the vasculature, which may contain sufficient clinical information145.
Most probably due to the laborious nature of many ICM procedures for assessment of the
vascular bed in tumors, ICM was classified as ‘costly, time consuming, no more accurate
than a trained observer and unsuitable to routine diagnostic practice’134. Therefore, Chalkley
point counting is the method of choice in the international consensus report on this subject117.
However, because of rapid developments in information technology, it is to be expected that
within the next years ICM may actually enable reproducible assessment of the vascular bed
in a routine setting. Additional information regarding size and shape of individual vascular
profiles may increase discriminating power141,146,147.
OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT THESIS
In the present thesis, development of three ICM procedures is described, solving problems
that were encountered in our department over the past few years. As discussed in chapter 1,
all three applications require accurate identification of a large amount of similar objects using
ICM technology, in combination with specific staining techniques. For application,
commercially available ICM systems are employed, to increase general acceptance of the
developed procedures. In all cases, results are verified against manually selected objects.
Lymphocytes and neutrophylic granulocytes are widely used in DNA ICM as internal
reference cells. Because of the condensed DNA of these cells, a corrective factor is required
to calculate the diploid reference IOD. This corrective factor has been shown to depend on a
number of factors, related to the type of reference cell and the staining procedure. To
circumvent the use of a corrective factor, diploid epithelial cells may be used as internal
reference cells. In chapter 2, a new method is described for the identification of diploid
epithelial cells as internal reference cells in Feulgen stained cervical smears. It has been
shown that especially chromatin texture may contain important information regarding the
possible future malignant behavior of premalignant lesions of the cervix. Because for DNA
ICM an accurate diploid IOD reference value is required, this is an important prerequisite for
automated measurement of cervical smears. Images are acquired using monochromatic
light, and subsequently nuclei are recognized using algorithms build in the system.
Classification of the objects is based on a large number of features, with special emphasis on
chromatin texture.
In chapter 3, an automated method is described for assessment of the degree of
maturation of the vaginal epithelium in vaginal smears. This is especially useful for
monitoring therapies directed against vaginal atrophy. Images of H&E stained specimens are
acquired using two narrow-band-pass monochromatic filters, to recognize the nucleus and
the cytoplasm of cells separately. Sub-classification of vaginal epithelial cells in three classes
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is performed based on a small number of geometrical features calculated from the nucleus
and cytoplasm of cells.
Chapter 4 describes a procedure for the recognition of vascular profiles in tumor tissue
sections, using chromatic information. Recognition of positive staining is performed using two
channels of an RGB camera simultaneously. Because clinically relevant information is
expected to be present especially in the vascular hot spot, automated detection of the hot
spot is attempted by sampling an entire tissue section and subsequently selecting the region
with the highest vascularity.
For optimal use of an RGB camera for stain recognition, simultaneous use of all three
channels is required. When using the RGB data directly, this requires algorithms dealing with
complexly shaped three dimensional sub-regions of the RGB space. To prevent the use of
complicated, time consuming algorithms, the HSI model is widely used to extract the
chromatic information from the RGB data. In the HSI model, the chromatic information is
contained in two co-ordinates, possibly enabling stain recognition in two dimensions.
However, the HSI algorithm is developed for reflected or emitted light, in which the (linear)
intensity is mixed with chromatic information. In transmitted light microscopy, variations are
caused by the (logarithmic) OD, making use of the HSI model less optimal. In chapter 5 a
transformation is described, based on the HSI transform, in which the OD is separated from
the chromatic information. Therefore, the newly derived model will be called the HSD model.
Both theoretical and practical aspects of this model are described in detail.
Subsequently, in chapter 6 the HSD model is used for recognition of vessels in archival
material of human tumors. To optimize the vessel staining, the CARD amplification
procedure is applied. Inter and intra-observer reproducibility is studied for a systematical
sampling procedure and for interactive correction of vascular profiles.
Because an RGB camera yields only limited spectral information (comparable to the
human eye), use of this device for recognition of more than three simultaneous stains is
limited. In chapter 7 the applicability of a spectral imaging device for object recognition in
transmitted light microscopy is studied. In the future, use of such a device, which (in contrast
to the RGB camera) was specially developed for measurement purposes, may increase the
number of simultaneous chromogenes which may be detected by ICM and the accuracy of
the detection.
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ABSTRACT
Acquisition of DNA ploidy histograms by image analysis may yield important information
regarding the behavior of premalignant cervical lesions. Accurate selection of nuclei for DNA
measurement is an important prerequisite for obtaining reliable data. Traditionally, manual
selection of nuclei of diagnostic and reference cells is performed by an experienced
cytotechnician. In the present study, a method for the fully automated identification of nuclei
of diploid epithelial reference cells in Feulgen restained PAP smears is described. The
automated procedure consists of a decision tree implemented on the measurement device,
containing nodes with feature threshold values and multivariate discriminant functions.
Nodes were constructed to recognize debris and inflammatory cells, and to recognize diploid
and non-diploid epithelial cells of the uterine cervix. Evaluation of the classifier was
performed by comparing resulting diploid integrated optical densities with those from
manually selected reference cells. On average, automatically acquired values deviated 2.4%
from manually acquired values, indicating that the method described in this paper may be
useful in cytometric practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Diagnosis of cervical smears is based on the cytomorphology of microscopically identified
diagnostic cells. Only a small proportion of cervical intra-epithelial neoplasia (CIN) detected
will eventually progress to cancer, whereas the majority of lesions will be persistent or
regress to normal epithelium1,2. Cytomorphologic examination of Papanicolaou stained
cervical smears has been shown to lack specificity and reproducibility in predicting
progression2. When used in a population-screening program, this deficiency leads to over-
treatment of a large number of women. Promising results were reported in predicting the
progressive behavior of CIN lesions based on cytomorphometric analysis of Feulgen stained
smears1,3-6. Cytomorphometry, using digital image analysis, is capable of assessing
characteristics of individual cell nuclei, describing size, shape, DNA content and chromatin
distribution7. Based on these features, statistical classifiers were constructed predicting
progression of a CIN lesion. Compared to traditional cytomorphology, cytomorphometric
evaluation offers more objective and accurate information8,9.
Selection of cells for cytomorphometric evaluation may be performed interactively by an
experienced cytotechnician10,11. Next to diagnostic cells, which are most likely to contain
clinically relevant information, a number of diploid reference cells has to be measured11. The
average integrated optical density (IOD) of diploid reference cells is used for calibration of
features describing DNA content and chromatin distribution. In many studies, leukocytes are
used as internal diploid reference cells. Due to the highly condensed DNA of leukocytes, the
hydrolysis is sub-optimal when using protocols designed for epithelial cells, resulting in
underestimation of the IOD12,13. The IOD of dense objects is also underestimated by the
image cytometer due to diffraction of light11. Use of a corrective factor11 will not reduce
additional variability caused by deviating IOD values of dense objects. Normal epithelial
reference cells of the uterine cervix do not require a corrective factor.
Manual selection and classification of cells may lack observer reproducibility10,14 and is
time-consuming. Reproducibility may be increased by using a fully automated method, which
includes automated identification of both diagnostic and diploid cervical epithelial cells for
use as an internal reference10,15. Classification of individual cells, based on parameters
measured by an automated measurement device, requires construction of statistical
classifiers. Classifiers, such as feature thresholds and discriminant functions, may be
constructed from training-sets of manually classified cells14,16,17. The aims of the present
study were (1) to construct classifiers for the fully automated recognition of nuclei of normal
diploid epithelial cells for use as an internal diploid reference, and (2) evaluation of the
classifier results against manually selected diploid epithelial reference cells. To achieve this,
classifiers are required for discrimination between: (1) debris and nuclei, (2) nuclei of
inflammatory cells and of epithelial cells, and (3) nuclei of diploid epithelial cells and of non-
diploid epithelial cells. To reduce the coefficient of variation (CV) of the diploid reference IOD,
a homogeneous population of diploid reference cells is desirable. Therefore, an attempt was
made to make a further distinction between nuclei of diploid intermediate squamous cells and
of other diploid epithelial cells.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients selection
A training-set of fifty conventional, Papanicolaou stained cervical smears (Pap smears) was
used for construction of statistical classifiers. Pap smears in this training-set displayed all
cytological diagnostic classes commonly encountered in cytodiagnostic practice: 13 cases
within normal limits (WNL), 9 cases of atypical squamous cells of unidentified significance
(ASCUS), 10 cases CIN 1, 9 cases CIN 2, and 9 cases CIN 3. The average time since smear
taking was 9.7 years (range 1 to 19 years). In order to construct a statistical classifier for
recognition of debris (i.e. non-nuclear objects or poorly recognized nuclei), a training-subset
of smears of 6 patients was selected from the full training-set, consisting of 1 WNL, 1
ASCUS, 1 CIN 2, 3 CIN 3.
Staining procedure
All Pap smears were destained and subsequently restained by application of the Thionin-
Feulgen staining procedure, using an automated staining device (Varistain 24-4, Shandon,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Hydrolysis was performed for one hour, using 5 M HCl at room
temperature. After Thionin staining for 75 minutes, smears were rinsed three times in SO2
solution, dehydrated and mounted. Resulting smears show a strong staining intensity of
nuclei, whereas the Papanicolaou staining had disappeared (Figure 1a).
Measurement device
Automated measurement of Feulgen re-stained Pap smears was performed using a Cyto-
Savant system with a predefined feature-set coded FB5 (Oncometrics Imaging Corp.,
Vancouver, BC, Canada)16. This device uses an automated slide loader and motorized xyz-
stage. Acquisition of images was performed using a Xillix MicroImager 1400 (pixel size 6.8
ìm x 6.8 ìm). Köhler illumination with a monochromatic light source (600 nm, bandwidth 10
nm) with a stabilized power supply was used. Images were acquired using a 20x objective
(NA = 0.75), resulting in pixels of 0.34 ìm x 0.34 ìm in the specimen. The system was
calibrated according to manufacturer’s instructions. Quality control procedures included
repeated measurement of a single nucleus in different locations of the microscopic field and
of nuclei of a cell-line, comparison of IOD of diploid and tetraploid peaks, check for linearity
and shading.
The default mode of operation used in this study scans specimens in an adaptive manner
in such a way that parts of the specimen containing much cellular material are scanned with
a high field sampling density, whereas areas containing little or no cellular material are
sparsely sampled. After initial focussing of the entire microscopic field of view, object
detection was performed. Objects with IOD over 50 (during normalization stage, see below;
IOD measured in arbitrary units) or over 50% of the preliminary reference IOD and circularity
smaller than 2.0 were analyzed (default measurement criteria of the system). Each detected
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Figure 1 Examples of a. a Feulgen stained nucleus with b. object mask.
object was focussed individually and a binary object mask was determined from the resulting
sub-image (Figure 1b).
For each object, 124 features were calculated, which may be subdivided into three
classes: (1) features which are not sensitive to variations in staining density (e.g. area,
roundness); (2) features which are sensitive to variations in staining density (e.g. IOD); and
(3) features which require normalization by a diploid reference IOD value (e.g. DNA index).
Features in classes 1 and 2 are collectively called non-normalized features; features in class
3 are called normalized features. Because of the normalization, normalized features are not
sensitive to variations in staining density. Normalized features can only be calculated after a
representative set of reference cells has been measured, in order to have a diploid reference
IOD value. For use in the present study, 51 features were selected which are not sensitive to
variations in staining density or to object orientation (Table 1). Selected features include (1)
geometric (size and shape), (2) photometric, (3) texture and (4) fractal features. Of these, 24
features are normalized features, while the other 27 features are non-normalized.
Measurement procedure
The measurement procedure is schematically represented in Figure 2. During automated
measurement, feature values of measured objects were used to classify these objects into
pre-defined classes, using a decision tree mechanism. Nodes in the decision tree
represented either multivariate linear discriminant functions (DFs) or feature thresholds. The
automated measurement procedure consisted of two stages. During the normalization stage
diploid reference cells were identified using non-normalized features. After detecting 75
nuclei of diploid cells, a preliminary reference IOD was calculated. In the subsequent
classification stage, the preliminary reference IOD was used for calculation of normalized
features and detected objects were classified using all features. Nuclear objects detected
during the normalization stage were re-classified at the beginning of the classification stage
for reasons of efficiency.
a b
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SIZE Area Mean_radius Max_radius
SHAPE Var_radius Eccentricity Inertia_shape Compactness
Freq_low_fft Freq_high_fft Harmon1_fft Harmon2_fft
Harmon3_fft Harmon4_fft Harmon5_fft
PHOTOMETRIC DNA_Index* OD_variance OD_skewness OD_kurtosis
TEXTURE/discrete LowDNAarea* MedDNAarea* HiDNAarea* LowDNAamnt*
MedDNAamnt* HiDNAamnt* LowDNAcomp* MedDNAcomp*
HiDNAcomp* MhDNAcomp* Low_av_dst* Med_av_dst*
Hi_av_dst* Mh_av_dst* LowVSmed_DNA* LowVShigh_DNA*
LowVSmh_DNA* Low_den_obj* Med_den_obj* High_den_obj*
Low_cntr_mass* Med_cntr_mass* Hi_cntr_mass*
TEXTURE/Markovian Entropy Correlation Contrast Homogeneity
Cl_shade Cl_prominence
TEXTURE/other Den_lit_spot Den_drk_spot Center_of_gravity
FRACTAL Fractal_dimension * denotes normalized features
Table 1 Overview of Cyto-Savant features used in this study.
Construction of statistical classifiers
All DFs were constructed from features selected by stepwise linear discriminant analysis
(LDA). DFs were constructed using the standard Cyto-Savant software. Construction of DFs
was based on training-sets containing objects in two classes, using two F-values (F-include
and F-remove). The maximum number of features to be included in the DF could be set. To
avoid overtraining, care was taken that the number of objects in the smallest class was
always at least five times the number of features used for construction of the discriminant
function18.
Automated identification of nuclei of reference cells in smears may be hampered by
presence of (1) debris, consisting of damaged, degenerated or overlapping nuclei, incorrectly
segmented nuclei, out-of-focus objects and non-cellular objects (dirt, parts of cytoplasm), and
(2) inflammatory cells (granulocytes and lymphocytes). Two DFs were constructed capable
of recognizing debris and inflammatory cells. Objects remaining after removal of debris and
inflammatory cells represent correctly recognized nuclei of epithelial cells (occasionally,
nuclei of histiocytic cells were detected as well). Further DFs were constructed capable of
discriminating nuclei of diploid epithelial cells from nuclei of non-diploid epithelial cells (e.g.
nuclei of diagnostic cells), and for discrimination between nuclei of diploid intermediate
squamous cells and of other diploid epithelial cells.
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Objects detected during
normalization stage
DF1<0
NORMALIZATION STAGE
DF2<0
DF3<0
debris
inflammatory cells
hypodiploid cells
DF4<0
hyperdiploid cells
diploid cells
DF1<0
CLASSIFICATION STAGE
DF2<0
DNA_Index<0.82*
debris
inflammatory cells
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DNA_Index>1.25*
hyperdiploid cells
DF5*<0
other diploid
epithelial cells
diploid intermediate
squamous cells
*node uses normalized features
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no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
values
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of the decision tree mechanism used to
identify measured objects.
Recognition of debris
In each specimen in the training-subset of six Pap smears a minimum of 5000 objects was
measured, without limitations other than the system default cell recognition thresholds.
Resulting sets of images contained a large amount of debris. These objects were manually
classified by selecting the respective images with a mouse in a gallery display. LDA, based
on nonnormalized features, was performed to construct DF1, capable of recognizing debris
from correctly recognized nuclear objects.
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Recognition of inflammatory cells
Inflammatory cells were abundantly present in most specimens. Visual examination of data
of a number of inflammatory cells showed that these cells may be distinguished from other
cells by the feature max_radius. Also, it was observed that for inflammatory cells max_radius
increased with increased values of compactness. It was decided to construct DF2 for
identification of inflammatory cells, based on these two features. The factors of DF2 were
manually set in such a way that a large proportion of the inflammatory cells present in
images from the training-subset were correctly recognized without incorrectly classifying cells
that may be important for further analysis.
Recognition of diploid epithelial cells
For construction of DFs for recognition of diploid epithelial cells, specimens in the full
training-set of 50 samples were measured with a decision tree containing DF1 and DF2. The
measurement device allows for continuous measurement until a fixed number of cells in each
of a number of predefined classes is detected. Next to 200 debris objects and 200
inflammatory cells, 500 objects were measured representing correctly recognized nuclei in
each sample, and corresponding images were stored. Two experienced cytotechnicians
identified for each specimen the largest peak in the IOD histogram of 500 nuclei. A number
of nuclei with IOD values within this peak was inspected by relocation under the microscope
of the measurement device, to ensure that this peak represented the diploid population of
normal epithelial reference cells. Because the samples contained predominantly normal
diploid cells, the largest peak was identified as the diploid peak in all cases.
Two thresholds were set in the IOD histogram of each individual specimen to define nuclei
of cells that were clearly outside the diploid peak. First, the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the diploid peak was visually estimated. Next, two thresholds were manually set
at two times the FWHM distance above and below the center of the diploid peak (Figure 3,
solid lines). Objects with IOD smaller than the lower bound were labeled hypo-diploid and
objects with value over the upper bound were labeled hyper-diploid. The set of all nuclei of
hypo-diploid cells from fifty samples together was used as a trainingset for construction of
DF3, capable of recognizing nuclei of hypo-diploid cells using non-normalized features.
Nuclei of hyper-diploid cells from fifty samples were used for construction of DF4, capable of
recognizing nuclei of hyperdiploid nuclei based on non-normalized features.
To construct DF5, capable of discrimination between nuclei of normal intermediate
squamous cells and nuclei of other normal diploid epithelial cells in the classification stage,
nuclei in the diploid region of the IOD histogram were further subclassified. For each
individual sample, all nuclei with IOD value within the manually defined FWHM region around
the diploid peak (Figure 3, dotted lines) were visually inspected after relocation under the
microscope of the measurement device. Correctly recognized nuclei of normal diploid
intermediate squamous cells were labeled diploid intermediate squamous cells. All other
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Figure 3 Example of DNA-index histogram with manually
set thresholds, to define trainingsets for nuclei of hypo-
and hyper-diploid cells.
cells within the diploid region were labeled non-intermediate diploid epithelial cells (mainly
cylindrical epithelial cells).
For all measured objects, normalized features were calculated for constructing classifiers
for use in the classification stage, using the mean IOD of diploid intermediate squamous cells
as diploid IOD reference value in each specimen. For recognition of nuclei of hypo- and
hyper-diploid cells in the classification stage, two threshold values were determined by
inspection of DNA-index histograms. DF5 was constructed to differentiate between diploid
intermediate squamous cells and non-intermediate diploid epithelial cells.
Testing of discriminant functions
To evaluate the performance of the newly developed statistical classifier, for all specimens in
the full training-set the average IOD of manually classified intermediate squamous cells was
compared, using linear regression analysis, with the mean IOD of cells automatically
classified as diploid intermediate squamous cells. Statistical analysis was performed using
SPSS statistical software (SPSS 9.0 for Windows, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).
RESULTS
Recognition of debris
In the training-subset, a total of 30402 objects was measured, of which 19669 objects
(64.7%) were manually classified as debris. LDA based on non-normalized features was
used to construct a DF containing 5 features (DF1, Table 2). DF1 correctly classified 98.2% of
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Feature DF1 DF2 DF3 DF4 DF5
Area -0.00305 -0.103 -0.0134
Mean_radius 8.93
Max_radius 0.052 -0.450
Var_radius 0.415
Compactness -39.4 -1.0 -28.7
Freq_low_fft -0.0301
Harmon01_fft -0.753
Harmon03_fft 0.138
OD_variance 12.7
OD_skewness 10.5 -14.3
HiDNAarea -16.2
MedDNAamnt -4.41
Correlation -0.0215
Contrast -0.0361
Cl_shade 15.0 -17.7
CONSTANT 51.3 0.620 -22.5 6.63 13.0
Table 2 Coefficients and constant terms of the discriminant functions used in this study.
all nuclei (Table 3). Only 1.8% was misclassified, which by visual inspection was found to
contain mainly inflammatory cells, and no cells of clinical importance. In specimens
measured in the remainder of this study 200 objects classified by DF1 as debris were stored
and subsequently visually inspected. No correctly recognized nuclei with possible diagnostic
significance were observed in these debris sets.
Recognition of inflammatory cells
After manual setting of DF2 factors, 5126 (47.8%) of 10733 nuclear objects measured in
specimens from the training-subset were classified as inflammatory cells (Table 2). No nuclei
of cells with possible diagnostic importance were incorrectly classified as inflammatory cells,
whereas only a small amount of inflammatory cells were incorrectly classified as being non-
inflammatory cells (approximately 5%).
Classification of diploid epithelial cells based on non-normalized features
Manual classification of cells measured in specimens from the full training-set resulted in
6426 diploid intermediate squamous cells, 15168 non-intermediate diploid epithelial cells,
1392 hypo-diploid cells, and 2991 hyper-diploid cells. DF3 and DF4, based on non-normalized
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Results of statistical classifier
Number of objects Cells Debris
Cells 10733 10657 (98.2%) 198 (1.8%)Results of
manual
classification Debris 19669 1383 (7.0%) 18578 (93.0%)
Table 3 Results of a classifier for recognition of debris.
features, were constructed for identification of nuclei of respectively hypo- and hyper-diploid
cells (Table 2). Of manually selected diploid intermediate squamous cells, 17% was
erroneously classified as hypo-diploid and 30% as hyper-diploid (Table 4). For the
normalization stage, the combination of DF1, DF2, DF3 and DF4 was used. Cells classified by
these DFs as diploid epithelial cells contained 5737 objects of which 96% was diploid (56%
intermediate, and 36% non-intermediate) and 4% non-diploid (1% hypo-diploid and 3%
hyper-diploid).
Classification of intermediate squamous cells based on normalized and non-
normalized features
For recognition of hypo- and hyper-diploid cells, lower- and upper bounds for DNA-Index of
respectively 0.82 and 1.25 were used. These thresholds correctly identified 96% and 87% of
the manually selected hypo- and hyper-diploid cells, respectively, while no intermediate
squamous cells were incorrectly classified as hypo- or hyper-diploid (Table 5).
DF5 was constructed to differentiate between intermediate squamous cells and diploid
non-intermediate epithelial cells (Table 2). The decision tree used for the classification stage
consisted of DF1, DF2, two DNA-Index thresholds and DF5. Cells classified by this tree as
intermediate squamous cells consisted of 9212 objects, of which 98% were diploid (58%
intermediate squamous cells and 40% non-intermediate diploid epithelial cells) and 1% non-
diploid (0.2% hypo-diploid and 0.8% hyper-diploid).
Testing of discriminant functions
In order to test the statistical classifier, for each of the 50 specimens in the full training-set
the manually determined diploid IOD reference value was compared with the automatically
computed value. Table 6 shows the number, mean and CV of reference cells. Also shown
are the relative standard error of the mean (rSEM = CV / n) and the relative difference
between the reference value from the manual and automated classification. According to the
ESACP consensus report11, a measurement is reliable if reference CV  5% and rSEM 
1.5%. In the present study, only a limited number of specimens fulfilled these criteria (n = 21
for manually measured specimens and n = 1 for automatically measured specimens).
Therefore, in the present study specimens were analyzed with rSEM  1.5%, but CV  13%.
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Results of statistical classifier (row%)
Results of manual
classification
Number of
cells
Diploid cells Hypo-diploid cells Hyper-diploid cells
Diploid cells
Intermediate squamous
cells
6426 54% 17% 30%
Other epithelial cells 15168 14% 54% 32%
Non-diploid cells
Hypo-diploid cells 1392 6% 88% 6%
Hyper-diploid cells 2991 5% 3% 92%
Table 4 Results of classifiers for normalization stage, existing of DF1, DF2, DF3 and DF4 for
recognition of diploid cells, based on non-normalized features.
Results of statistical classifier (row%)
Results of manual
classification
Number
of cells
Diploid
intermediate
squamous cells
Other diploid
epithelial cells
Hypo-diploid
cells
Hyper-
diploid cells
Diploid cells
Intermediate
squamous cells
6426 84% 16% 0% 0%
Other epithelial cells 15168 25% 70% 5% 0%
Non-diploid cells
Hypo-diploid cells 1392 1% 2% 96% 0%
Hyper-diploid cells 2991 2% 11% 0% 87%
Table 5 Results of classifiers for classification stage, existing of DF1, DF2, two DNA index
thresholds and DF5 for recognition of diploid intermediate squamous cells, based on normalized and
non-normalized features.
Averaged over all specimens, automatically determined diploid reference values differed
2.7% from manual values. For specimens with rSEM  1.5% this error was 2.4%. Linear
regression analysis showed an excellent correlation between manually and automatically
assessed values for specimens with rSEM  1.5% (r = 0.97; P < 0.001). However, a
significant intercept was observed for the regression line (intercept = 30.6; P < 0.001; Figure
4).
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Manual classification Automated classification
Ncases Ncells IODMN IODCV rSEM Ncases Ncells IODMN IODCV rSEM Error(%)
Averaged over all measured specimens
50 114.1 110.0 5.60 0.71 50 114.7 110.8 8.80 0.93 2.73
Averaged over specimens with rSEM1.5%
46 118.4 109.5 5.65 0.67 46 121.2 110.6 8.38 0.82 2.40
Averaged over specimens with rSEM1.5% and CV5%
21 132 110.3 4.35 0.43 1 38 130 4.88 0.79 1.52
Table 6 Comparison between diploid IOD reference values from manual and automated assessment of
specimens. Ncases is the number of valid cases, Ncells the average number of cells measured per case. IODMN
(arbitrary units) and IODCV (%) are mean and coefficient of variation of the IOD over all detected reference
cells in a specimen. rSEM (%) is the relative standard error of the mean. The error is the relative difference
between manual and automated IODMN.
DISCUSSION
The present study shows that identification of nuclei of diploid epithelial reference cells in
Feulgen-stained cervical smears can be automated, eliminating observer effort and bias
caused by manual selection of such nuclei. Automated identification of internal reference
cells is an important first step in designing a system for fully automated DNA ploidy
assessment. The specimen reference IOD value was found to be accurate. The linear
regression line describing the relationship between manually and automatically acquired IOD
reference values in this study does not cross the origin, indicating a systematic error in the
automated identification. Low IOD reference values are slightly overestimated, whereas high
IOD reference values are underestimated. Constructed DF’s preferentially select cells with
feature values close to the mean values calculated from the training-set. The fact that this
influences measured IOD values may indicate that even normalized features are not entirely
independent of staining density. However, when reference values are in the range found in
this study (IOD between 80 and 140), the average error percentage is 2.4%. Specimens with
automatically determined reference IOD value outside this range should not be accepted.
The present study shows that identification of debris and inflammatory cells based on
geometric features calculated from the Feulgen staining is feasible. This is in concordance
with other studies1,19. Tucker et al17 studied recognition of debris and out of focus objects
based on texture features only. Their performance is slightly less than ours, which may be
due to the fact that only texture features were used. In the present study, the stepwise
discriminant analysis selected only geometric (size and shape) features for recognition of
debris. Because of the individual object focussing, out of focus objects occurred only in very
few cases in the present study. For cytological material, focussing of each individual object is
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Figure 4 Scatterplot of manually assessed diploid reference IOD values
versus automatically assessed values. Lines show results of linear
regression analysis with 95% confidence limits (r=0.97).
advisable. Also, in a research or clinical setting visual inspection of automatically classified
objects in a gallery display is advisable to prevent misclassified debris or inflammatory cells
to bias results. Because these classes of objects are easily recognized, such inspection will
only require a very short time.
In a previous study it was shown that discrimination between epithelial cells with
increasing level of maturation could only be performed with moderate success when only
nuclear geometric features were used20. Using both nuclear and cytoplasmic information
increased the classification rate significantly, even if only basic geometric features were
used. Use of cytoplasmic information, however, reduces the number of cells available for the
analysis, because more overlap occurs14,20. Especially in conventional cervical smears, as
used in the present study, this may lead to insufficient nuclei for analysis and possibly biased
results.
Different studies describe successful discrimination between different types of epithelial
cells, based on nuclear information only, using more sophisticated features quantifying
Feulgen texture1,14,15,21. In the present study this observation could not be confirmed.
Discrimination between diploid intermediate squamous cells and other diploid epithelial cells
was only moderately successful. Also, the cytotechnicians participating in this study needed
the faint contours of the cytoplasm for visual classification of cells under the microscope,
indicating that absence of cytoplasmic information may seriously hamper accurate
discrimination between closely associated cell types.
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The CV of diploid reference nuclei is regarded as a measure for the quality of the overall
measurement. Different QA protocols require the CV of the IOD of diploid reference cells to
be smaller than 5%11,22. In a number of studies this ESACP criterion was not met. In cervical
smears, an average CV of reference cells of 16.7% was reported1. In a study measuring
normal prostate tissue, isolated from paraffin embedded blocks, an average CV of 7% was
found (ranging from 6 to 9%)23. Human hepatocytes showed CVs ranging from 2 to 17% for
different laboratories24. Even in flow cytometric evaluation of rat leukocytes, CVs ranged up
to 10%25. It is questionable whether CV < 5% is feasible for all kinds of material. The CV,
which is a relative measure for the standard deviation, is mainly determined by the accuracy
of the staining- and measurement procedure. Especially for archival material, it was shown
that the origin of the material and also different fixation- and staining parameters influence
the IOD and size and texture parameters26-29. In the present study, specimens were accepted
with CV up to 13%, in order to have sufficient patients for the analysis. Both the average CV
of reference cells in individual smears and the range of IOD reference values (80 - 140) were
high, which is most probably attributable to the suboptimal preprocessing of the used
material. The actual statistical classifiers developed in this study will only be applicable for
the materials used in this project. For application in a different setting, with preferably
optimized material collection and specimen preparation, the construction of statistical
classifiers will have to be repeated according to the procedure developed in the present
study. Although in the present study the classification results were satisfactory, such
optimizations will probably improve the quality of the classifiers (i.e. smaller CVs). In the near
future, development of new preparation techniques (e.g. liquid based cytology, monolayers)
may enable analysis of cytoplasmic information, possibly enhancing the identification of
intermediate squamous cells.
Thunnissen et al reported large differences in DNA-index of diploid cells in specimens
measured in different laboratories30. Several different diploid cell populations (bipolar cells,
epithelial cells, lymphocytes, granulocytes) were sampled manually. Normalized against liver
diploid cells, DNA-index of diploid cell types ranged from almost 1c to 3c. Because all
thirteen participating laboratories used centrally produced and stained specimens, these
variations were not caused by differences in specimen handling or staining. Variations have
to be attributed to the measurement procedure, including selection of nuclei for measurement
and system calibration. A number of specimens from the study by Thunnissen et al30 were
recently analyzed using a fully automated procedure for selection of cells15. Automated cell
selection resulted in DNA indices not significantly different from 2c for all cell types. These
results show that accurate assessment of ploidy is feasible, when performed under
standardized conditions. Next to a very careful setup of instrumentation, automatic selection
of cells contributes to this high degree of accuracy.
In conclusion, in the present study a method for automated identification of diploid
epithelial reference cells was described. Previous studies focussed on aspects concerning
preparation and staining26-29 or dealt with the correct setup of the measurement
instrumentation11,22,31-33. Quality assurance of these items is critical for reliable measurement.
However, selection of nuclei of interest poses a very challenging problem as well34. Manual
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selection may be poorly reproducible and biased10,30. Reliable and unbiased sampling of an
internal diploid reference population is important for accurate image cytometric ploidy
assessment. The next step towards accurate and reproducible DNA ploidy measurement by
image cytometry will be identification of diagnostic nuclei.
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ABSTRACT
After menopause, declining levels of estrogens may cause vaginal discomfort, or so-called
‘vaginal atrophy’. Evaluation of therapies for vaginal atrophy may be performed using the so-
called ‘maturation index’. The maturation index is expressed as the percentage of
(para)basal, intermediate, and superficial epithelial cells in a vaginal smear. Manual
assessment of the maturation index is subject to inter- and intraobserver variations. In this
study, assessment of the maturation of cells in vaginal smears using automated image
analysis was investigated. Automated assessment, using a  commercially available image
analysis system, was performed on hematoxylin-eosin-stained cytospin specimens. A
training set was constructed by an experienced cytotechnician, based upon visual
classification of stored gray value images. From this, two discriminant functions (DFs) were
calculated capable of classifying cells in one of the three types. These cell classifiers were
capable of classifying 97% of the cells correctly. Data from automated assessment were
compared with those of classical manual counting. Specimens of thirteen mature and six
atrophic vaginal specimens were assessed in duplicate, both manually and by image
analysis, using the DFs. No significant interobserver effect was found for image analysis,
whereas a significant effect was found for manual counting. Both methods were able to
distinguish between matured and atrophic specimens. It was concluded that for assessment
of vaginal maturation, the use of automated image analysis systems is recommended.
Besides increased reproducibility, image analysis systems yield additional data describing
the size and shape of the cytoplasm and nucleus of cells, which might increase
discriminating power.
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INTRODUCTION
Menopause in women is associated with the occurrence of climacteric complaints (hot
flashes, night sweats, and palpitations), bladder problems, accelerated bone loss
(osteoporosis), and vaginal discomfort. These symptoms are related to an abrupt loss of
ovarian function at the onset of menopause, resulting in a sharp decline in the endogenous
production of ovarian hormones, especially of serum 17b-estradiol and circulating conjugates
of this hormone. Low estradiol levels may lead to a deficient maturation of vaginal mucosa,
or so-called ‘vaginal atrophy’1, a condition that is clinically presented by dryness, irritation,
and itch. To compensate for declining levels of endogenous estrogens, women can be
treated by exogenous estrogens. Clinical studies have demonstrated that estrogens are
effective in relieving (post)menopausal vaginal discomfort2; they induce proliferation of
vaginal epithelium, and thus reestablish a normal appearance of the vaginal mucosa. Also,
the local application of a moisturizing bioadhesive gel has been shown to be effective against
vaginal discomfort3,4. The vaginal smear provides an accurate estimate of the proliferative
state of the vaginal epithelium. The effect of treatment for postmenopausal vaginal atrophy
may be accurately monitored by evaluating subsequent vaginal smears5.
Cytomorphologically, vaginal atrophy is defined as a condition with high numbers of
(para)basal and intermediate cells and very low numbers of superficial cells6. The maturation
of epithelial cells can be analyzed in vaginal smears by manual assessment (MA) of the
fraction of (para)basal, intermediate, and superficial epithelial cells (maturation index, or MI7).
Therapy for vaginal atrophy encourages the maturation of the epithelium, resulting in a shift
in the MI from high percentages of (para)basal and intermediate cells to higher percentages
of superficial cells. Recently, interest in the treatment of postmenopausal complaints, such as
vaginal atrophy, has increased. In order to optimize treatment, and prevent occurrence of
unwanted side effects as much as possible, accurate monitoring of treatment-effects is
required. Cytomorphological analysis has been shown to be subject to inter- and
intraobserver variability. Therefore, an automated and standardized image analysis
procedure is desired8,9.
The primary aim of this study was to describe the development of a computerized
cytomorphometric method for fully automatic assessment of the maturation of cells as
present in vaginal smears (automated cytomorphometric analysis, or CMA). The applicability
of the method was studied by comparing data from smears containing many atrophic cells of
postmenopausal women with data from matured specimens of premenopausal women.
Development of this method also included its validation against the classical manual method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and cell preparation
Scrapes of vaginal mucosa were used from nineteen patients who had visited a gynecologist
with diverse complaints, not related to vaginal atrophy. Samples of the vaginal mucosa were
obtained by rotating a special brush (Vibabrush, Rovers B.V., Oss, The Netherlands) in the
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middle portion of the vaginal wall. Smears were put on a glass slide, fixed with a spray
fixative (Pro-Fixx, Lerner Laboratories, Pittsburgh, PA), and stained by the Papanicolaou
procedure. After preparation of the smear, the brush with adhering cells was put into ethanol-
carbowax fixation fluid, and subsequently cytospins were prepared. The cytospin device
deposits the cell material into a well-defined square area of the slide, facilitating fully
automated measurement. The specimens were stained using the hematoxylin-eosin (H&E)
procedure. The spectral characteristics of the H&E staining allow separate identification of
nuclei and cytoplasm by CMA very well, as illustrated in Plate II (page 82).
Of 19 patients, 12 were postmenopausal and 7 were premenopausal.
Cytomorphometric analysis
System setup
CMA was performed with a Discovery 2.6 Fluorbance system10 (Becton Dickinson Cellular
Imaging Systems, Leiden, The Netherlands). The cytospin specimens were scanned fully
automatically with a 25x objective (NA = 0.7) using a motorized stage and automatic
focusing. Microscopic fields measuring 550 x 550 µm were digitized by a Xillix MicroImager
1400 monochromatic CCD camera (Xillix Technologies Corp, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada; pixel size 6.8 x 6.8 µm, 8-bit sampling), resulting in an effective resolving power of
0.54 x 0.54 µm.
Images were digitized at l = 580 nm for detection of nuclear staining and l = 540 nm for
detection of cytoplasmic staining. At these wavelengths the dyes showed maximum
absorbance. Detection of nuclei was performed in three steps:
(1) By automated adjustment of the lamp voltage and by use of a shading correction
algorithm, the intensity of image points (pixels) belonging to the background (i.e., no staining
was present) was kept at gray value 200. Next, all pixels in the image acquired at l = 580 nm
with a gray value below a threshold value were considered to be hematoxylin-positive. This
gray value threshold was set manually for each specimen by examining the histogram of a
number of digitized microscopic fields. Threshold values for hematoxylin ranged between
178 – 188, due to staining variations among specimens. Therefore, fixed threshold values
could not be used.
(2) Neighboring (8 connected) image pixels that were positive for hematoxylin were
grouped together to form objects that possibly corresponded to nuclei.
(3) For each object, the area and the contour ratio were determined. Contour ratio was
defined as
area
perimeter
´´
´
p2
1000
,
describing the roughness of the contour of an object. Artifacts were removed by applying
thresholds to these parameters. Parameter threshold values were determined for use in the
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entire study from manually selected, correctly recognized objects from a number of
specimens. Objects with an area of more than 50 pixels and contour ratio smaller than 1,300
were used.
Objects found in this way were considered to represent correctly recognized, single-lying
(i.e., nonoverlapping) nuclei. The same procedure was applied to the image acquired at 540
nm for detection of the cytoplasm of cells. For this purpose, gray value thresholds were found
ranging from 115 – 125. For artifact removal, a minimum area of 850 pixels was used. When
only single-lying epithelial cells were required, a maximum contour ratio of 1,500 was used
as well.
For all cells and cell clumps detected by CMA, the area, perimeter, contour ratio, and
bending energy of the nucleus and of the cytoplasm were calculated. Also, the ratio between
the area of the nucleus and the area of the cytoplasm and the ratio between the perimeter of
the nucleus and the perimeter of the cytoplasm were calculated.
Cell classification by cytomorphometric or automated analysis (training set)
In order to obtain a statistical cell classifier, a number of nonoverlapping, single cells of the
training set were classified manually by an experienced cytotechnician on the basis of stored
gray level images. These 623 cells of five patients, both from atrophic and mature
specimens, were selected, measured by CMA, and subsequently classified as either
(para)basal, intermediate, or superficial. All measured nuclear and cytoplasmic features of
these cells were used in a forward stepwise logistic regression analysis in order to select the
best subset of features to discriminate between (para)basal cells and the non(para)basal
cells (both intermediate cells and superficial cells). The selected features were used in
logistic regression analysis to obtain a discriminant function DF1 to classify the measured
cells as (para)basal cells and non(para)basal cells. The same procedure was used to obtain
a second DF2 for the discrimination of intermediate cells and superficial cells.
The aforementioned DFs are not suitable for classification of cells in clumps, because no
data regarding the cytoplasm as calculated for the single cells are available for these
clumped cells. Therefore, two new DFs were determined by logistic regression, based on
nuclear parameters only.
The same image cytometric data were used to construct statistical cell classifiers, as well
as to evaluate the performance of the cell classifiers. This procedure may give classification
results that are optimistically biased. The ‘leave-one-out’ cross-validation procedure was
used in the logistic regression analyses to reduce this bias.
CMA-assessment of maturation index and maturation value (test set)
Two measurement runs were performed for each specimen: (1) assessment of single-lying
(i.e., non-overlapping) epithelial cells (single-cell CMA), and (2) assessment of both clusters
of epithelial cells (two or more cells with touching or overlapping cytoplasms) and single cells
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(clump CMA). For single-cell CMA, the contour ratio limitation was applied, and only
cytoplasmic objects encompassing exactly one single nucleus were allowed. For clump
CMA, all objects with an area greater than the threshold value were assessed.
If possible, for each specimen 300 cells (single-cell CMA) or cell clumps (clump CMA)
were measured; otherwise, the entire measurement area of the slide was scanned and
analyzed. MI consists of the fractions of (para)basal, intermediate, and superficial epithelial
cells in a smear7. From this, the MV is determined by 0.5 x fraction of intermediate cells +
fraction of superficial cells11. Cells from each measurement were classified using the DFs,
and MI and MV were determined for single-cell CMA and for clump CMA.
Classical manual assessment
The maturation of vaginal cells in terms of the maturation index was assessed manually by
an experienced cytotechnician. Maturation was expressed by the maturation index, applying
the procedure described elsewhere7 to 200 vaginal cells. In short, cells were visually
classified as (para)basal, intermediate, or superficial, and the percentage of each of the three
types was calculated. From this, the maturation value was determined as described above.
Assessment was performed in duplicate with a two month interval, by the same
cytotechnician.
Statistical methods
All statistics were performed using SPSS for Windows (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). The
Shapiro-Wilks test for normality showed a significant deviation from normality for a number of
parameters; therefore, non-parametric tests were used throughout the study.
Correspondence between measurement sessions for MA and CMA and between MA and
CMA were studied using Spearman rank correlation coefficients and Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank tests. Differences between patient classes were studied using the Mann-Whitney
U-test.
RESULTS
Automated cytomorphometric analysis
CMA cell classification (training set)
In order to discriminate between selected (para)basal, intermediate, and superficial cells of
the training set of 623 cells, a stepwise logistic regression analysis was performed. This
resulted in the following parameters, with decreasing significance: perimeter of the
cytoplasm, ratio between the perimeter of the nucleus and the perimeter of the cytoplasm,
and ratio between the area of the nucleus and the area of the cytoplasm. Differences in
significance levels between these parameters were small. In general, area is a more stable
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parameter than perimeter; therefore, we used the ratio between the area of the nucleus and
the area of the cytoplasm to classify cells as (para)basal:
0.111031 +´-= cytoplasmofarea
nucleusofarea
DF
Cells with DF1 < 0 were classified as (para)basal, and cells with DF1 ³ 0 as non(para)basal
cells. The DF to classify non(para)basal cells in intermediate cells and superficial cells is
given by:
5.19085.02 +´-= nucleusofareaDF
Cells with DF2 < 0 were classified as intermediate, and with DF2 ³ 0 were classified as
superficial cells. Using these two DFs to classify the 623 cells in the training set resulted in
95% overall correct classification (Table 1). None of the (para)basal cells were classified as
superficial cells, and vice versa. With regard to the intermediate cells, only 2% of the cells
were classified as (para)basal cells and 6% as superficial cells. The ‘leave-one-out’ cross-
validation procedure gave the same classification results, so it was concluded that
classification by DF1 and DF2 is unbiased.
Classification of cells in clumps (clump CMA) was based on nuclear parameters only, and
resulted for the distinction between (para)basal cells and non(para)basal cells (intermediate
cells and superficial cells) in the following discriminant function:
2.5017.03 +´-= nucleusofareaDF
For discrimination between intermediate cells and superficial cells in clump CMA, DF2 could
be used as this DF does not require cytoplasmic information. Classification results for this
pair of DFs are shown in Table 1. Lacking cytoplasmic information, the distinction between
(para) basal and intermediate cells was seriously hampered: 44% of (para)basal cells were
falsely classified as intermediate, and 22% of intermediate cells were falsely classified as
(para)basal.
CMA-assessment of MI and MV (test set)
For single-cell CMA, the number of cells used for calculation of the MI and MV was over 200
for most of the cases of the test set, but was as low as 40 in one case. For clump CMA, all
nuclei present in 300 clumps were taken into account, resulting in much higher numbers of
cells. Results of CMA for individual patients are shown in Table 2. For mature specimens,
hardly any (para)basal cells were detected by single-cell CMA. Atrophic specimens showed
high percentages of (para)basal cells (>60% for all cases but one). Only one atrophic
specimen (case three) showed mainly intermediate cells. No apparent differences existed
between the two sessions of single-cell CMA.
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Predicted class
(Para)basal Intermediate Superficial
Actual class
Total
number N % N % N %
Single-cell CMA
(Para)basal 177 170 96 7 4 0 0
Intermediate 208 4 2 192 92 12 6
Superficial 238 0 0 10 4 228 96
95% overall correct classification
Clump CMA
(Para)basal 177 96 54 77 44 4 2
Intermediate 208 45 22 151 73 12 6
Superficial 238 0 0 10 4 228 96
73% overall correct classification
Table 1 Results of classification of epithelial cells in the training set, using
discriminant functions based on morphometric parameters. Results from both
single-cell CMA and clump CMA of cytospins are shown. Listed are the number
of cells (N) and the percentage.
Results of manual assessment
Results of manual assessment are shown in Table 3. In most cases a mixture of superficial
and intermediate cells or of intermediate and (para)basal cells was found. The smallest of the
three values of the MI never represented more than 5% of the cells. In mature specimens no
(para)basal cells were counted and in atrophic specimens hardly any superficial cells were
seen. For atrophic specimens, the percentage of (para)basal cells was always over 60.
Again, case three seems to be an exception in that it showed the lowest percentage of
(para)basal cells and the highest MV values.
Reproducibility
Interobserver reproducibility
For the MI and MV values of single-cell CMA, no significant differences were seen between
two sessions (all comparisons are listed in Table 4; see also Figure 1). Correlations between
the two automated sessions were high and significant for almost all parameters. (r > 0.86; P
< 0.05). The only exception was the fraction of (para)basal cells in specimens from
premenopausal patients. As this percentage was very close to 0, the correlation coefficient
was entirely determined by noise, making it inaccurate. Results of clump CMA were not
analyzed in this way because of their lower accuracy.
For the MI and MV values of manual counting, significant differences were seen for all
parameters for at least one of the three classes of patients (premenopausal, postmenopausal
atrophic, or postmenopausal mature). Correlations were less pronounced as for CMA and
not always significant (Figure 2 shows results for MV for all cases).
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Single cell CMA, ses. 1 Single cell CMA, ses. 2 Clump CMA
Number Age fr P fr I fr S MV fr P fr I fr S MV fr P fr I fr S MV
Post-menopausal, atrophic specimens
1 58 .65 .27 .08 .22 .70 .26 .05 .18 .56 .22 .22 .33
2 55 .63 .25 .12 .25 .63 .27 .10 .23 .27 .52 .21 .47
3 74 .21 .63 .16 .47 .19 .53 .29 .55 .12 .46 .43 .65
4 54 .78 .20 .03 .13 .72 .25 .04 .16 .26 .31 .44 .59
5 73 .99 .00 .01 .01 .99 .00 .01 .01 .18 .54 .28 .55
6 59 .86 .10 .04 .09 .88 .08 .05 .08 .36 .38 .26 .45
Post-menopausal, matured specimens
7 68 .03 .62 .35 .66 .03 .55 .41 .69 .08 .46 .46 .69
8 61 .00 .27 .73 .86 .01 .30 .69 .84 .06 .34 .61 .78
9 66 .04 .84 .12 .54 .03 .83 .14 .55 .39 .39 .22 .42
10 76 .01 .31 .68 .83 .01 .28 .71 .85 .06 .26 .68 .81
11 52 .02 .23 .76 .87 .00 .01 .99 .99 .04 .20 .77 .86
12 57 .03 .62 .35 .66 .02 .62 .36 .67 .07 .44 .49 .71
Pre-menopausal
13 27 .04 .48 .47 .71 .03 .51 .46 .71 .16 .50 .34 .59
14 35 .01 .54 .45 .72 .01 .69 .30 .65 .07 .43 .51 .72
15 30 .00 .06 .93 .96 .01 .05 .94 .97 .01 .06 .93 .96
16 39 .01 .25 .74 .87 .00 .34 .65 .83 .05 .29 .66 .80
17 50 .03 .59 .39 .68 .03 .45 .53 .75 .09 .46 .46 .69
18 43 .03 .69 .28 .62 .03 .64 .33 .65 .17 .49 .34 .58
19 38 .01 .10 .89 .94 .00 .18 .81 .91 .01 .15 .84 .91
Table 2 Results of automated cytomorphometric analysis. Shown are the fractions of (para)basal (fr
P), intermediate (fr I), and superficial (fr S) cells and the maturation value (MV) for two sessions of
single-cell CMA and for clump CMA.
Comparison between manual and automated assessment
Comparison of the first sessions from both single-cell CMA and MA showed significant
differences for most parameters for the three patient classes (Table 4; Figure 3 shows
comparison of MV values). Also, for all parameters, correlations were not significant for
specimens from postmenopausal patients. Especially in mature specimens, the intraobserver
reproducibility of MA was remarkably poorer than for CMA, because higher fractions of
intermediate cells were counted in the second measurement.
Analysis of atrophy
To evaluate the discriminating power of the MI and MV from MA and CMA, a comparison
was made between specimens of premenopausal patients vs. atrophic specimens of
postmenopausal patients. For manual assessment, highly significant differences between
these two groups of specimens (P < 0.003) were seen for the fraction of (para)basal cells,
the fraction of superficial cells, and the MV. For automated assessment of single cells,
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Session 1 Session 2
Number Age fr P fr I fr S MV fr P fr I fr S MV
Post-menopausal, atrophic specimens
1 58 .78 .22 .00 .11 .92 .08 .00 .04
2 55 .69 .27 .05 .18 .91 .10 .00 .05
3 74 .61 .39 .01 .20 .73 .28 .00 .14
4 54 .85 .15 .00 .08 .94 .07 .00 .03
5 73 .83 .17 .00 .09 .93 .07 .00 .04
6 59 .77 .19 .05 .14 .93 .08 .00 .04
Post-menopausal, matured specimens
7 68 .00 .73 .28 .64 .00 .95 .06 .53
8 61 .00 .83 .18 .59 .00 .99 .02 .51
9 66 .00 .90 .11 .55 .00 .95 .05 .53
10 76 .00 .39 .62 .81 .00 .79 .22 .61
11 52 .00 .18 .82 .91 .00 .21 .79 .90
12 57 .00 .90 .10 .55 .00 .97 .03 .52
pre-menopausal
13 27 .00 .83 .17 .59 .00 .97 .03 .52
14 35 .00 .64 .36 .68 .00 .88 .12 .56
15 30 .00 .07 .93 .97 .00 .14 .87 .93
16 39 .00 .61 .39 .70 .00 .44 .56 .78
17 50 .00 .88 .13 .56 .00 .93 .07 .54
18 43 .00 .86 .14 .57 .00 .94 .06 .53
19 38 .00 .20 .80 .90 .00 .15 .85 .93
Table 3 Results of Manual Assessment of Vaginal Maturation. Shown
are the fractions of (para)basal (fr P), intermediate (fr I), and superficial
(fr S) cells and the maturation value (MV) for two independent counting
sessions.
CMA interobserver MA interobserver CMA vs. MA
fr P fr I fr S MV fr P fr I fr S MV fr P fr I fr S MV
Postmenopausal, atrophic specimens
Wilc.p ns ns ns ns * * ns * * ns * ns
Spearm.r 1.0 .94 1.0 1.0 .94 1.0 - .94 .71 .77 .58 .71
Spearm.p *** ** *** *** ** *** - ** ns ns ns ns
Postmenopausal, mature specimens
Wilc.p ns ns ns ns ns * * * * * * *
Spearm.r .89 .94 .89 .89 - .54 .54 .54 - .66 .43 .43
Spearm.p * ** * * - ns ns ns - ns ns ns
Premenopausal
Wilc.p ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns * * * ns
Spearm.r .54 .86 .86 .79 - .93 .93 .93 - .93 .93 .96
Spearm.p ns * * * - ** ** ** - ** ** ***
All specimens
Wilc.p ns ns ns ns * Ns ** ** ns ** *** **
Spearm.r .94 .93 .96 .96 1.0 .89 .93 .94 .81 .86 .93 .95
Spearm.p *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Table 4 Results of Comparison Between Different Sessions for Cytomorphometric or Automated
Analysis (CMA) and for Manual Assessment (MA) and Between Data From CMA and MA. For each
specimen class and for all specimens, the P-values of Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test,
Spearman correlation coefficient, and significance of the correlation are shown for the fractions of
(para)basal (fr P), intermediate (fr I), and superficial (fr S) cells and the maturation value (MV). ns, P >
0.05; *P <= 0.05; **P <= 0.01; ***P <= 0.001; -, value could not be calculated.
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Figure 1 Figure 2
Figure 1 Comparison of results of duplicate automated
assessment of the maturation value of 19 vaginal
specimens, both mature and atrophic.
Figure 2 Comparison of results of duplicate manual
assessment of the maturation value of 19 vaginal
specimens, both mature and atrophic.
Figure 3 Comparison of results of automated vs. manual
assessment of the maturation value of 19 vaginal
specimens, both mature and atrophic.
Figure 3
significant differences between the two groups of specimens (P < 0.003) were seen for the
fraction of (para)basal cells, the fraction of superficial cells, and the maturation value. Less
pronounced differences (P < 0.015) were seen for clump CMA for the fraction of (para)basal
cells, the fraction of superficial cells, and the MV.
DISCUSSION
In this study we have described an automated cytomorphometric method to fully assess the
maturation of epithelial cells as present in vaginal smears. The results of the
cytomorphometric method showed that geometric features of single cells present in
hematoxylin-eosin-stained cytospin specimens can be used for automated assessment. The
geometric features, describing both the nucleus and cytoplasm of cells, were successfully
used to construct cell classifiers for the automatic identification of (para)basal (P),
intermediate (I), and superficial (S) epithelial cells. Using only nonoverlapping single cells,
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the cells were classified in the S, I, and P classes with an overall correct classification of
95%.
Automated assessment of cells in clusters was found to be less reliable than
measurement of single-lying cells (overall 73% correct classification), because of lack of
cytoplasmic information. Clump CMA showed higher percentages of (para)basal cells in
mature specimens and much lower percentages of (para)basal cells in atrophic specimens,
underlining the lower accuracy of classification based on nuclear features only. Restriction to
assessment of single-lying cells may theoretically result in an underestimation of the fraction
of (para)basal cells in atrophic specimens, since these cells are more often disposed in cell
clusters than single cells. Assessment of cells in clumps might therefore yield additional
information to the measurement of single cells. This needs to be further investigated.
As cell maturation in the squamous epithelium of the vaginal mucosa is a continuous
biological process, a perfect distinction in three disjunctive classes is not possible, neither by
image analysis nor by a trained cytotechnician. The major advantage of image analysis is
that the cell class membership can be reproducibly determined by statistical cell classifiers,
as shown in this study. Manual classification of individual cells, on the other hand, is subject
to intra- and interobserver variations. In this study it was shown that the same experienced
cytotechnician applied cell classification criteria differently in the first and second
measurements. In all atrophic specimens the fraction of (para)basal cells was greater in the
second than in the first measurement session. In most cases of mature specimens, the
fraction of intermediate cells was greater in the second measurement than in the first. These
findings are suggestive of a learning effect. Therefore, the visual assessment of
Papanicolaou-stained vaginal smears is not recommended for a reliable and reproducible
measurement of the maturation indices for vaginal mucosa. For such purposes the use of
image analysis systems seems to be much more appropriate.
These data support the idea that more accurate monitoring of therapy effects will be
possible using cytomorphometrical parameters, such as size and shape, as opposed to
classification of cells using DFs. Small changes in nuclear and cytoplasmic size and shape,
not discernible by visual inspection, will be revealed by the automated procedure. The issues
of discriminating power and the potential value of additional parameters yielded by the
computerized cytomorphometric method in subsequent smears of women treated for vaginal
atrophy will be the object of future studies.
An experienced cytotechnician needed approximately 3 – 5 min to assess the maturation
index manually. As it is, the automated measurement took in the order of 30 – 60 min for
each measurement. Clearly, at this time the automated assessment of the maturation of
vaginal smears costs more operator time than manual assessment. However, no special
training is needed to operate the auto-mated measurement device, whereas manual
assessment requires a trained cytotechnician. An even more important advantage of the
automated method is the higher reproducibility and the possibility of studying more subtle
morphological changes in addition to the rather coarse information present in the maturation
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index. Cost effectiveness of the automated method is likely to be improved in the near future,
because of new developments in computer hard and software.
In conclusion, this study showed that by using both the MA and CMA approaches, highly
significant differences could be found between premenopausal smears and postmenopausal
smears showing vaginal atrophy. Both approaches might thus be used to estimate the state
of the vaginal epithelium, the cytomorphometric procedure being the more reproducible
procedure. The developed computerized cytomorphometric method is a versatile and reliable
tool in assessing the maturation of vaginal epithelial cells and allows a reproducible,
automated throughput of vaginal smears which is of relevance in the conduct of clinical
studies and screening programs.
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ABSTRACT
In a number of recent papers, the degree of tumor vascularization has been described as a
promising new prognostic factor. Methods for the assessment of vascular density involve
immunohistochemical staining of the vasculature, followed by counting the number of vessel
profiles in the angiogenic hot spot. One of the problems of this procedure is the selection of
the angiogenic hot spot, which has been described as being subject to inter-observer
variation. In this study, the value of true color image analysis in reducing inter-observer
variation has been assessed. Highly (MV3) and poorly (M14) vascularized human melanoma
xenografts were used to evaluate the image analysis procedure, and the image analysis
results were compared with results from the conventional manual hot-spot procedure.
Assessment by image analysis was performed on measurement fields covering the entire
tumor tissue specimens rather than on a single hot-spot field. Also, by selecting the most
densely vascularized area from all fields assessed by the semi-automatic procedure, it was
possible to objectify the hot spot selection (automated hot-spot procedure).
Manual assessment showed a good correlation between two independent observers for
MV3 xenografts (r = 0.74, P = 0.014), but a poor correlation for M14 xenografts (r = 0.4, P >
0.05). Automated assessment by different operators showed good correlations for both MV3
xenografts (r = 0.99, P < 0.001) and M14 xenografts (r = 0.80, P = 0.006). It is concluded that
although both manual vessel counting and semi-automated image analysis can differentiate
between the level of vascularization in the two types of xenograft (P < 0.001 for both
methods), the automated method is favorable in that it showed no significant inter-observer
effects. In M14 xenografts, the manual hot-spot vessel densities did not correlate well with
the automated hot-spot densities (r = 0.27, P > 0.05), indicating that selection of angiogenic
hot spots in this tumor type is indeed subject to observer bias. The automated hot-spot
vessel densities were a reliable indicator of overall tumor vessel density in both tumor types.
Image analysis allows analysis of vessel subclasses based on morphological criteria such
as vessel profile area or diameter. In the model system used, the discrimination between
MV3 and M14 xenografts was further enhanced by selectively examining vessels with
diameters between 6 and 9 ìm (P < 0.0005). In conclusion, image analysis appears to offer
an objective and more reproducible method to quantify tumor vascularity than manual
counting of vessel profiles in the hot spot. Analysis of subclasses of vessels may further
enhance the value of vessel density measurements in discriminating between tumor types
differing in biological behavior.
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INTRODUCTION
The angiogenesis-inducing capacity of malignant tumors is regarded as an important factor
influencing tumor growth and metastasis. In recent studies, correlations between high
microvessel density and the occurrence of metastasis and a poor prognosis have been
reported for many types of malignancy1. Assessment of microvessel density is mostly done
by manual counting of vascular profiles in tissue sections in which blood vessels are stained
using antibodies directed against endothelium. Most widely used is a protocol described as
the area of a tumor with the highest degree of vascularization. Selection of the hot spot is
performed at low magnification and microvessel density measurements are performed at
higher magnification and expressed either as the number of microvessels in the hot spot2 or
as the mean microvessel density assessed over a small number of highly vascularized areas
of the tumor3,4.
Most critical in this protocol is the selection of the hot spot1,5, which has been shown to be
subject to observer variation6. This lack of inter-observer reproducibility limits the use of the
hot spot procedure to construct reliable and generally applicable criteria for the prediction of
the metastatic behavior of a tumor type for the individual patient. A reliable and reproducible
hot-spot method needs objective selection criteria for both the hot spot and the microvessels.
In a number of studies, digital image analysis has been proposed and used to overcome
problems introduced by inter-observer variation. In these studies, recognition of positively
stained endothelial cells has been achieved in several ways: interactive drawing of vessel
profiles7, interactive setting of an intensity threshold value8–10, or use of a fixed or
automatically determined threshold level11–14 in monochromatic images. Color-based
segmentation was used in a few studies6,15,16. User interaction appeared to be necessary to
correct erroneously recognized vessel profiles. In most studies, only the number of vessel
profiles was determined, while in a few studies, additional size and shape parameters of
vessel profiles were measured6,7,9,17. These additional vessel parameters can be used to
define microvessels more precisely than in the manual hot-spot procedures referred to
above, and to select subsets of microvessels on the basis of size and shape parameters. In
none of the studies using digital image analysis was hot spot selection objectified: only
manually selected hot spots were analyzed, or data assessed describing the overall vascular
pattern.
The aims of the present study were to develop a method for the assessment of the
numerical density of immunohistochemically stained vessel profiles in tumor tissue sections
using automated image analysis; to assess the reproducibility of microvessel density
measurements by image analysis; and to compare this reproducibility with that of the manual
hot-spot procedure. Automated recognition of stained vessels by monochromatic
thresholding was hampered, due to the presence of brown melanin pigment in the material;
true color image analysis was used to overcome this problem. Along with the number of
vascular profiles, the automated method yielded data describing the size and shape of
individual vessels.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human melanoma xenograft model
The human melanoma xenograft model employed in this study has previously been
extensively described18. Briefly, cultured human melanoma cell lines derived from surgically
removed primary and metastatic lesions were injected subcutaneously into the flank of
BALB/C nu/nu mice kept under aseptic conditions. Tumor take was determined by palpation
of the injection site. Primary tumors were removed from the mouse when they reached a size
of about 1 – 3 cm3.
Staining of tumor vasculature
Four-micrometer cryostat sections of human melanoma xenografts were fixed in acetone for
10 min, air-dried, and incubated overnight at 4°C with the rat monoclonal antibody (MAb)
9F1. Subsequently, sections were developed with the ABC detection kit, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, U.S.A.). Alkaline phosphatase
activity was visualized by incubation with Fast Red. Sections were lightly counterstained with
Mayer’s hematoxylin and mounted with Kaiser’s glycerin. Although 9F1 is not entirely specific
for murine endothelial cells, staining in the xenografts was restricted to the vascular bed. Due
to the unfavorable spectral properties of the DAB immunoprecipitate, the discrimination
between brown melanin-containing cells, present in a number of xenografts, and the brown-
stained vessels was seriously hampered.  Color development with Fast Red appeared to be
more appropriate for automated recognition of the  immunostained vessel profiles than the
DAB reaction product.
In order to optimize our automated color segmentation algorithm and to compare the
results of the automated procedure with those of the manual hot-spot procedure, xenografts
resulting from two cell lines (M14 and MV3) were selected on the basis of their vascular
pattern and immunostaining characteristics. MV3 xenografts showed a high vessel density
and a tumor stroma without background staining; M14 xenografts showed in general a lower
vessel density and, in a number of cases, non-specific staining of the tumor stroma.
Recognition of vascular profiles by image analysis
Image analysis was performed using Vidasplus system (Kontron GMBH, Eching, Germany).
Images were recorded by a three-chip CCD camera (DXC-325P, Sony) mounted on top of a
conventional light microscope (Axioskop, Carl Zeiss) using a 10x objective (NA = 0.3).
Microscopic fields covering the entire tumor were digitized and stored on magneto-optical
disc (Borsu Systema, Lelystad, The Netherlands) as true color (24-bit RGB) images. A
reference image of an empty field was recorded before the measurement of each tumor
tissue specimen for the correction for unequal illumination (shading correction). Tumor tissue
sections stained with MAb 9F1 showed intense staining of vascular structures (Plate Va,
page 83). After shading correction, image pixels were divided into ‘object pixels’ and
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‘background pixels’ based on the intensities of the red, green, and blue camera signals.
Discrimination between the red dye and brown melanin pigment was not possible using only
one of the three camera channels, so we used image segmentation based on two channels
of the RGB camera signal. The combined red–green intensities were found to discriminate
best. The region in the red–green plane describing Fast Red was determined from a number
of specimens (indicated region in Plate Vb, page 83). This region was used for the
recognition of pixels belonging to positive staining. Neighboring (eight-connected) object
pixels were grouped together to form objects that possibly corresponded to vessels (Plate
Vc, page 83). To overcome flaws in the segmentation due to irregular and/or incomplete
staining of vessels, a number of binary processing steps were performed on the resulting
image. First, objects were dilated (once with structuring element ‘+’ and once with structuring
element ‘x’), and then all space enclosed by object pixels was filled and the objects were
eroded to their original size again (same structuring elements). The size and shape of vessel
profiles might be slightly altered by these processing steps; in general, profiles became
somewhat smoother. All resulting objects with an area smaller than 50 pixels were removed
(e.g., the vessel indicated by an arrow in Plates Vc and Vd was closed as a result of these
processing steps). The resulting vessel contours were projected in the original color image
and were shown on an image monitor (Plate Vd, page 83). In some cases, the combined
red–green intensities of the light transmitted by melanin were still in the range of the signal
transmitted by the stained endothelial cells. Where necessary, interactive correction was
performed, implying closing of lumina that were not completely surrounded by stained
endothelial cells and erasing of falsely recognized non-vascular objects.
Because it was not always possible to  store fields that consisted entirely of vital tumor
tissue, regions could be interactively excluded from further  analysis. Finally, parameters
were calculated describing the size and shape of individual vessel profiles and the number of
vessel profiles per unit area (hereafter called the ‘automated mean vascular density’, AMV).
Vessel profiles intersecting the lower or left image border were not counted in order to avoid
an overestimation of the vessel density (forbidden line method19). For the individual vessel
parameters, only vessel profiles entirely localized within the field were used. In addition to the
set of parameters present in the Vidas system (Table 1), a measure for the average diameter
(DIAM) of an object was defined as follows: the medial axis of an object was determined;
next, for every pixel on this axis, the shortest distance to the object contour was measured
and this value was averaged over all pixels on the medial axis and multiplied by 2.
Assessment of tissue sections of human melanoma xenografts
Automated assessment
The extent of vascularization in tissue sections of specimens of both types of xenograft from
10 nude mice was assessed by two operators, using automated image analysis. Seven
additional cases of MV3 xenografts and three additional cases of M14 xenografts, assessed
by operator 1, were available and were included in this study.  Tissue sections were sampled
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Parameter Description
Field parameters, describing vascular characteristics in an entire measurement field
Fieldcount Number of vessel profiles in a field
Areap Percentage of positively stained area in a field
Fieldperim Total perimeter of vessel profiles in a field, in mm
Object parameters, describing characteristics of single vascular profiles
Area Area, in µm2
Perim Perimeter, in µm
Cperim Convex perimeter, estimated over 32 Feret diameters, in µm
Dcircle Equivalent circle diameter ( = 2 × Ö ( area / p ) ), in µm
Fcircle Circularity ( = 4 · p · area / perim2 ), resulting in values 0...1; closer to 1 means more
circular
Dmin Smallest Feret diameter, calculated over 32 directions, in µm
Dmax Largest Feret diameter, calculated over 32 directions, in µm
Fshape Dmin/dmax, results in values 0...1; describes the degree of elongation of the vessel
Diam Mean diameter, in µm (defined in Materials and Methods)
Table 1 Vessel parameters and their description implemented in the application software developed in
this study20
under operator control by selecting consecutive fields in such a way that all vital tumor tissue
was sampled. Microscopic fields consisting of more than 25 per cent of artifacts or necrosis
were excluded. The recorded fields measured 400 x 425 mm (pixel size 0.78 x 0.83 mm). The
interactive step implied closing of incompletely segmented vessel profiles and skipping of
erroneously segmented non-vascular objects (melanin-containing cells). Parameters were
calculated for all vessel profiles resulting after interactive correction. To enhance
discrimination between the two types of xenograft, subclasses of vessels were studied based
on individual vessel diameters. To objectify the selection of the angiogenic hot spot, the five
fields with the highest numerical vessel density were determined. The vessel density, of the
highest field and the average densities over the highest three and the highest five fields were
determined. No significant differences were seen between these three values (data not
shown). Therefore, only the average vessel density over the highest three fields was used for
further analysis. This value will subsequently be called the ‘automated hot-spot vascular
density’ (AHV).
Manual assessment
The same tissue sections were independently assessed by two experienced pathologists
using a light microscope (Diaplan, Leitz). The protocol published by Weidner et al2 was used,
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referred to subsequently as the ‘manual hot-spot procedure’. In each of the 20 sections, the
hot spot was selected at low magnification (100x). The number of vessel profiles within each
selected hot spot was counted at magnifications 250x and 400x,  respectively. The areas of
field of vision at these magnifications were 0.44 and 0.17 mm2, respectively. The numerical
density assessed in this manner will be referred to as the ‘manual hot-spot vascular density’
(MHV).
Statistics
Pearson correlation coefficients and levels of significance of the correlations between AMVs
resulting from assessment by different operators and between MHVs assessed by different
observers were calculated as a measure of inter-observer reproducibility. The differences
between the two types of xenograft were analyzed using Student’s t-tests. Comparison
between the results of automated assessment and the results of manual counting was also
performed using Pearson correlations. All statistics were performed using the SPSS
statistical software package (SPSS for Windows, SPSS Inc., Chicago, U.S.A.).
RESULTS
Mean vascular density of entire human melanoma xenograft sections as determined
by automated image analysis
Sampling of the entire tumor area of specimens resulted in at least 30 fields for all cases.
Selecting and storing of a measurement field generally took less than 20 seconds. Analysis
of stored images was performed overnight. The duration of the interactive correction ranged
from 30 seconds for small corrections to several minutes for complex fields with a large
amount of non-specific staining of the stroma. On the average, the operator spent 45 minutes
on one case. The AMVs resulting from the automated method with different operators show
highly significant differences between MV3 and M14 xenografts (P < 0.001; Figure 1a).
Casewise comparison of AMVs resulting from measurements performed by different
operators showed good inter-observer correlation for both MV3 (r = 0.99, P < 0.001; Figure
1b) and M14 (r = 0.80, P = 0.006; Figure 1c) xenografts. To evaluate differences between the
two types of xenograft in more detail, a subdivision of vessels was made on the basis of their
diameter (Figure 2). Student’s t-test was used to compute the significance of the difference
between MV3 xenografts and M14 xenografts for the number of vascular profiles assessed
by operator 1 for all vessels (P<0.001) and vessels with DIAM <3 µm (P > 0.05), DIAM 3 – 6
µm (P < 0.001), DIAM 6 – 9 µm (P < 0.0005), DIAM 9 – 12 µm (P = 0.002), and DIAM >12 µm
(P > 0.05).
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Figure 1 Results of automated assessment of the vasculature of the entire tumor area in MV3 and
M14 xenografts. Counts are expressed as the mean number of vessel profiles per unit area. a. Data
for MV3 and M14 xenografts; the horizontal line indicates the average. b. Casewise comparison of
data assessed by two operators for MV3 xenografts. c. Casewise comparison of data assessed by
two operators for M14 xenografts.
Figure 2 Number of vessel profiles per unit area
after subdivision of vessels on the basis of their
diameter. AMV for MV3 and M14 xenografts
assessed by one operator. The standard
deviation is indicated by the error bars.
Manual determination of vessel density in angiogenic tumor hot spots in two human
melanoma xenografts
Manual assessment, including identification of the angiogenic hot spot and counting of vessel
profiles, took only a few minutes per case. MHVs performed at 400x magnification resulted in
somewhat higher vessel numbers per unit area than MHVs performed at 250x, due to a
better definition of the hot spot and a higher resolution (data not shown). Only MHVs
performed at 400x magnification were used for further evaluation. Figure 3a shows MHVs as
determined by the two observers for ten cases of both types of xenograft. Both observers
found that the MHV was significantly higher in MV3 than in M14 xenografts (P < 0.001).
Casewise comparison of MHVs revealed a good inter-observer correlation for MV3
xenografts (r = 0.74, P = 0.014; Figure 3b) but a poor inter-observer correlation for M14
xenografts (r = 0.40, P > 0.05; Figure 3c).
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Figure 3 Results of manual assessment of the angiogenic hot spot in MV3 and M14 xenografts.
Counts are expressed as the mean number of vessel profiles per unit area. a. Data for MV3 and
M14 xenografts; the horizontal line indicates the average. b. Casewise comparison of data obtained
by two observers for MV3 xenografts. c. Casewise comparison of data obtained by two observers
for M14 xenografts.
Comparison between manual and automated assessment of tumor vascular density
To evaluate the manual hot-spot procedure in comparison with automated image analysis,
we compared the MHV with the AHV and with the AMV. Correlation between AHV and AMV
was good for both MV3 (r = 0.92, P < 0.001; Figure 4a) and M14 (r = 0.79, P = 0.0012;
Figure 4b) xenografts. AHV was on average 50 per cent higher than the AMV.
Comparison between MHV and AHV revealed a good correlation for MV3 xenografts (r =
0.79, P = 0.007; Figure 5a), but a poor correlation for M14 xenografts (r = 0.27, P > 0.05;
Figure 5b). Inter-observer correlation therefore strongly depended on the staining patterns in
individual specimens. Similar results were obtained when comparing HMV and AMV: a good
correlation when examining MV3 xenografts (r = 0.85, P = 0.002), but a poor correlation in
the case of M14 xenografts (r = 0.35, P > 0.05).
DISCUSSION
The results of this study show the advantages of image analysis in angiogenesis studies.
Reproducibility was markedly better than with manual counting, even in sub-optimally stained
tissue sections and in the presence of brown melanin pigment. The ability to select
subgroups of vessels associated with particular biological behavior further increased the
value of the automated procedure.
Manual identification of the hot spot in tumors was found to be subject to observer
variation5,6. Horak et al 4 found a good correlation (r = 0.95) between different assessments of
the same microscopic fields, whereas Weidner et al 2 found a markedly worse correlation (r =
0.61, field size 0.74 mm2) between different observers identifying and assessing the
angiogenic hot spot in tumor tissue sections. This indicates that inter-observer variation is
mainly caused by identification of the hot spot. In the present study, we found that inter-
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Figure 4 Comparison between AMV and AHV by operator 1 for
a. MV3 xenografts and b. M14 xenografts.
Figure 5 Comparison between AHV and MHV by operator 1 for
a. MV3 xenografts and b. M14 xenografts.
observer variation was small for manual assessment of MV3 xenografts, but large for M14
xenografts, due to variations in the immunohistochemical staining. Two earlier studies in
which manually assessed hot-spot vessel densities were compared with results from image
analysis used only image analysis to do the actual counting of vessel profiles in the manually
selected hot spot, thereby not reducing observer variation caused by selection of the hot
spot6,15. De Jong et al 21 found a good correlation (r = 0.98) between different observers
identifying and assessing the angiogenic hot spot, using the same type of material as
Weidner et al and even using a much smaller field size (0.16 mm2). De Jong et al 21 used four
microscopic fields for the assessment of the hot spot, showing that averaging a number of
highly vascularized areas increases reproducibility. Hollingsworth et al 22 found a significant
difference between the vessel density in the hot spot and the average density over the three
most densely vascularized microscopic fields. This explains why, in our study, the results of
the automated method, in which vessel densities of a large number of fields were averaged,
showed better reproducibility than the manual procedure. Several authors found that
important clinical information is present only in the area of a tumor with the highest vessel
density4,6,15. In the present study, identification of the angiogenic hot spot was objectified by
selecting the three fields with the highest numerical vessel density from the series of fields
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examined by image analysis. Again, a good reproducibility was found, showing that manual
assessment of the angiogenic hot spot in M14 xenografts was sub-optimal compared with
automated assessment.
The semi-automated method was found to yield reproducible data for both types of
xenograft. In addition to enhancement of reproducibility by digital image analysis, the ability
to measure size and shape parameters of vessel profiles is another major advantage of
image analysis systems. The diameter-associated parameters enable the pathologist to
define the microvessels more precisely than in the manual hot-spot procedure. In this study,
it was shown that subsets of microvessels, especially those with a diameter in the range of
3–9 mm, demonstrated the most significant differences between the M14 and MV3 xenografts
with their different vascular patterns. It is not inconceivable that in human malignancies, a
subset of microvessels is also especially involved in the process  of metastasis17.
Assessment by the semi-automated method is more time-consuming than manual
assessment. The operator time needed might be reduced by using an automated stage, in
order to fully automate the acquisition of measurement fields. Further improvement of the
immunohistochemical staining procedure will decrease the amount of interactive correction.
One of the advantages of the semi-automated procedure is that the operator requires only a
minimum of training, whereas for the method developed by Weidner et al expertise is of vital
importance6.
For optimal recognition of immunohistochemically stained vascular structures in melanin-
producing tumors, true color image analysis was needed. We found that application of only
one of the three channels of the RGB camera signal (monochromatic thresholding), as used
in most published studies8,9,11-13, was insufficient to discriminate between melanin-containing
cells and the immunohistochemically stained endothelial cells. In general, use of a
bichromatic segmentation technique in which two of the three RGB channels are used
simultaneously will yield better results than monochromatic thresholding. In our case, the
problem could be almost completely solved by a bichromatic segmentation in the green and
red channels. However, the light transmitted by some melanin-containing cells had a
combined red–green intensity that was comparable to that of the red-stained vessels,
resulting still in incorrect segmentation. Use of three-dimensional RGB data would have
improved the recognition of positive staining, but algorithms applying segmentation in the
three-dimensional color space are complex and need long computation times.
This study has clearly shown that the result of the automatic segmentation of the vessel
profiles is mainly determined by the quality of the immunohistochemical procedure.
Background staining appeared to be a major limiting factor in the automatic recognition of
vessel profiles, but also in the manual hot-spot procedure.
Preliminary results of a study in our laboratory have unequivocally proved the applicability
of the automated procedure to human tumors, using antibodies directed against human
endothelium. Color development was performed in the same way as in the present study,
enabling the application of the automated procedure described in the present study. Further
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investigations should concentrate on the development of more reproducible
immunohistochemical staining procedures and better segmentation algorithms for automated
recognition of vessels, in order to minimize user interaction and inter-observer variations.
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Colour plates
Plate I Microscopic image of a tissue section of a healthy cervix; a. stained by the H&E
procedure, the arrow indicates a blood vessel; b. blood vessels stained by endothelial
marker MAb Factor VIII, counterstained using hematoxylin; c. nuclei of proliferating cells are
stained brown using MAb MIB1, counterstained using hematoxylin; d. nuclei stained by the
Schiff-Feulgen procedure; insert shows an enlargement of the nucleus indicated in the figure
by a red square.
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Plate II Examples of microscopic images of hematoxylin-eosin-
stained a. (para)basal, c. intermediate, and e. superficial cells, and b.,
d. and f., respectively, the same cells after segmentation.
Plate III Colored lines show the absorption
curves for three stains: Fast Red (red line),
DAB (green line), and hematoxylin (blue line)
(left y-axis); gray lines show the sensitivity of
the three individual camera channels (red,
green, and blue) of a three-chip CCD RGB
camera (right y-axis).
Plate IV Example of a microscopic image as
used to evaluate the color models, containing
red-stained blood vessels, brown-stained
nuclei of proliferating cells, and blue-stained
nuclei of non-proliferating cells. Proliferating
nuclei expressing little Ki-67 are weakly
stained by the MIB1 antibody and also exhibit
blue, non-specific staining of hematoxylin.
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Plate V Recognition of vessel profiles by automated image analysis. a. MV3 xenograft tissue
section stained with 9F1; bar = 100 mm. b. The red intensity of pixels plotted against the green
intensity. Pixels belonging to counterstaining or background are in black; pixels belonging to
Fast Red are in gray. The region used for recognition of the dye is marked by a line. c. Objects
identified in a by applying the region shown in b; the arrow indicates a vessel that was not
entirely closed. d. The original image with the contours of the vessels after all automatic steps
have been superimposed. The indicated vessel was closed as a result of the binary processing
steps (arrow).
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Plate VI a. The 2D projection of the 3D RGB data of the three stains in the test image onto the red-
green plane. b. The 2D projection of RGB data of the Fast Red staining, divided into four OD classes,
revealing that the localization within the Fast Red domain depends on the OD. c. The chromatic cxcy
co-ordinates of the three stains in the test image after the HSI transform. The dashed line shows the
triangular restriction of the plane (see Appendix A). Note the considerable overlap between the red
and green pixels. d. Subdivision of the HSI data of the Fast Red stain into four OD classes. e. The
chromatic cxcy co-ordinates of the three stains in the test image after the HSD transform are localized
in well-defined domains that exhibit little overlap. f. Subdivision of the HSD data of the Fast Red stain
into four OD classes, showing that the localization within these domains is less dependent on the OD
of the stain.
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Plate VII Immunohistochemical staining results for the standard procedure and in combination with
CARD amplification. An immunohistochemically stained tissue section of tongue carcinoma, a. with
very weakly stained and even unstained vessels using the standard procedure with DAB and b. the
successive, serial section using CARD amplification, disclosing more vessel profiles and more
intensely stained vessels with DAB. c. A non-successive, serial section of the same area in the same
tumor, with vessels visualized with Vector Red after CARD amplification also showed intensely stained
vessels, however Vector Red gave more blurred vessel contours than DAB. d. Another SCC with
stained vessels using the standard procedure with DAB and e. the successive, serial section using
CARD amplification exhibiting more intensely stained vessels, no background staining, and plasma
cells of the inflammatory infiltrate remained unstained. f. The same image as e., with vessel profiles
found after automated recognition by the image analysis system are marked with green contours.
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Plate VIII Chart of pure dye absorption spectra used in ISH and ICC experiments expressed in relative
optical density (OD) for all wavelengths between 450 and 700 nm of a. enzyme precipitates and b.
counterstains.
Plate IX a. Chart of DAB and TMB, and Diff Quik absorption spectra used in an
ISH experiment for chromosome X and Y specific loci on spermatozoids expressed
in relative optical density (OD) for all wavelengths between 450 and 700 nm. Note
that the absorption spectra of DAB and TMB measured in the ISH signals contains
a peak attributable to Diff-Quik resulting from minor nuclear staining. b. Raw
microscopic image shows a group of overlapping sperm cells. After spectral
decomposition the three components are detected and represented in gray-scale
images c. DAB, d. TMB and e. Diff Quik. Merging the three images in RGB
pseudo-colors results in f. a color classification image showing DAB in blue, TMB
in green, and Diff Quik in red.
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Plate X Spectral analysis of a single-color ISH experiments on T24 cells using a specific probe for
the centromere of chromosome 1 visualized with (a-d) DAB, (e-h) New Fuchsin, (i-l) Fast Red and
counterstained with hematoxylin. Panels a., e., and i. show the raw microscopic image before
spectral analysis. Panels b., f. and j. show detection of the ISH signals after spectral
decomposition in gray-scale images in which the intensity is proportional to the concentration of the
dye. Panels c., g. and k. show the detection of hematoxylin counterstained nuclei. Panels d., h.
and l. are merged gray-scale images in pseudo-colors showing ISH signals in red and nuclei in
blue.
Plate XI Spectral analysis of one nucleus of a T24 cell without counterstaining from a triple-color ISH
experiment using specific probes for centromeres of chromosome 1, 7, and 15 visualized with DAB, NF and
TMB, respectively. The three different colors of the nine ISH signals are difficult to discern in a. the raw
microscopic image before spectral analysis. After spectral decomposition each dye is detected and
represented in a gray-scale image b. DAB, c. NF and d. TMB. Merging the three detection images in RGB
pseudo-colors results in e. a color classification image showing DAB in blue, NF in red, and TMB in green.
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Plate XII a. Chart of DAB, hematoxylin, and eosin pure dye absorption spectra used in ICC
experiment on AgarCyto of a cervical scraping from a woman diagnosed with severe
dysplasia, expressed in relative optical density (OD) for all wavelengths between 450 and
700 nm. Spectral classification of HE stained paraffin section b-e showing b. the raw
microscopic image, c. separate eosin and d. hematoxylin detection in gray-scale images,
and e. merged into an RGB false color image. Eosin is shown in purple and found
predominantly in the cytoplasm but also in the nucleus. Hematoxylin is shown in green and
only found in the nucleus. Pixels in which both eosin and hematoxylin have been detected
are shown in white. Spectral analysis of immunodetection for Ki-67 (f-i) and TP53 (j-m). The
raw microscope images (f, j) show the brown DAB precipitate for immunopositive nuclei and
the blue hematoxylin for immunonegative nuclei. Pixel-by-pixel spectral decomposition
resulted in the DAB detection images (g, k), hematoxylin detection images (h, l), and the
merged images in RGB pseudo-colors, showing DAB immunopositive nuclei in blue and
immunonegative nuclei in red (i, m).
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Chapter 5
Hue-saturation-density (HSD) model for stain recognition in
digital images from transmitted light microscopy
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ABSTRACT
Transmitted light microscopy is used in pathology to examine stained tissues. Digital image
analysis is gaining importance as a means to quantify alterations in tissues. A prerequisite for
accurate and reproducible quantification is the possibility to recognize stains in a
standardized manner, independently of variations in the staining density. The usefulness of
three color models was studied using data from computer simulations and experimental data
from an immuno-doublestained tissue section. Direct use of the three intensities obtained by
a color camera results in the red-green-blue (RGB) model. By decoupling the intensity from
the RGB data, the hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) model is obtained. However, the major part
of the variation in perceived intensities in transmitted light microscopy is caused by variations
in staining density. Therefore, the hue-saturation-density (HSD) transform was defined as the
RGB to HSI transform, applied to optical density values rather than intensities for the
individual RGB channels. In the RGB model, the mixture of chromatic and intensity
information hampers standardization of stain recognition. In the HSI model, mixtures of stains
that could be distinguished from other stains in the RGB model could not be separated. The
HSD model enabled all possible distinctions in a two-dimensional, standardized data space.
In the RGB model, standardized recognition is only possible by using complex and time-
consuming algorithms. The HSI model is not suitable for stain recognition in transmitted light
microscopy. The newly derived HSD model was found superior to the existing models for this
purpose.
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INTRODUCTION
Classically, light-absorbing stains are used in diagnostic pathology to visualize cells and cell
constituents in cytological and histological specimens. Moreover, use of multiple contrasting
stains in a single specimen enables the simultaneous visualization of different components
under a microscope1. Quantitative analysis of images acquired by a CCD camera mounted
on a microscope may be used to obtain reproducible information from such specimens2–4. A
CCD color camera measures the intensity of transmitted light in three wavelength ranges in
the visible spectrum for each point (pixel) in the microscopic image5. The resulting red,
green, and blue (RGB) intensities together may be regarded as a point in a three-
dimensional (3D) Euclidean co-ordinate space6,7. These three intensities reflect both the
absorption characteristics of the used stains and the amount in which those stains are
present (Lambert-Beers’ law8). Variations in the amount of stain bound to different locations
of the specimen will result in variations in the intensities acquired for different pixels, even if
only a single stain is present. Within the RGB space, these intensity variations will comprise
a complexly shaped 3D domain for each stain9.
To enable analysis of stained objects in digital images from microscopic specimens, a
procedure for the classification of pixels as belonging to either background or to one of the
used stains is required. Pixels originating from mixtures of stains should be classified as
such. Classification should be based on the absorption characteristics of the used stains and
should be independent of the amount of stain. Thus, a pixel originating from a small amount
of a certain stain should be recognized in the same way as a pixel originating from a large
amount of the same stain. Classification can be performed by determining in which of the 3D
RGB subspaces, representing the used stains, each pixel in the image is located. For this,
exact knowledge of the 3D subspaces is necessary. Pixels originating from a mixture of
stains will be located between the domains of the separate stains in the RGB space. The
disadvantage of this method of classification is that calculations involving complexly shaped
3D domains require complicated and time-consuming algorithms9. To avoid the use of such
complex algorithms, often a projection of the 3D data onto a line or a plane is used7,9. After
the projection, different stains present in the image should be well enough separated from
each other to be recognized independently. For each application, the optimal projection can
be determined by inspection of data resulting from a number of test specimens. Using this
projection for stain recognition in a specimen with staining characteristics that deviate from
those in the test set may appear to be inadequate7. There is no single ‘optimal’ projection,
which reflects the absorption characteristics of the used stains.
Use of the RGB model is problematic because the information of interest, i.e., the color of
the stain (determined by the absorption characteristics), is mixed with variations in the
amount of stain. A widely used procedure to extract the chromatic (color) information from
the RGB data is the hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) model6. The RGB to HSI transform
decouples the intensity information from the color information6. In the HSI color space,
classification of pixels is based on two dimensions, hue (dominant wavelength) and
saturation (purity of the color). These are independent of the signal intensity. We found that
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the HSI model is inadequate for the recognition of absorbing stains, because the variations
between different pixels originating from a single stain are caused by variations in the
amount of stain and thus show a logarithmic relationship with the camera channel intensities
instead of a linear one. Therefore, the hue and saturation of the HSI model are not a correct
representation of the absorption characteristics of the used stains.
In this study, we propose and test an adaptation of the HSI model in which the RGB to
HSI transform is applied to optical densities (OD) for the individual RGB channels instead of
intensities. The model will be called the hue-saturation-density (HSD) model. As the
conversion from channel intensity to OD is a non-linear one, the resulting chromatic
component of the HSD model differs from that of the HSI model. The chromatic component
of the HSD model is independent of the amount of stain, and therefore offers a good
representation of the absorption characteristics of the used stains. The model was evaluated
both in a computer-simulated model and on microscopic images from immuno-doublestained
tissue sections.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Physical aspects of image formation in transmitted light microscopy
Monochromatic light travelling through an absorbing medium satisfies Lambert-Beers’ law of
absorption8. This law describes an exponential relationship between the intensity of
monochromatic light transmitted through a specimen and the amount of stain present in the
specimen:
(1))(0 )()(
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where I(l) is the intensity of light of wavelength l transmitted through the specimen, I0(l) is
the intensity of light of wavelength l entering the specimen, A is the amount of stain per unit
area of the specimen, and c(l) is a wavelength-dependent factor reflecting the absorption
characteristics of the particular stain (absorption curve). The absorption curve determines the
fraction of the incident light of wavelength l transmitted through the stain.
Based on the human eye, three-chip CCD RGB cameras use three broad-band filters for
color image acquisition. These are called the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels,
based on the perceived colors they represent. The camera sensitivity curve defines the
relationship between the incident light and the electric output signal of the camera for each
channel. The output of the camera for channel ch is given by
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where ch is R, G, or B and Sch(l) is the sensitivity of channel ch at wavelength l.
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In this chapter, for development of the model, camera filters are assumed to be narrow-
band pass filters; i.e., the sensitivity is restricted to the central frequency of the broad-band
pass filters (= lch, where ch is R, G, or B):
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Assuming the camera to contain narrow-band pass filters, Eq. 2 reduces to
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where I0,ch is the intensity of channel ch when no stain is present and cch is the absorption
coefficient cl for l = lch.
The OD for a channel can be defined as
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The OD for a channel Dch depends linearly on the amount of stain, given the absorption value
of the stain at channel ch. Usually, the overall intensity of the RGB signal is defined as
(6)
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Analogously, an overall measure for the OD can be defined as
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Color Models
RGB model
In the RGB model, the intensities IR, IG and IB, obtained by the camera for each pixel, are
used. The combined IR, IG, IB define a point in a Euclidean 3D co-ordinate space (RGB
space6; Appendix A). Because of the limited dynamic range of the camera, the RGB space is
limited to a cube (RGB cube). The perceived intensities depend on the absorption
characteristics and the amount of a stain in a non-linear way (Equation 2). Therefore,
different specimen locations containing a single stain in varying amounts will result in a non-
linear relationship between the measured intensities IR, IG and IB for those locations.
Intensities from pixels containing a single stain in varying amounts result in a complexly
shaped 3D domain within the RGB cube9,10. Stain recognition is possible by classifying each
pixel to the stain corresponding with the 3D domain in which the RGB point is located. If the
absorption characteristics of two stains are sufficiently different within the three sensitivity
bands of the camera, differentiation based on the 3D RGB data will be possible.
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In general, mathematical description of 3D domains requires complex, specialized and
time-consuming algorithms. Therefore, mostly 1D or 2D projections of the 3D data are used
for image segmentation11. For example, handling (IR, IG) as co-ordinates in a plane, a stain
can be described by identifying the appropriate 2D domain. Segmentation by applying an
intensity threshold to one of the three camera channels corresponds to monochromatic
thresholding.
HSI model
In general, for perceived light we can distinguish between intensity and chromaticity. Intensity
depends on the amount of energy and is independent of the color of the light. Chromaticity
can be expressed as hue (dominant wavelength of the light, e.g., red, purple, etc.) and
saturation (purity of the color, e.g., pink is red with a low degree of saturation)6. Using the
equations from Appendix A, we can calculate values for hue, saturation, and intensity (HSI)
from the RGB values acquired by the camera. This is achieved by projection of the 3D RGB
vector onto a plane, so that the intensity component (as defined in Equation 6) is split off.
The resulting chromaticity plane cxcy can be used to calculate values for H and S (Appendix
A). In the chromaticity plane the RGB cube is represented by an equilateral triangle, which
limits the extend of the cxcy co-ordinates. As the effect of staining density variations on the
HSI data is more easily under-stood in the cxcy plane, this plane will be used throughout this
study instead of the commonly used H and S. The 3D domains in the RGB space, resulting
from a stain in varying amounts, will appear as a domain in the cxcy plane. Classification of
pixels as originating from a certain stain is  possible by identifying in which of the domains,
representing different stains, a pixel is located.
HSD model
For a single pixel, the values of Dch (Equation 5) for the three channels result from the same
amount of stain A. Therefore, for this pixel Dch  can be used as a relative measure for cch. The
three Dch span a new co-ordinate space DRDGDB, which has the property that pixels resulting
from one stain with varying amount will show a linear relationship. We can decouple the
chromatic information in this space in the same way as we did in the IRIGIB space using the
RGB to HSI transform (Appendix B). The component that has been split off now is the overall
OD (Equation 7) instead of the intensity. Therefore, the newly derived model will be called
the hue-saturation-density (HSD) model. The resulting chromatic co-ordinates cxcy fully
depend on the absorption coefficients cR, cG and cB. Again, the cxcy co-ordinates are limited to
the equilateral chromaticity triangle, caused by projection of the RGB cube.
Evaluation of color models using simulated data
Computer simulations were used to calculate theoretical values for IR, IG and IB and for cx and
cy from both the HSI and HSD transforms for three different stains. Thus, the effect of (1)
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variations in the amount of stain, (2) mixtures of stains, and (3) broad-band instead of
narrow-band camera filters could be studied in the three color spaces in a controlled manner.
Using Equation 2, expected intensities IR, IG and IB for three widely used stains were
calculated. Calculations were performed both for the individual stains and for mixtures of
stains. Computer simulations were used to approximate c(l) and S(l); I0(l) was considered
constant. Because only printed absorption curves were available for the Fast Red,
diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB), and hematoxylin stains, values for c(l) were
approximated  by cubic spline interpolation through manually sampled points from the
curves. The three approximated absorption curves are given in Plate III (page 82).
For S(l), approximations of both narrow-band and broad-band pass filters were studied.
The narrow-band pass filter was implemented as defined in Equation 3, with lR = 600 nm, lG
= 535 nm, and lB = 465 nm. Broad-band pass filters were approximated by Gaussian
distributions, as shown in Plate III (page 82), with SR(l) = N(m = 600, s = 23), SG(l) = N(m =
535, s = 24) and SB(l) = N(m = 465, s = 9) for the red, green, and blue channels, respectively.
Usually, the 10-based logarithm is used for calculation of the OD. OD values typically range
from 0 to 2.5. In our case, in Eq. 5 the natural logarithm is used, and c(l) is arbitrarily scaled
with maximum value smaller than 1. Therefore, in the computer simulations the amount A will
range linearly from 0 to 5.75 (= 2.5 * ln(10)), corresponding to density 2.5 when the 10-based
logarithm is used. Model calculations were performed using the Delphi programming
environment (Borland, Scotts Valley, CA). Graphical representations were produced using
Graphpad Prism 2.01 (Graphpad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA).
Evaluation Using Experimental Data
Immunohistochemistry
Immuno-double staining techniques are used for the simultaneous detection of two antigens.
In these techniques, DAB and Fast Red are often used to visualize the two antigens,
whereas hematoxylin is used for counterstaining. An  example of immuno-double staining of
a tissue section is shown in Plate IV (page 82). In this example, immuno-double staining was
used for the simultaneous detection of blood vessels and proliferating cells in a 4mm thick,
formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue section of a biopsy specimen of a supratentorial
diffuse astrocytic neoplasm. Antibodies that are directed to collagen IV and Ki-67 (MIB-1)
were used to visualize the blood vessels and proliferating cells, respectively. The
chromogenes Fast Red and DAB were used to stain the blood vessels and proliferating cells,
respectively, and hematoxylin was used as counterstain. Details of the immunohistochemical
technique are given elsewhere12.
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Color image analysis in immunohistochemically stained tissue sections
To study the RGB, HSI, and HSD color domains of the stains in the immunohistochemically
stained tissue sections, images were recorded by a three-chip CCD RGB camera (DXC-
325P, Sony) mounted on a conventional light microscope (Axioskop, Carl Zeiss, Weesp, The
Netherlands), using a x10 objective (NA = 0.3, resulting pixel size 0.78 x 0.83 mm). Spectral
characteristics of the color filters in our camera were not available. Image acquisition and
analysis were performed using a Vidasplus system (Kontron GMBH, Eching, Germany). Köhler
illumination was used and a warm-up time for camera and microscope of at least 100
minutes13 was applied. Manually selected microscopic fields were digitized and stored on
magneto-optical disc (Borsu Systema, Lelystad, The Netherlands) as true color (24-bit RGB)
images. Nuclei of non-proliferating cells, nuclei of proliferating cells, and
immunohistochemically stained blood vessels were manually selected in the stored images
with a computer mouse. Thus, RGB values for hematoxylin, DAB, and Fast Red were
obtained for locations originating from varying amounts of stain. Because chromatic
information for pixels with low staining density (i.e., high transmitted intensity) is intrinsically
unstable14, a minimum OD threshold of 0.15 was applied before scatter plots of RGB, HSI,
and HSD data were constructed. Prior to the recording of images of tissue specimens, an
RGB image of an empty microscopic field and an RGB dark-current image were stored. For
the RGB and HSI models, the R, G, and B images were shading corrected using the stored
empty field and dark-current images, according to an algorithm described elsewhere15. For
the HSD model, the stored image of an empty field was used for determining the amount of
light entering the specimen for each pixel (I0,l). Thus, correction for unequal illumination is
implicitly performed. Correction for dark current was applied in the HSD model by subtracting
the pixel values of the dark-current reference image from the pixel values of Ich and I0,ch for all
three camera channels.
RESULTS
Simulated Data
RGB model
Combined red and green intensities (IRIG plane) for the simulated Fast Red, DAB, and
hematoxylin stains are shown in Figure 1a. In a previous study16, it was found that this
particular 2D projection of the 3D RGB data was adequate for differentiation between Fast
Red and hematoxylin. Data for both the narrow-band and broad-band camera models are
shown. Points originating from a single stain with varying amounts are located on a curve,
displaying the nonlinear relationship between the amount of stain and the perceived light
intensity. Pixels originating from DAB and hematoxylin can be discerned from pixels
originating from Fast Red, but cannot be discerned from each other (Figure 1a). Dashed
lines indicate the location of mixtures of hematoxylin and Fast Red for two different amounts
of stain. In general, pixels originating from a mixture of two stains result in trajectories
interconnecting the curves of the individual stains. The location of a point on this trajectory is
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Figure 1a. The theoretical red and
green intensities of the Fast Red,
hematoxylin, and DAB stains in the
test image, assuming narrow-band
pass (represented by plus, asterisk,
and cross symbols, respectively) or
broad-band pass (diamond, circle,
and triangle symbols, respectively)
camera filters. An arrow indicates the
direction of increasing stain density,
linearly ranging from 0.575 to 5.75.
Dashed lines show the theoretical
effect of mixing hematoxylin and Fast
Red for joint stain density 2.875 and
5.75. b. The theoretical cxcy data of
the HSI transform applied to the
intensities of a. Dashed lines show
the theoretical effect of mixing DAB
and hematoxylin for joint stain density
2.875 and 5.75. c. The theoretical cxcy
data of the HSD transform applied to
the intensities of a. Dashed lines
show the theoretical effect of all
possible mixtures of two stains.
determined by the relative amount of individual stains in the mixture. The total amount of
stain in a mixture determines the location of such a trajectory. Comparison between the
narrow-band and broad-band camera models shows only minor differences.
HSI model
The result of applying the RGB to HSI transform to the theoretical intensities is shown in
Figure 1b. Pixels originating from the three stains are located on curves, which extend from
the origin. For all three stains, chromatic co-ordinates cxcy from the HSI transform are highly
dependent on the amount of stain. Curves observed for the three pure stains are distinct
from each other and thus the stains can be discerned. Dashed lines show the theoretical
trajectories resulting from a mixture of DAB and hematoxylin for two different amounts of
stain. As was seen for the RG plane, the amount of stain in the mixture determines the
narrowb. broadb.
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location of the trajectory, whereas the relative amounts of the individual stains in the mixture
determine the location of a point on this trajectory. In this way, pixels originating from a
mixture of DAB and hematoxylin with varying amounts of the individual stains result in a large
2D domain in the cxcy plane. This  domain partly overlaps the Fast Red curve. Therefore,
unequivocal classification of pixels using the HSI model is not always possible when these
particular stains are used. Comparison of the results obtained by narrow-band and broad-
band filters discloses different effects for the three dyes. No notable effect is present for
DAB, whereas the effects are most prominent for Fast Red.
HSD model
Theoretical RGB intensities from a stain in varying amounts result in a single point in the cxcy
chromaticity plane of the HSD transform (Figure 1c), assuming narrow-band pass filters in
the camera. This shows that the cxcy plane of the HSD transform only contains information
regarding the spectral characteristics of the stains. Discrimination between stains is possible
if the absorption curves are sufficiently different. Dashed lines show results of mixtures of all
possible combinations of two stains for the narrow-band camera filter model. Pixels
originating from a mixture of two stains will be located on a line connecting the points
resulting from the individual stains. The location of such a pixel is only affected by the relative
amount of each of the stains, and does not depend on the total amount of stain. Using these
three respective stains, unequivocal classification of pixels as belonging to stains or mixtures
of stains is possible. This is shown mathematically in Appendix C. The effect of broad-band
camera filters is stain dependent; for the hematoxylin stain hardly any effect is seen, whereas
for the Fast Red stain the largest effect is visible. This effect comprises a small dependence
between chromatic co-ordinates and the amount of stain and shows a shift from the data
cluster to a slightly different location. The effect of applying broad-band pass filters in the
camera is smaller for the HSD model than it is for the HSI model.
Experimental Data
RGB model
RGB data resulting from measurement in an immuno-doublestained section are given in
Plate VIa,b (page 84). Pixels originating from nuclei of non-proliferating cells stained by
hematoxylin, from nuclei of proliferating cells stained by DAB, and from blood vessels stained
by Fast Red are clustered in elongated domains in the IRIG plane (Plate VIa). The domains
for DAB and especially the one for Fast Red show a curved shape. This resembles the
curved patterns seen for computer simulations (Figure 1a). Because of system noise and
variations in the spectral characteristics of the stains, the single lines from Figure 1a now
show as domains. The DAB and Fast Red domains exhibit hardly any overlap, whereas the
DAB and hematoxylin domains do show some overlap. The position of pixels within these
domains depends on the OD and consequently on the amount of stain, as shown for Fast
Red in Plate VIb (page 84).
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Comparing results of computer simulations with experimental data, we notice a complete
overlap between hematoxylin and DAB for theoretical data (Figure 1a), whereas these stains
are almost entirely separable in the experimental data (Plate VIa). This difference may be
attributed to two factors: (1) the spectral characteristics of the filters in our CCD camera were
not known, and were therefore approximated with Gaussian distributions in the computer
simulations; or (2) the absorption curves for the three stains we used were obtained from
measurement in solution, and may change after application to a tissue section.
HSI model
Applying the HSI transform to the RGB intensities from the three stains in the
immunohistochemically stained specimen results in curved domains in the chromaticity
triangle, representing the individual stains (Plate VIc, page 84). Considerable overlap can be
seen between the Fast Red domain and the DAB domain. Because in the RGB space we
can easily distinguish between these two stains, we conclude that in the cxcy co-ordinates
from the HSI transform not all chromatic information, present in the RGB data, is retained.
Use of the HSI model does not enable all possible distinctions between stains in a 2D co-
ordinate space.
Subdividing the Fast Red domain in OD classes (Plate VId, page 84) shows that the
chromatic co-ordinates cxcy are strongly influenced by the amount of stain. For low OD,
domains of all three stains show a trend toward the origin of the chromaticity triangle,
showing that discrimination between background pixels and pixels originating from a small
amount of stain will be troublesome in the HSI model.
HSD model
Pixels originating from the three stains in the immunohistochemically stained specimen result
in well-demarcated color domains in the cxcy plane of the HSD transform (Plate VIe, page
84). Hardly any overlap can be seen between these clusters, showing that the separability
between stains in the RGB data is retained in the chromatic co-ordinates of the HSD model.
The position of a point Within a color domain is less influenced by the amount of stain bound
to the specimen than was observed for the RGB or HSI model (Plate VIf, page 84). Because
in Plate VIf points originating from small amounts of Fast Red (small OD) do not show a
trend toward the origin (which represents parts of the image where no stain is present, i.e.,
the background), even pixels originating from small amounts of stain will be classified
correctly.
DISCUSSION
For application of image analysis techniques in transmitted light microscopy, reliable
segmentation of the objects of interest is of major importance7. The first step in recognition of
stained objects is classification of pixels as originating from one of the used stains17. When
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only one stain is present in an otherwise clear background, pixel classification may be
performed using monochromatic thresholding7. Using immunohistochemical techniques
results in general in specimens containing at least two different stains. Monochromatic
thresholding will not suffice for this distinction. In previous studies, a number of approaches
have been applied in which stain recognition was performed using the OD measured
simultaneously at two or more different wavelengths, either separately18,19 or combined1,20.
The disadvantage of such methods is that expensive special hardware is needed (suitable
filters, automatic filter wheel)21 and that results may be suboptimal in case of slight staining
variations22,23. Use of an RGB color camera is an attractive alternative because this device is
generally applicable and widely available.  Because of its analogy with the human eye,
images acquired by such a device are suitable for visual inspection by humans23, possibly
enabling interactive correction of images.
For stain recognition in RGB color images, algorithms are needed to perform pixel
classification in the RGB space. To avoid the use of complicated algorithms handling 3D
data, in most previous studies stain recognition is performed in the RGB model either by
monochromatic thresholding in separate channels5,24 or in a projection of the 3D data onto a
plane16 or a line7,21,23. As was shown in the present study, use of the RGB model will only
result in solutions that are generally applicable if the entire 3D data space is used.
Projections onto a line or plane can be used for specific applications but will not be generally
applicable. In addition, staining variations may hamper results. In a number of studies, the
RGB to HSI transform is performed to be able to perform stain recognition in a standardized
2D data space2,17,25–28. As was shown, the HSI model is not adequate for application in
transmitted light microscopy, because in this model chromatic information is acquired by
decoupling light intensity instead of OD.
An algorithm was described by Garbay et al29 in which the HSI transform was applied to
log-transformed intensities acquired by a color RGB camera. Log-transformed intensities
were used in order to remain close to the way the human eye processes color. In our
opinion, a color model used for recognition of stains in transmitted light microscopy should
not be based on the human visual system. Instead, it should provide chromatic information
independent of the OD of the stain. Therefore, in the HSD model, application of the RGB to
HSI transform to ODs was chosen in analogy with Lambert-Beers’ law of absorption.
Because all available information concerning an image from a three-chip CCD RGB
camera is present in the RGB data, use of alternative color spaces (either well-known
standardized spaces like the HSI space or custom projections) is only useful to increase
availability of the desired information by removing information that hampers this distinction.
RGB data contain a mixture of chromatic (spectral characteristics of used stains) and
achromatic (amount of stain, expressed in the OD) information25. Moreover, this information
is mixed in a non-linear way. For classification of pixels as belonging to a certain stain, the
only information useful is the information that differentiates the specific stain from other
stains or from the background, being the absorption characteristics of the stain. Ideally, other
factors should be removed entirely to facilitate correct pixel classification. Acquisition of a
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microscopic image by a CCD color camera can be regarded as sampling of the absorption
curve over three predefined regions in the visible light spectrum. Because the absorption
curves are arbitrarily scaled, these three samples can effectively be reduced to two numbers
by normalization (e.g., by scaling the sum of the three samples to a constant). The HSD
model, introduced in the present study, enables pixel classification in a standardized 2D data
space, which contains all spectral information independent of the amount of stain. Thus, the
HSD model fulfills the above formulated requirement. A substantial improvement may be
expected when the complete spectral information of a stain can be used23. Recently, a
device has been developed which enables acquisition of high-resolution spectral
information30. Using sophisticated algorithms to perform stain recognition, results using such
a device may be more accurate than those using a CCD color camera, especially when
many stains are present in a single image. Because it is widely available and easy to use,
the CCD RGB camera remains an interesting alternative.
Theoretically, after decoupling the OD, the cxcy plane of the HSD transform contains all
spectral information, enabling all possible distinctions between stains based on spectral
information only. The model simulations illustrate this, where (assuming narrow-band camera
filters) each stain is present as a single dot. Mixtures of stains show linear trajectories
between the single dots. The cxcy co-ordinates do not depend on the amount of stain, both for
mixtures and for single stains. Use of broad-band filters was found to cause a small deviation
from the theoretical single dot in the HSD model. Data from the experimental study confirm
the superiority of the HSD model, because each stain is represented by a well-defined
cluster of points in the cxcy plane of the HSD transform. Only a small amount of overlap was
observed between the hematoxylin cluster and the DAB cluster, which was present in the IRIG
plane as well. Using experimental data, a small dependence was observed between
chromatic co-ordinates and the OD of the stain. This effect may be attributed to two factors:
(1) the fact that the RGB values from locations containing very high or extremely low
amounts of stain are not accurate; or (2) the presence of broad-band filters in the camera, as
shown in the model simulations.
In this chapter, an adaptation of the well-known RGB to HSI transform is proposed, which
consists of decoupling the OD instead of the light intensity from the RGB data. This newly
derived color transformation, named the RGB to HSD transform, was found to enable the
recognition of light-absorbing stains in transmitted light microscopic images in a 2D data
space in a standardized manner. Thus, use of complicated algorithms dealing with 3D data is
avoided, while keeping the full ability to differentiate between stains that are sufficiently
different in the RGB space.
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APPENDIX A
Formal Definition of the HSI Model
In analogy with the human eye, a CCD color camera splits a color into its composing
primaries red, green, and blue. These three primary components can be depicted in a 3D co-
ordinate space, in which the axes represent the intensities of the primary colors. Because of
the limited dynamic range of the camera, the intensity domain is limited to a cube in the RGB
space (Figure 2a). The origin of the RGB space represents black (i.e., all three primary
intensities are zero), and the farthest corner of the cube represents white (all primary
intensities maximal). The line connecting those extremes represents all gray values. Each
composite color is represented by a point in this cube. The intensity of a composite color is
defined as I = ( IR + IG + IB ) / 3, the average of the three primary intensities. In the RGB cube,
each plane perpendicular to the gray-scale diagonal has the property that points located on
the plane have equal intensity (Figure 2a shows one such plane). Points on such a plane are
limited to a triangular domain, of which the size linearly depends on the value of I for the
particular plane. The gray-scale diagonal intersects this triangle in the center of gravity. It is
possible to normalize this equilateral chromaticity triangle to a standardized size, making the
co-ordinates of a point on this plane independent of the intensity.
In the chromaticity triangle, a 2D co-ordinate system cxcy can be defined with the center of
gravity as origin and with the positive x-axes through the corner where the red intensity is
maximal (Figure 2b). Every point in the RGB space can be transformed to its chromaticity co-
ordinates, which are independent of the intensity. For every two RGB points having the same
chromaticity co-ordinates, the ratios between the RGB intensities are identical. Calculation of
the chromatic co-ordinates requires projection of the RGB data onto the triangle. This can be
performed using the following equations (derivations not given):
1-=
I
I
c Rx
I
II
c BGy ×
-
=
3
These co-ordinates can be viewed as a vector from the origin to a point on the plane. The
saturation is defined as the length of this vector, and the hue as the angle of the vector with
the positive x-axis:
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Figure 2a. The RGB camera signal can be viewed as a 3D co-ordinate space. Camera
limitations limit the space to a cube (RGB cube); also shown is the triangle with constant
overall intensity equal to the maximum of the individual channel intensities; b. The plane
resulting from the projection described in Appendix A, with indicated new co-ordinate
system cxcy.
Back transformation from HSI to cxcy may be performed using the equations:
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Back transformation from cxcy to RGB may be performed using the equations:
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APPENDIX B
Formal Definition of the HSD Transform
By using the projection from Appendix A on the ODs of the three channels (see Equation 5)
instead of the intensities, the RGB to HSD transform is defined:
1-=
D
D
c Rx
D
DD
c BGy ×
-
=
3
Note that because the OD is decoupled rather than the intensity, the chromatic co-ordinates
of the HSD model are not equal to those of the HSI model. For the HSD model, the resulting
cxcy plane has the property that single points result from RGB points with identical ratios
between the cR, cG, and cB. Thus, all information regarding the absorption curves is
represented in a single plane. In analogy with the HSI model, values for hue and saturation
can be calculated from the chromaticity triangle. Because mixtures of stains show a linear
pattern in the cxcy plane of the HSD model (Appendix C), it is recommended to use this plane
instead of hue and saturation.
Back transformation from cxcy to individual channel densities DR, DG, and DB may be
performed using the equations from Appendix A. Individual  channel densities can be
transformed back to RGB using the equation:
chD
chch eII
-×= ,0
If the empty reference image Io,ch (for ch = R, G, and B) is available, the original RGB values
can be calculated.
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APPENDIX C
Mixtures of Stains in the HSD Model
Assume two pure stains, with given amount Ai and absorption characteristic ci,ch for stain i =
1,2; camera channel ch = R, G, or B. Then, according to Equation 4, for the narrow-band
model, a mixture of the stains will result in camera intensity:
)(
,0,0,
,22,11,22,11 chchchch cAcA
ch
cAcA
chchM eIeeII
×+×-×-×- ×=××=
where IM,ch is the intensity of camera channel ch for the mixture of two stains. The channel
density (see Equation 5) now becomes:
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with Di,ch the OD for the individual camera channel ch, for staining i (i = 1,2). The overall OD
of the mixture, DM, now becomes:
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with Di the individual overall density of staining i. Applying the vector projection from
Appendix A to the mixed stains gives:
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with ci,x the cx co-ordinate for the individual staining i. Also, for cy:
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So, the points (cM,x , cM,y) are on the line segment connecting (c1,x , c1,y) with (c2,x , c2,y). The
position of the point along the line is uniquely determined by D2 / D1.
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ABSTRACT
The aims of this study of head and neck tissue samples were to develop an
immunohistochemical protocol based on the catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD) technique
to enhance staining results for use in automated true color image analysis, to assess the
reproducibility of systematic tissue sampling in the angiogenic hot spot selection, and
quantification of microvessel density (MVD) and other vessel characteristics. The latter data
were compared between six metastasized tongue squamous cell carcinomas, vs. four non-
metastasized. In comparison to the standard immunohistochemical protocol with anti-CD34
antibodies, CARD amplification resulted in both more intensely stained and larger numbers
of vessels. Averaging the 10 most vascularized fields of the 40 to 60 systematically sampled
fields in a tissue section resulted in an overall acceptable interobserver reproducibility for
most assessed vessel parameters (r ³ 0.76 and P £ 0.01). The percentage vessels with
diameter < 5 µm was significantly higher in the non-metastasized tongue carcinomas (P =
0.02). However, for a number of tumors the effect of tissue sampling was significant. We
conclude that CARD amplification is needed for reliable segmentation of vessels by image
analysis systems, and that tumor heterogeneity is a limiting factor for all procedures in which
tumor vascularity is assessed in a single tissue section.
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INTRODUCTION
The angiogenesis-inducing capacity of malignant tumors is regarded as an important factor
influencing tumor growth and clinico-biological behaviour1. Correlations between high
microvessel density (MVD) and the occurrence of metastases have been reported for several
types of malignancies1-3, including squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck4-9.
Measurement of MVD is mostly performed by manual counting of vascular profiles in tissue
sections in which blood vessels are visualized by immunohistochemical procedures. Most
widely used is a protocol described by Weidner et al 3, in which vessels are manually counted
in the so-called ‘angiogenic hot spot’. The hot spot is defined as the area of a tumor with the
highest degree of vascularization and MVD is defined as the number of microvessels in the
hot spot3 or as the mean value of MVD assessed over a small number of the most
vascularized areas of the tumor2. The limitations of this procedure are discussed in a recent
manuscript on an international consensus on the methodology and evaluation criteria of
angiogenesis quantification10.
In a recent study, it was shown that true color image analysis is a good alternative to
manual counting, to quantify tumor vascularity in the hot spot11. In that study on human
melanoma xenografts, the whole tumor in a tissue section was completely sampled with non-
overlapping, consecutive standardized fields, and subsequently the average vessel density
over the three highest vascularized fields was used to define the automated hot spot MVD.
This sampling procedure warranted that the highest vascularized fields were almost always
found by independent observers, but it is a very time-consuming method, especially for large
tumors. A tissue sampling technique not yet well explored in studies on angiogenesis is the
procedure of systematic sampling12 that is often used in stereology13,14. To the best of our
knowledge, only few published studies on microvessel counting used a systematic sampling
procedure15-17, and it is not considered in the aforementioned consensus report10.
In a preliminary study on angiogenesis in squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs) of the
tongue, we encountered the problem that the intensity of the immunohistochemically
visualized vessels was sometimes very low. In some cases, the intensity of the
immunohistochemical signal was so weak that the vessels were hardly visible. Furthermore,
large variations existed between tumors of different patients (i.e., inter-tumor variation) and
within the same tumor (i.e., intra-tumor variation). Especially the intertumor variations were
considerable, even when a standardized immunohistochemical procedure was used. The
results of recognition of vessel profiles by an image analysis system are mainly determined
by the quality of the immunohistochemical procedure11. Conventional immunohistochemical
techniques, including those using antigen-retrieval procedures such as microwave and
protease pre-treatment, were clearly not suitable for a reliable recognition of vessels by
automated image analysis systems. This may be explained by the extended fixation times
required for large head and neck specimens. A solution for this problem may be the use of a
signal amplification system based on the horseradish peroxidase catalyzed reporter
deposition (CARD) of biotinylated tyramine at sites of immunoreactivity18,19. The CARD
procedure is a highly sensitive and highly specific method for signal amplification in
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immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridisation20-22. In a recent study, CARD amplification
was used to enhance the immunohistochemical signal for the fully automated microvessel
counting and hot spot selection by monochromatic image analysis23.
The aims of the present study were (1) to develop an immunohistochemical protocol
based on CARD technique to enhance staining results for use in true color image analysis of
head and neck specimens, (2) to assess the reproducibility of a systematic sampling
procedure to quantify vessel parameters in SCCs of the head and neck, (3) to assess if
vessel parameters enabled to discriminate between metastasized and non-metastasized
tumors of the tongue.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections from resection specimens of SCCs of the
tongue, which exhibited variable immunostaining intensities in the standard
immunohistochemical procedure were used in several immunohistochemical experiments
with CARD amplification in order to select the most suitable procedure for use in true color
image analysis.
Patient material
From our archives we selected 10 patients with a SCC of the mobile tongue, 6 patients with
locoregional lymph node metastasis and 4 patients without metastasis during follow-up of
two years or more. For each of these patients, the hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) stained tissue
sections of all tissue blocks obtained from the resection specimen were examined in order to
select one block that contains a major part of the tumor. Tissue sections of these selected
tissue blocks were immunohistochemically stained with the following CD34/CARD procedure.
Immunohistochemistry
Standard immunohistochemical procedure
The standard immunohistochemical procedure used in this study started with formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded tissue sections of 4 µm thickness that were mounted on Superfrost Plus
slides (Menzel Gläser, Braunschweig, Germany) and dried overnight at 56 °C. Subsequently,
the sections were deparaffinized, treated with 1% H2O2 in methanol for 20 minutes, and
rinsed three times in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) for 5 minutes. After pre-
incubation with normal horse serum 100% (Vector Laboratories, Burlington, USA) for 20
minutes at room temperature (RT), an overnight incubation at 4 °C with CD34 (Qb-END,
Biogenex, San Ramon, USA) 1:2 in PBS / 1% bovine serum albumin (PBS / 1% BSA, Sigma,
St. Louis, USA) was performed, followed by three rinsing steps of 10 minutes in PBS,
incubation with biotinylated horse-anti-mouse serum (Vectastain ABC-kit, Vector
Laboratories) 1:200 in PBS/1% BSA (Sigma) for 30 minutes at RT, and three rinsing steps of
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5 minutes in PBS. Subsequently, the tissue sections were incubated for 45 minutes with
peroxidase (PO) labeled avidin-biotin-complex (ABCPO, ABC Elite, 1:100; Vector
Laboratories) or with alkaline phosphatase (AP) labeled avidin-biotin-complex (ABCAP , ABC
Standard, 1:100, Vector Laboratories). After three rinsing steps of 5 minutes each in PBS,
peroxidase was visualized with 0.05% diaminobenzidine / 0.15% H2O2 (DAB, Sigma) in PBS
for 5 minutes and alkaline phosphatase with Vector Red (alkaline phosphatase kit I, Vector
Laboratories) for 30 minutes at RT, according to the suppliers instructions. Finally, the
sections were rinsed in tap water, slightly counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin, rinsed in
tap water, dehydrated, and mounted with Permount (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, USA). To
avoid diffusion of the enzyme precipitate of Vector Red the sections needed to be
dehydrated rapidly.
Biotinylation of tyramine
One hundred mg sulfosuccinimidyl-6-(biotinimide) hexanoate (NHS-LC-biotin) (Pierce,
Rockford, USA) was dissolved in 40 ml 50 mM borate buffer, pH 8.0. Next, 30 mg tyramine-
HCl (Sigma) was added. The solution was agitated overnight at RT and filtered. Before
application, biotinylated tyramide (BT) was diluted in PBS, with 0.01% H2O2.
Signal amplification experiments
In order to optimize the CARD procedure, tissue sections of SCCs exhibiting intra- and
interspecimen variations in the intensities of immunohistochemically stained vessels were
incubated with BT at different dilutions (1:25, 1:50, 1:100, 1:500 and 1:1000) and different BT
incubation times (1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 minutes). Proceeding the CARD procedure, the standard
immunohistochemical procedure was applied with the incubation time for ABCPO reduced to
30 minutes. After three rinsing steps of 5 minutes in PBS, incubations with BT at the
aforementioned concentrations and incubation times were performed. After three rinsing
steps in PBS for 5 minutes the sections were incubated with ABCPO 1:100 or ABCAP 1:100 for
20 minutes, and rinsed three times in PBS for 5 minutes. Peroxidase was visualized with
DAB incubation for 5 minutes and alkaline phosphatase with Vector Red incubation for 30
minutes. The processing steps that followed these DAB and Vector Red incubation were the
same as described before.
Tissue sampling
The sections of each of the 10 SCCs of the tongue were examined at low power
magnification (objective 4x) and the area of tumor tissue within the section was demarcated.
The demarcated tumor tissue was manually sampled at higher magnification (objective 10x)
with a systematic sampling technique. In short, neighboring fields in a horizontal and vertical
direction were sampled subsequently, thus reciprocating from left to right, starting at the top
going to bottom through the tissue section. In cases with a large tumor area, two or more
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neighboring fields were skipped in a horizontal direction, in order to limit the number of fields.
Only fields including enough tumor tissue and tumor-stroma were included. Fields containing
more than 50% of pre-existing vessel-rich structures such as striated muscle, lamina propria
or peripheral nerves were skipped. Fields containing more than 50% of necrosis or artifacts
were also skipped. In this manner, the whole tumor in the tissue section was sampled with 40
to 60 fields. The actual size of each field was 0.17 mm2. All digitized images were stored on
magneto-optical disks.
Image analysis
Image analysis was performed using a Vidasplus system (Kontron GmbH, Eching, Germany).
Images were recorded by a three-chip CCD camera (DXC-325P, Sony, Tokyo, Japan)
mounted on a conventional light microscope (Axioskop, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) using a 10x
objective (numerical aperture = 0.3). At this magnification, the recorded fields measured 0.4 x
0.425 mm (pixel size 0.78 x 0.83 µm). Digitized images were stored on magneto-optical disc
(Borsu Systema, Lelystad, The Netherlands) as true color (24-bit RGB) images. Prior to
recording images of tissue specimens, an image of an empty microscopic field and a dark-
current image were stored in order to correct for unequal illumination and dark current of the
camera, respectively.
Recognition of the CD34 stained objects was performed using an algorithm described
elsewhere in detail24. In short, the well-known red-green-blue (RGB) to hue, saturation,
intensity (HSI) conversion was applied to the optical densities for the three camera channels
instead of the channel intensities. This hue, saturation, density (HSD) color model was found
to be superior to the existing RGB and HSI color models for stain recognition in transmitted
light microscopy24. The HSD model was implemented on the Vidasplus system using the C
free programming facilities. Application of the RGB to HSD conversion results in two
chromatic co-ordinates for each image point (pixel). Due to camera limitations, the co-
ordinates within the chromatic plane are confined to a triangular region. Each stain is
represented by an ellipsoid subdomain in this chromaticity triangle. A number of test
specimens, containing only pure DAB or Vector Red, was used to determine the locations
and extensions of the subdomains of these stains in the chromaticity triangle. Recognition of
vascular structures was performed as follows. Image pixels with chromatic co-ordinates
inside the ellipsoid regions of the used stains were labeled as positive. Pixels with optical
density (OD) smaller than 0.2 were never labeled positive, whereas pixels with OD greater
than 0.7 were always labeled positive, because chromatic information of pixels originating
from very low or very high amounts of stain is inaccurate. Next, 8-connected neighboring
pixels were grouped together to form objects that possibly represent vascular profiles. These
binary objects were dilated twice, after which holes inside the objects were filled. Next,
objects were eroded twice to restore their original size. These binary operations resulted in
filling of lumina, closure of small gaps in the object contours, and slight smoothing of the
object contours so that values of perimeter and diameter are more accurate. The final step
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consisted of removal of objects with area smaller than 50 pixels, as these were found too
small to represent vascular structures.
The resulting vessel contours were projected in the original color images, providing a
facility for interactive deletion of incorrectly segmented vessel profiles, due to larger gaps in
the vessel contour. Because it was not always possible to store fields that consisted entirely
of vital tumor tissue, non-tumor regions could be interactively excluded from further analysis.
Finally, parameters were calculated describing the MVD and characteristics of individual
vessel profiles. Only vessel profiles entirely localized within the field were used to measure
individual vessel parameters, whereas the ‘forbidden line’-method was used to measure
MVD25. In addition to parameters provided by the Vidasplus system (Table 1), a measure for
the diameter (DIAM) was implemented. The latter parameter was obtained as follows. The
medial axis of an object was determined using binary erosions and for each pixel on this
axis, the shortest distance to the object contour was measured using a distance transform.
DIAM is defined as the maximum value of the shortest distances multiplied by a factor two.
Interobserver reproducibility
In the aforementioned procedure, two observer dependent steps may cause interobserver
variations: (1) interactive correction of stored images and (2) field selection using the
systematic sampling procedure. In order to assess the interobserver reproducibility of the
interactive correction step, 10 SCCs of the tongue were sampled by one observer (EH) and
the stored images were independently corrected by two observers (EH and VC).
Subsequently, the same 10 SCCs of the tongue were sampled and corrected independently
by a second observer (VC).
Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 8.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA).
Based on MVD, for each tumor the 25 most vascularized fields were selected from the 40 –
60 sampled fields. Averages for all vessel parameters were calculated over all vessels in the
most vascularized field (henceforth called the ‘hot spot’) and in the 5, 10, 15, and 25 fields
with highest MVDs. The vessel profiles were subdivided in 4 diameter categories, consisting
of profiles with DIAM < 5, 5 £ DIAM < 10, 10 £ DIAM < 15, and DIAM ³ 15, respectively.
Subsequently, the percentage of vessels in each category was calculated for the hot spot
and the 5, 10, 15, and 25 fields with highest MVDs.
The interobserver reproducibility of the interactive correction step and the systematic
sampling procedure were assessed by a Spearman’s rank correlation analysis and analysis
of variance (ANOVA). In the ANOVA model, the main effects of patients and observers, as
well as the interaction term between observer and patient were considered. ANOVA was also
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Parameter Description
MVD Number of vessels per mm2, corrected for measured area
AREA Area of individual vessels
PERIM Perimeter of individual vessels
DIAM Diameter of individual vessels
%CAT1 Percentage of vessels with DIAM < 5 µm
%CAT2 Percentage of vessels with 5 µm £ DIAM < 10 µm
%CAT3 Percentage of vessels with 10 µm £ DIAM < 15 µm
%CAT4 Percentage of vessels with DIAM ³ 15 µm
Table 1 Vessel parameters and their definitions used in this study.
used to assess the differences between metastasized and non-metastasized tongue
carcinomas.
RESULTS
Immunohistochemistry
CARD amplification with BT dilution of 1:50 and BT incubation time of 5 minutes was
ultimately selected to visualize vessels in SCCs of the head and neck for assessment by
image analysis. This protocol resulted in very intensely stained vessels and sprouting and
migrating endothelial cells, whereas the tumor stroma did not exhibit background staining. In
contrast, the pre-existing structures such as striated muscle cells and peripheral nerves gave
high background staining. The BT dilutions of 1:500 and 1:1000 did not amplify the signal
enough for cases with very weak staining intensities of vessels using the standard
procedure. The 1:25 BT concentration did not give a substantial improvement of the signal
amplification  in  comparison   to  1:50.  The  shortest  BT  incubation  times  also  resulted  in
insufficient signal amplification. In cases where the standard immunohistochemical
procedure resulted in unstained or very weakly stained vessels the effect of CARD
amplification was considerable (Plate VII a – e, page 85). In these cases, the CARD
amplification step did not only result in an enhancement of the recognition of CD34 stained
objects, but also in a larger number of immunohistochemically stained objects (Plate VII a, b,
page 85). This was found in tissue sections in which the color was developed by incubating
with DAB as well as Vector Red (Plate VII b, c). In tumors in which the vessels were more
adequately stained by the standard immunohistochemical protocol, CARD amplification gave
more intensely stained vessels, but the differences in the number of stained objects were
less obvious (Plate VII d, e).
In the DAB stained tissue sections, the contours of the vessel profiles were more sharply
demarcated than in the Vector Red stained tissue sections (Plate VII b, c, page 85). In the
Vector Red stained sections the boundaries of the vessels were not only more blurred, but
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exhibited also more interspecimen variation in blurring than the DAB stained sections. Based
on these differences in staining characteristics of DAB and Vector Red, the former was
selected for the use in true color image analysis. In Plate VIIf (page 85), the results of the
automatic recognition of DAB stained vessels, without interactive corrections, are given.
Automatic recognition of vessels may be seriously hampered in regions (especially in striated
muscles) with high background staining. The very elongated vessel transections in the
stroma of the tumor are sometimes erroneously segmented by the image analysis system as
a string of multiple small vessels.
Reproducibility of tissue sampling
Correlation analysis revealed that the overall interobserver reproducibility of the interactive
correction step was good with intercorrector correlation r1 ³ 0.75 (P £ 0.01) for the MVD and
size parameters in the systematically determined hot spot (Table 2). The percentages of
vessels in the four categories were less reproducible, especially for %CAT1 and %CAT4.
The intercorrector correlation coefficients increased when vessel parameters were averaged
over an increasing number of fields (Table 2). Averaging parameters from vessels in the ten
highest vascularized fields resulted in r1-values > 0.96 and in P-values < 0.001 for all
parameters with exception of %CAT1. Addition of more fields in the averaging did not give a
substantial improvement of the reproducibility of the interactive correction step (Table 2).
Correlation analysis disclosed that the overall interobserver reproducibility of systematic
determination of the hot spot is poor with low and even negative values for the interobserver
correlation (r2) for all the vessel parameters (Table 2). Using vessel parameters obtained
from averaging all vessels in the five highest vascularized fields found by systematic tissue
sampling resulted in a substantial improvement of the interobserver reproducibility of the
sampling procedure (r2 ³ 0.64, P £ 0.05) for all parameters with exception of %CAT1 and
%CAT4. Using the mean values obtained from the ten most vascularized fields resulted in
acceptable interobserver reproducibility of all vessel parameters with exception of %CAT1
and %CAT4, with interobserver correlation coefficients r2 ³ 0.76 and P-values £ 0.01 (Table
2). Averaging vessel parameters over more than 10 fields gave no substantial improvement
of the interobserver reproducibility of the systematic sampling procedure. Averaging vessel
parameters over the ten most vascularized fields found by systematic tissue sampling was
found to result in an acceptable overall interobserver reproducibility in SCCs of the tongue.
For the interactive correction step, ANOVA calculated over data from the 10 most
vascularized fields disclosed no significant interactions between observers and patients. A
significant interaction would indicate that the interobserver reproducibility varies between
patients. The effect of interactive correction was not significant for any parameter, except for
the MVD (P = 0.01). However, variations between patients were found highly significant for
almost all parameters. The effect of field sampling by two independent observers showed a
significant interaction between observer and patient for a number of parameters (AREA,
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Hot spot Top 5 fields Top 10 fields Top 15 fields Top 25 fields
r p R p r p r p r p
r1 0.84 0.002 0.97 <0.001 0.98 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.99 <0.001
MVD
r2 0.48 n.s. 0.64 0.045 0.77 0.009 0.84 0.003 0.91 <0.001
r1 0.81 0.005 0.95 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.99 <0.001
AREA
r2 0.37 n.s. 0.70 0.026 0.76 0.010 0.81 0.004 0.83 0.003
r1 0.75 0.012 0.96 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.99 <0.001
PERIM
r2 0.57 n.s. 0.69 0.029 0.79 0.006 0.83 0.003 0.78 0.008
r1 0.82 0.004 0.96 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.98 <0.001 0.99 <0.001
DIAM
r2 0.50 n.s. 0.69 0.028 0.77 0.009 0.78 0.007 0.83 0.003
r1 0.63 n.s. 0.83 0.003 0.87 0.001 0.95 <0.001 0.93 <0.001
%CAT1
r2 -0.10 n.s. 0.12 n.s. 0.35 n.s. 0.45 n.s. 0.39 n.s.
r1 0.69 0.029 0.94 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.99 <0.001
%CAT2
r2 0.02 n.s. 0.88 0.001 0.90 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.90 <0.001
r1 0.67 0.036 0.92 <0.001 0.98 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.99 <0.001
%CAT3
r2 0.47 n.s. 0.89 0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.88 0.001 0.84 0.002
r1 0.28 n.s. 0.97 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.99 <0.001
%CAT4
r2 -0.41 n.s. 0.29 n.s. 0.55 n.s. 0.66 0.044 0.82 0.004
Table 2 The interobserver correlations for the correction step (r1) and for the systematic sampling (r2)
and their two-tailed p-values are given for the MVD and other parameters in the hot spot and averaged
over the 5, 10, 15, and 25 highest vascularized fields, determined by systematic tissue sampling. n.s.:
not significant.
DIAM, and MVD), indicating a significant sampling effect for some patients for these
parameters. This is shown graphically in figure 1 for MVD and DIAM. For PERIM and
%CAT3, a significant interobserver effect was found (P = 0.001 and P = 0.02, respectively).
Metastasized versus non-metastasized tumors.
Using the results obtained from the 10 most vascularized test fields, the mean values and
standard deviations of the parameter %CAT1 were 20.4 ± 3.0 and 16.7 ± 4.1 for non-
metastasized and metastasized tumors, respectively. ANOVA disclosed that this difference is
statistically significant (P = 0.02). For the other parameters, no significant differences
between these two groups were found.
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Figure 1 Interobserver reproducibility for the interactive
correction step and the systematic sampling of microvessel
density and vessel diameter for 10 patients with a tongue
carcinoma. For each patient, the mean values and 95%
confidence intervals of a. the microvessel density (MVD) and b.
DIAM obtained from the 10 highest vascularized fields found by
sampler 1 and corrector 1 (), sampler 1 and corrector 2
(),sampler 2 and corrector 2 ( ).
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DISCUSSION
The results of the present study show the developed immunohistochemical protocol based
on CARD signal amplification enhanced the staining results. The sensitivity, specificity, and
signal-to-noise ratio of the immunohistochemical detection of blood vessels with the
monoclonal antibody directed against CD34 were improved. The combination of high
intensity of the specific immunohistochemical signals and the absence of background
staining is an important condition for successful automated recognition of
immunohistochemically stained objects in tissue sections by image analysis systems.
Background staining appeared to be a major limiting factor in the automated recognition of
vessel profiles using true color image analysis11. In a recent study on angiogenesis in breast
cancer, application of CARD amplification proved necessary for the automatic recognition of
vessels by monochromatic image analysis using the monoclonal antibody directed against
CD3123. Antibodies directed against CD31 have been proposed as standard for the
visualization of vessels10. However, it cannot be recommended for use in the automatic
recognition of microvessels in chronically inflamed tumors, because plasma cells are also
stained by CD31. This problem was encountered in the aforementioned study on breast
carcinomas and required an interactive correction step to eliminate the falsely recognized
plasma cells23.
The Chalkley point counting procedure has been proposed as the standard method for
quantification of intratumor MVD due to inadequate reproducibility of the automated
recognition of vessel profiles in tissue sections due to the heterogeneity of microvessel
morphology, e.g. size, length and anastomoses, and local differences in immunostaining
intensity10. In the present study it was shown that problems with regard to the intra- and
interspecimen variations of the immunohistochemical signal were considerably reduced by
combination of the CARD amplification and true color image analysis using the HSD color
model. The CARD procedure resulted in more uniform and enhanced staining intensities and
sharply demarcated vessel boundaries when DAB was used. Because in the HSD model
color information is used for recognition of vessels, intra- and interspecimen variations in
staining density had less effect on the segmentation of vessel profiles than when the widely
used RGB or HSI models were applied. The advantages of the use of the HSD color model
in transmitted light microscopy were recently reported24. In the present study, it was shown
that interactive correction of stored images by two independent observers resulted in a good
interobserver reproducibility. Only for the MVD, a weakly significant corrector effect was
observed, probably reflecting the difficulty in defining criteria for individual vessel profiles.
However, this problem hampers any procedure for quantification of the MVD.
Reliable automated recognition of immunohistochemically stained vessels has important
advantages in comparison to point-counting procedures, such as the recommended Chalkley
method. Size and shape parameters can be used to subclassify blood vessels, enabling
assessment of the relationship between subclasses of vessels and biological behavior of
tumors. In a recent study on human melanoma xenografts with different metastatic behavior,
no significant differences between the two melanomas were found for
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immunohistochemically stained objects with diameter < 3 µm and diameter > 12 µm,
whereas the most significant differences were found for vessels with a diameter in the range
of 6 to 9 µm11. The results of the latter study demonstrated the need to determine subgroups
of microvessels preferentially used in the complex process of metastasis. In the present
study on a very small series of patients with a tongue carcinoma, it was shown that
significant differences between metastasized and non-metastasized tumors were found for
the percentages of vessels with a diameter smaller than 5 µm, whereas the MVD did not
differ significantly.
The systematic sampling procedure for SCCs of the tongue with 40 – 60 fields is
unsuitable for a reliable hot spot selection in tissue sections, as was shown in the present
study. Vessel parameters obtained from the field with the highest vessel density (i.e.,
systematically determined hot spot) were not reproducible. A substantial improvement of the
interobserver correlation was obtained by averaging these vessel parameters over a larger
numbers of the most vascularized fields. Calculation of the moving average of these
parameters revealed that the mean values obtained from the 10 most vascularized fields,
found by systematic sampling, resulted in an acceptable overall interobserver reproducibility.
However, the interobserver reproducibility of field sampling varied between patients, and the
differences between the two observers were significant for some patients even after
averaging 10 or more of the highest vascularized fields. The interobserver reproducibility of
systematic tissue sampling is determined by both intratumor variations due to tumor
heterogeneity and by the sampled tumor area, which is determined by the number of
systematically sampled fields. Other studies using complete sampling of the whole tumor
area in tissue sections disclosed that this procedure resulted in highly reproducible hot spot
selection11,23. However, it remains to be elucidated whether the MVD in the hot spot, found by
complete sampling of the tumor area in one single tissue section, is more representative for
the whole tumor than the MVD estimated by the mean value of the 10 most vascularized
fields found by a systematic sampling procedure in one tissue section. De Jong et al15 found
a noteworthy heterogeneity in microvessel counts in breast tumors between different areas
from the same section. This is in agreement with our observations in SCCs of the tongue.
Heterogeneity in microvessel counts was also found between corresponding areas in
different sections from the same tissue block, and between blocks from the same tumor.
Differences between blocks caused the larger part of the total variance of microvessel
counts15. It is likely that the inter-block variations also cause a major part of the total variance
in other tumor types, including squamous cell carcinomas of the tongue.
In the literature, there is still no consensus concerning the number of highest vascularized
fields in tumors that must be used to obtain a reliable and reproducible estimation of the
intratumoral MVD14. In a number of studies, the MVD in only one hot spot was used3,26; other
investigators used the mean value of the three or four most vascularized spots in a tumor
section2,27,28. It is questionable whether there is an unequivocal answer to this question,
because the ideal number of ‘hot spots’ needed for a reproducible estimation of the MVD
representative for the whole tumor may depend on tumor type and on the tissue sampling
procedure. In our opinion, for each tumor type the number of highest vascularized areas (‘hot
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spots’) that is required to obtain a reproducible estimation of intratumoral MVD must be
determined by moving average experiments.
We conclude that CARD amplification is needed for reliable recognition of vessels by
automated image analysis of head and neck tissue samples. Tumor heterogeneity is a
limiting factor for the application of systematic tissue sampling, but this is true for all other
procedures in which hot spot selection is based on a single tissue section or on a biopsy
specimen. Especially, when vessel parameters will be used to construct a discriminant
function to predict the biological behavior of a tumor for individual patients, one must be
aware of sampling errors that may cause misclassifications.
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ABSTRACT
We have investigated the use of spectral imaging for multi-color analysis of permanent
cytochemical dyes and enzyme precipitates on cytopathological specimens. Spectral imaging
is based on Fourier-transform spectroscopy and digital imaging. A pixel-by-pixel spectrum-
based color classification is presented of single, double, and triple-color in situ hybridization
for centromeric probes in T24 bladder cancer cells, and immunocytochemical staining of
nuclear antigens Ki-67 and TP53 in paraffin-embedded cervical brush material (AgarCyto).
The results demonstrate that spectral imaging unambiguously identifies three
chromogenic dyes in a single bright-field microscopic specimen. Serial microscopic fields
from the same specimen can be analyzed using a spectral reference library. We conclude
that spectral imaging of multi-color chromogenic dyes is a reliable and robust method for
pixel color recognition and classification. Our data further indicate that the use of spectral
imaging (1) may increase the number of parameters studied simultaneously in pathological
diagnosis, (2) may provide quantitative data (such as positive labeling indices) more
accurately, and (3) may solve segmentation problems currently faced in automated
screening of cell- and tissue specimens.
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INTRODUCTION
Spectral imaging of fluorescent dyes has been successfully applied to spectral karyotyping
(SKY) for the genome-wide screening of chromosomal aberrations in metaphase cells1, and
is now being used in clinical and tumor cytogenetics2-5. Dedicated software for SKY and
spectral FISH enables analysis of combinatorial labeled nucleic acid probes in metaphase
and interphase cells, respectively. Spectral imaging may also be used for conventional
transmission light microscopy using chromogenic dyes6,7. Such an application might be of
great clinical importance, because diagnosis of neoplasms frequently requires application of
immunocytochemistry (ICC) and in situ hybridization (ISH) for the assessment of phenotypic
and genetic biomarkers to complement the cytomorphologic diagnosis8-10. Enzyme-mediated
cytochemical detection procedures for bright-field microscopic analysis of cell- and tissue
preparations have been under continuous development in the last decades. In the mid 1990s
technical breakthroughs have been made for multi-color bright-field analysis of ISH, ICC, and
combinations thereof11-14. Bright-field microscopy optics can been used to detect up to three
ISH targets simultaneously, together with a nuclear or cytoplasmic dye for morphology
assessment. Examination of a higher number of ISH or ICC markers is hampered by broad
absorption spectra of enzyme precipitates which makes color discrimination by eye or color
cameras difficult. Advances in digital image analysis based on three-chip CCD red, green
and blue (RGB) color camera images enable discrimination of up to three different stains
simultaneously15-18. However, color recognition of weak or small ISH signals, such as for
chromosome locus-specific probes, has been impossible.
The aim of this study was to explore spectral imaging for the analysis of bright-field multi-
color interphase ISH and ICC in combination with cytomorphological staining in specimens of
T24 human transitional cell carcinoma cells, spermatozoids, and cervical scrapings.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation
Multi-color ISH experiments were performed on T24 human transitional cell carcinoma cell
line obtained from ATCC (Manassas, Virg.), and spermatozoids obtained from a healthy
male (provided by the Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology, University Maastricht, The
Netherlands). ICC experiments were performed on an AgarCyto preparation19 of a cervical
scraping collected at the Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology, University Nijmegen, The
Netherlands.
T24 cells were cultured, trypsinized, and fixed in suspension with 70% ethanol. Cell
preparations were made by applying a few drops of the cell suspension to a microscopic
slide. Pretreatment steps for removal of cytoplasm and improving accessibility of ISH
reagents were performed as described20,21. Single, double and triple ISH experiments on T24
cells utilized centromeric alpha-satellite probes for chromosome 1, 7, and 15. Spermatozoids
were fixed in 70% ethanol and smeared on a microscopic slide. Pretreatment and ISH
procedures with probes for X- and Y-chromosome-specific loci were essentially as
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described12. All probes were labeled by nick-translation with biotin-dUTP, digoxigenin-dUTP,
or FITC-dUTP according to manufacturer’s directions  (Boehringer-Mannheim).
The novel AgarCyto cell-embedding technique19 was applied to a cervical scraping from a
woman with severe dysplasia. Cells obtained from the cervical brush were fixed with Unifix
(Klinipath, Duiven, Netherlands) and subsequently embedded in agarose and paraffin. Four-
ìm thick sections were cut for staining.
In situ hybridization, immunocytochemistry, and cytomorphological staining
Chromogenic dyes included the enzyme-substrates diaminobenzidine (DAB, brown; Sigma),
amino-ethylcarbazole (AEC, red-brown; Sigma), tetramethylbenzidine (TMB, green; Sigma),
Fast Red (FR, red; Sigma) and New Fuchsin (NF, red; Sigma). Counterstains included
hematoxylin, eosin, and eosin-derivative Diff-Quik (Baxter, Utrecht, The Netherlands).
We used spectral imaging on specimens subjected to (a) single-color ISH without
counterstaining, (b) single-color ISH with hematoxylin counterstaining, (c) double-color ISH
without counterstaining, (d) double-color ISH with Diff-Quik counterstaining, (e) triple-color
ISH without counterstaining, (f) hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-staining, and (g) single-color
immunocytochemistry with hematoxylin counterstaining.
All ISH procedures were essentially performed as described in a technical review11.
Immunocytochemistry of AgarCyto specimens was performed as described previously19. For
single-color ISH of T24 cells, a biotin-labeled probe was detected with peroxidase (PO)-
conjugated avidin (Vector, USA) and visualized with PO-substrate DAB, AEC or TMB.
Alternately, probes were detected with alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated avidin (Vector)
and visualized with AP-substrate FR or NF. For double- or triple labeling of T24 cells, the first
and second probes were labeled with biotin and digoxigenin, respectively. Double-color ISH
experiments were visualized consecutively as described for single ISH in the combinations
DAB/AEC, DAB/TMB and DAB/NF. The triple-color ISH experiment was visualized in DAB,
TMB and NF. The third probe was labeled with FITC-dUTP and detected with mouse anti-
FITC monoclonal antibody (Dako, Denmark) followed by AP-conjugated anti-mouse
(Boehringer, Germany). In double- and triple-color detection, antibodies were selected on
epitope specificity and on host animal to prevent interspecies reactivity between the
antibodies of the different detection systems. Furthermore, enzyme activity was blocked
before proceeding to the next antibody detection and enzyme reaction14. Nuclei were
counterstained with hematoxylin, except in preparations for pure dye spectra measurements
and triple-color ISH. For double-color ISH of spermatozoids, the chromosome X probe was
labeled with biotin, and the chromosome Y probe with digoxigenin (Boehringer) and
visualized with DAB and TMB, respectively, as described12,22. Sperm structures were
counterstained with Diff-Quik.
Immunocytochemical staining of AgarCyto cell block specimens were performed with a
mouse anti-TP53 monoclonal antibody (DO-7; Novocastra, Newcastle, UK) and a mouse
anti-Ki67 monoclonal antibody (MIB-1; Dianova, Hamburg, Germany) using standard
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laboratory protocols and DAB precipitation as end-product. Cell nuclei of immunostained
specimens were counterstained with hematoxylin. A consecutive section was stained with
H&E.
Microscopy and general principle of  spectral imaging
A Leica DM RBE light microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) was equipped for transmission
light microscopy including a 63x Plan-Apo objective (NA = 1.32), and a 100 W halogen light
source (Xenophot HLX; Osram, Berlin, Germany). Spectral images were acquired with
Fourier-transform spectroscopy combined with CCD-imaging using the SpectraCube SD200
system (Applied Spectral Imaging, Migdal Ha’Emek, Israel). The general principle of spectral
imaging for bright-field microscopy has been described before6,7,23,24. In spectral imaging,
each pixel of the CCD camera is actually one of several hundred thousand of
microspectrometers which act simultaneously and independently. Light from the object is
collected and collimated by the microscope, enters a Sagnac common-path interferometer25,
is split into two beams which interfere with one and other after a small and variable optical
path difference (OPD) has been introduced, and is then focused on the CCD detector. The
interference characteristics at each pixel are generated frame by frame by optically changing
the OPD, and by recording in memory the digitized signals of each pixel of each frame. All
the frames together make up the ‘cube’ of interferogram data, which is subsequently
transformed by Fourier-transform calculation into a spectral image ‘cube’, containing the
spectrum of each pixel. The computer then processes the spectra with application-specific
algorithms, and stores and displays the results.
Spectral imaging of bright-field microscopic objects
Sample illumination was optimized for spectral imaging by operating the light source at 12 V
for daylight color temperature and adjusting the intensity with neutral density filters (Melles
Griot, Irvine, Calif.). Specimens were illuminated predominantly by wavelengths in the human
visible range (450 – 700 nm) by placing a WG360 UV cut-off filter and a BG38 infrared cut-off
filter in the illumination pathway. Spectral images were acquired using Spectral Imaging
acquisition software (version 1.2; Applied Spectral Imaging) at default factory settings for
bright-field specimens. Absorption spectra were retrieved by spectral pathology software
(SpyView 1.0; Applied Spectral Imaging), which can calculate and display the optical density
(OD) of the specimen at each wavelength within the chosen range for every pixel in the
spectral image. A reference classification library was built by acquiring spectral images of
microscopic specimens containing only a single dye, and entering each ‘pure-dye’ spectrum
into the library. The single-color reference specimens were processed and stained
simultaneously with the multi-color test specimens and were of the same biological material.
For analysis of test specimens, SpyView decomposed the acquired spectral images of multi-
stain samples into their basic absorbing components25. These components were further
quantitatively represented in a set of gray-level images in which intensity is proportional to
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the concentration of the dye. Merging multiple gray-scale images in RGB pseudo-colors thus
creates a classification image in which the relative concentrations of different pure dyes are
readily discernible. At least 10 randomly sampled microscopic fields per specimen were
acquired and color classified with SpyView.
RESULTS
Single-color ISH with and without nuclear counterstaining
The absorption spectra of PO-substrates DAB, AEC, TMB, and AP-substrates FR and NF
were measured in single-color ISH experiments on T24 cells without nuclear counterstaining
(Plate VIIIa, page 86). The spectra of PO substrates were generally broader than of AP
substrates. DAB and AEC spectra were quite similar and so were FR and NF spectra, but
they all differed from TMB. In specimens without nuclear staining, spectral classification was
accurate for all spots visible by eye (data not shown).
When hematoxylin nuclear stain was used (Plate VIIIb, page 86), it was present
throughout the nucleus, also overlaying the ISH signals. Therefore, the absorption spectrum
measured at the ISH signals was mixed with the hematoxylin spectrum (data not shown).
Nevertheless, spectral analysis correctly discriminated the DAB-, FR- and NF ISH signals
from hematoxylin nuclear staining (Plate X a – l, page 87). The colors of small ISH signals,
minor binding sites, and large background spots that were not recognizable by eye in
heterogeneously stained nuclei, were correctly identified (Plate Xb, page 87). The
classification of weak ISH signals was prone to error because of low OD values, or - in case
a nuclear staining has been used - low 'signal-to-counterstain' ratios. We estimate that the
ISH signal OD should exceed the counterstain OD at least with a factor 2 to be classified
correctly by spectral decomposition. Reversibly, overstained ISH signals compromise
recognition of the underlying counterstain (Plate Xc, page 87). When the ISH signals were
not overstained, hematoxylin was recognized throughout the nucleus (Plate X g, k, page 87).
Double- and triple-color ISH without nuclear counterstaining
In double ISH experiments on T24 cells without nuclear counterstaining using the
combinations DAB/TMB and DAB/NF as reporter dyes, ISH spots could be well
distinguished. Only the combination DAB/AEC did not result in a correct classification of the
ISH spots because the dyes have too much spectral overlap (Plate VIIIa, page 86).
Ultimately, spectral analysis of a triple ISH on T24 cells using DAB, TMB, and NF as reporter
dyes for the centromeres of chromosome 1, 7, and 15, respectively, resulted in good spectral
separation and correct classification of the individual dyes (Plate XI a – e, page 87).
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Double-color ISH with counterstaining
In a double labeling experiment on sperm cells using X- and Y-chromosome-specific probes
visualized with DAB and TMB, respectively, and cytologically stained with Diff-Quik, clear
spectral signatures of all three dyes could be defined (Plate IXa, page 86). Diff-Quik is an
eosin derivative (Plate VIIIb, page 86) that mainly stains the contours of the sperm head and
tail. Overlapping sperm cells and minor nuclear staining caused a peak in the spectra of the
ISH signals attributable to Diff-Quik (Plate IXa, page 86). Spectrum-based classification
using the measured spectra of this specimen - i.e. not of the pure dyes - showed either one
X- or one Y-chromosome ISH spot in each sperm nucleus (Plate IX b – f, page 86).
Immunostaining for nuclear antigens Ki-67 and TP53
AgarCyto cell block sections of cervical scraping material were stained with H&E, and
immunostained for Ki-67 or TP53 using DAB and hematoxylin nuclear staining. Spectral
analysis of H&E staining showed the hematoxylin staining confined to the nuclei whereas the
eosin staining was predominantly found in the cytoplasm, but also co-localizing with
hematoxylin in the nuclei (Plate XII b – e, page 88). DAB immunostaining and hematoxylin
reference spectra were defined in single-stained AgarCyto specimens. Immunopositive
nuclei were clearly distinguished from the negative nuclei (Plate XII f – m, page 88).
Reproducibility
SpyView utilizes a linear decomposition algorithm for spectral classification. The spectral
reference library was built from single-color reference specimens, which were of the same
biological material, and processed and stained simultaneously with the multi-color test
specimens. This allowed correct classification of every microscopic field (more than 10) from
the reference specimens and the multi-color test specimen containing those dyes.
Reproducibility of spectral classification using reference spectra from specimens processed
and stained at a different time or from different biological material has not been determined.
DISCUSSION
Cytological and histological specimens are routinely stained with permanent dyes that often
contain hematoxylin and eosin. The morphology as revealed by these dyes under a
transmission light microscope has been the fundament for a pathologist’s diagnosis for
decades. In particular for the diagnosis of cancer, morphologic screening has been the
golden standard for many tissue types and worldwide-standardized diagnostic criteria have
been established and implemented into clinical practice.
With increasing knowledge of molecular mechanisms involved in (the cause of) cancer,
new possibilities are emerging to refine pathologic diagnosis. Complementing the
morphologic data with molecular data in situ can refine the diagnosis and staging of certain
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types of cancer. These include (a) phenotypic protein expression data obtained by means of
immunocytochemistry (ICC) with antibodies against products of commonly deregulated
oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, (b) protein function assays by enzyme histochemical
procedures, and (c) molecular cytogenetic detection by in situ hybridization (ISH) of genomic
alterations of chromosomes or chromosome loci. For the simultaneous assessment of
morphologic and molecular data in situ, specimens must be prepared using multiple stains
that can be distinguished based on their color under a light microscope. Advances in
cytochemical detection methods and microscopic imaging have enabled the application of
ICC and ISH for multiple targets on the same specimen. The obvious method of choice for
multi-color analysis could be fluorescence microscopy, but for routine pathological diagnostic
purposes fluorescence microscopy is not preferred because (a) fluorescent dyes bleach fast,
hampering long-term storage, revision, and retrospective studies, (b) crucial morphological
information might be missed because combinations with routine stains are often not possible,
and (c) some tissue types show high auto-fluorescence obscuring the cytochemical detection
signals. To circumvent these problems, multi-color bright-field microscopy using enzyme
precipitates of different color has been developed in the past few years for simultaneous
detection of multiple genes and gene-products13,14.
Digital microscopy, using three-CCD color video cameras, and advanced software
packages for color recognition based on red, green, blue (RGB)-algorithms and derivatives
thereof such as hue, saturation, intensity (HSI), and hue, saturation, density (HSD)-
algorithms are able to identify up to three non co-localizing colors correctly. The HSD method
provides the best classifiers for proper segmentation and object recognition17. Despite the
advances in color image analysis, the spectral resolution of three-CCD color video images
remains limited. In the present study, we explored the possibilities of spectral imaging for
pixel-by-pixel color classification of multi-color ISH and ICC specimens. Our present data
show that spectral imaging is able to accurately discriminate dyes with partial overlapping
spectra, enabling, thus far, the color-classification of pathological specimens containing three
different chromogenic dyes.
Pixel-by-pixel color classification and pseudo-colorization greatly facilitates interpretation
of the multi-color specimen compared to microscopic examination with the human eye. Color
discrimination by the unaided eye of small ISH signals in a counterstained cell or nucleus, as
performed on the sperm cells, often faces problems. The dyes included in our study are the
most commonly used in immunostaining and ISH for bright-field microscopy. Other
chromogenic dyes are available that may even have more favorable spectral characteristics
to increase the number of detection targets. Future experiments should show the possibilities
and limits of spectral imaging concerning (a) co-localization of immunostains and/or ISH
spots (spectral resolution), (b) classify spots with lower density (sensitivity) or smaller size
(topographical resolution), and (c) discrimination of more than three targets simultaneously
(multiplicity). A study in which these issues are being addressed and compared to image
analysis of  three-color CCD video images is underway.
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In previous reports on bright-field spectral imaging7,23,26, specimens were analyzed by
basic spectral analysis software SpCube. This software uses pixel classification by a minimal
square error algorithm, which in our experience does not allow the spectral analysis of
multiple microscopic views from the same specimen using the same spectral reference
library. The new SpyView software uses a ‘pure dye’ spectrum library acquired from single-
color reference specimens, for pixel classification by a linear decomposition algorithm25. This
enables the analysis of a series of images of different test specimens, on the condition that
the reference and test specimens were processed and stained simultaneously and contain
the same biological material. SpyView also features 'spectral unmixing' for true-color
representation of a classified image, as well as pseudo-colorization and separate
visualization of each color component of the image in a gray-scale or true-color image (not
shown).
The differences in spectrum of TMB in T24 cells and in sperm cells (Plates VIII a and b
(page 86), respectively) underline the fact that variations in spectral characteristics may
occur in specimens which were processed and stained under different circumstances. In this
case, color differences were due to different Tungsten stabilization conditions. It cannot be
ruled out that spectral differences could also be introduced by different types of tissue,
different conditions for ISH, immunocytochemistry, or enzyme reactions, or possible other
unknown factors.
For widespread use of spectral imaging in quantitative pathology, the pixel-by-pixel
spectral information should be adapted to a segmentation algorithm for stained object
identification, such as tissue compartments, cell populations and subcellular components.
Correct segmentation could be a starting point for comprehensive quantitative image
analysis of  multi-color stained specimens used in pathologic diagnosis. In this study, the
detection of differentially stained nuclei and ISH signals was performed with high accuracy
and might allow enumeration of multi-color interphase ISH signals. Also, our data show that
accurate and comprehensive quantitative measurements of differentially immunostained
cellular features might become feasible.
In summary, bright-field spectral imaging analyzes absorption spectra with a high
precision and maintains spatial information. The use of cytological stains doesn’t hamper
spectral analysis and will greatly facilitate microscopic evaluation. Spectral imaging offers a
higher color resolution than RGB-color video CCD imaging, providing the requirements for
reliable and user-friendly color discrimination of multi-color specimens. Spectral imaging of
pathological specimens, or spectral pathology (SPY), has great potential for multi-parameter
analysis of pathological specimens and may provide a solution for automated object
segmentation in digital microscopy.
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In this thesis, development of a number of so-called cytometric applications is described,
capable of performing measurements in microscopic images. The basic aim of cytometry is
to measure numeric and structural changes in tissues, cells or nuclei, caused by pathological
processes, in an accurate and reproducible manner. The information acquired in this way
may be very useful to facilitate diagnosis making in pathology or to add to the understanding
of clinico-biological processes associated with disease. This thesis emphasizes one of the
most challenging aspects of cytometry, being the automated identification of cell- and tissue-
structures.
In chapter 1 a number of factors is discussed which may influence the automated
identification of cell and tissue-structures. Application of a staining procedure to specifically
highlight these structures is an important prerequisite for accurate identification. In most
cases, the stain intensity and quality show much variation, which may be decreased by
standardization of fixation and staining-procedures. Acquisition of digital images for
manipulation by a computer may be performed using different techniques, depending on the
specific application. Monochromatic images may be acquired, using a band-pass filter with a
wavelength suitable for the used stain. If multiple stains are present in a single specimen, a
number of monochromatic images may be used simultaneously, or a red-green-blue (RGB)
camera may be used. In chapter 1, special attention is paid to the use of RGB color images,
because these images resemble the visual microscopical observations of a pathologist, thus
facilitating the introduction of cytometry in pathology.
After the image is digitized by a computer, cell and tissue-structures of interest are
identified (segmentation). Depending on the image modality and the specific problem, many
different techniques are available for segmentation. In most cases, interactive inspection of
segmentation results will be required. Possibly, erroneous segmentation results have to be
corrected interactively. Subsequently, features may be calculated describing relevant
properties of cell and tissue structures. Finally, in chapter 1 two well-known applications of
cytometry are described: measurement of DNA ploidy and measurement of vascular density
in tumors.
In chapter 2, a procedure is described for automated recognition of nuclei of diploid
epithelial cells in cervical smears. Objective selection of diploid epithelial reference cells is an
important prerequisite for reliable measurement of DNA ploidy histograms and other DNA-
related features (e.g. chromatin texture). The smears are stained using the Feulgen staining,
which has the property that the amount of stain is proportional to the amount of DNA (so
called stoichiometry). The procedure is capable of automatic detection of nuclei in
monochromatic images, and features are calculated describing geometric (size and shape),
densitometric (amount of DNA) and texture (distribution of DNA) characteristics of nuclei.
Based on manually classified objects, stepwise linear discriminant analysis is used to
construct discriminant functions (DFs). These DFs are capable of classifying measured
objects as debris, inflammatory cells or nuclei of hypo or hyper-diploid cells. Of objects
classified as nuclei of diploid epithelial cells, 98% is correctly classified. For the mean
integrated optical density of specimens, on average 2.4% difference was found with manually
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selected reference cells. Discrimination between different types of diploid cells present in the
cervical epithelium is seriously hampered by the lack of cytoplasmic information. This is in
concordance with the fact that for reliable visual inspection of smears by a cytologist,
cytoplasmic staining is required.
In chapter 3 development of an automated method is described for discrimination between
parabasal, intermediate and superficial epithelial cells in hematoxylin-eosin stained vaginal
smears. Segmentation of nucleus and cytoplasm is performed by application of an intensity
threshold in two monochromatic images. Next, the surface area and perimeter of both
nucleus and cytoplasm are calculated. Based on a set of manually classified cells, logistic
regression is used to construct DFs capable of correctly classifying 97% of cells. On patient
level, the automated procedure shows better reproducibility compared to manual
classification. Again, discrimination between different types of epithelial cells based on only
nuclear features appears to be problematic.
In chapter 4, a procedure is developed for objective selection of the area of a tumor with
the highest vascular density (so-called hot spot). Measurements are performed in
immunohistochemically stained tissue sections of human melanoma xenografts, using an
RGB color camera. Segmentation of red stained blood vessels is performed using a
combination of two components of the RGB signal (red and green). Blood vessels are
automatically identified, after which visual inspection is performed to correct possible errors
of the segmentation procedure. Especially in areas with much a-specific background
staining, interactive correction is very laborious. By exhaustive sampling of the entire tumor
sections, the vascular hot-spot can objectively be located. The results are compared with
data from manually selected hot spots. The automated procedure shows better
reproducibility, especially in specimens with varying quality of the staining. Also, the
discriminating power of the automatic procedure is increased because of the possibility of
sub-classifying blood vessels based on their individual diameters.
One of the main problems in the automatic identification of blood vessels is the brown
melanin pigment, present in a number of tumors. The segmentation procedure is not capable
of accurate discrimination between this brown pigment and the red stained vessels. Using
only two components of the RGB signal makes the system more or less colorblind. Using all
three components of the RGB data may solve this problem. Using all three RGB components
may be regarded as using a three dimensional data space. This requires complicated,
computer intensive algorithms. In the literature the RGB data are therefore often transformed
using the so-called hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) model. In the HSI model colors can be
recognized in a two-dimensional space, independent of the (linear) color intensity. Although
this model is suitable for analysis of images from reflected light, it is not suitable for
transmitted light microscopy, because in this case the main cause of variation in the signal is
the so-called (logarithmic) optical density. Therefore, in chapter 5 an adaptation of the HSI
model is described suitable for images from transmitted light microscopy. Because these
images are caused by absorption of light through a stain, the optical density is decoupled
instead of the intensity. This new model is called the hue-saturation-density (HSD) model. In
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chapter 5 the theoretical basis of the model is described. Also, the superiority of the HSD
model over the HSI and RGB models for recognition of stains in transmitted light microscopy
is shown using model simulations and measurements in immuno-double stained tissue
sections. The HSD model enables discrimination between stains in a standardized, two-
dimensional co-ordinate space.
In chapter 6 the HSD model is used to segment blood vessels in tissue sections of tongue
carcinoma. In these sections the blood vessels are stained brown using an
immunohistochemical staining. In order to stain blood vessels that show only very weak
staining using a standard immunohistochemical protocol, the so-called CARD procedure is
used to amplify the staining results. Selection of microscopic fields for measurement is
performed in a systematic way, measuring 40 to 60 fields evenly spread over the tumor area.
Subsequently, a semi-hot-spot is calculated by averaging data from a number of fields with
the highest number of vessels. The effects of field selection and interactive correction of
recognized vessel profiles are studied by having two observers measure the same
specimens. It is found that field sampling causes statistically significant differences for some
specimens, whereas interactive correction of vessels does not. This may be attributed to the
large variability in the vascular bed of these tumors. Measurement of an entire tissue section
is not a solution for this problem, as this will only result in a measure for a single section,
which is not necessarily representative for the entire tumor. By averaging the ten fields with
the highest number of blood vessels, a fairly reproducible measure is acquired.
Even when using the HSD model, an RGB color camera offers only limited information. If
more than three stains in a single specimen are to be discriminated, or if a very weak stain
has to be recognized, more sophisticated equipment is necessary. In chapter 7, such a
device is described for recognition of stains in transmitted light microscopy. Using
SpectraCube, a full spectrum is acquired for each picture element in a microscopic image. In
chapter 7 a number of applications is described in which several stainings have been applied
simultaneously. SpectraCube is capable of discriminating between these different stains.
Further software development will in the future result in a system that is capable of accurate
quantification of immuno-double and triple stainings and in situ hybridization signals.
In general we may conclude that especially for applications in which a large number of
similar cell or tissue structures have to be measured, cytometry may be useful. Automated
measurement is reproducible, accurate and possibly labor-saving. The quality of the
automated identification is in general acceptable, but not yet sufficient to make visual
inspection superfluous.
Improvement of the possibilities to perform accurate and reproducible measurements
requires a multi-disciplinary approach. Standardization and optimization of existing fixation
and staining techniques and development of new techniques to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio are indispensable in this respect. In the area of image analysis and pattern recognition,
important fundamental developments are required as well, to be able to recognize relevant
cell and tissue structures with only minimal user interaction. Development of reliable and
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more generally applicable techniques, such as the HSD model, will in the future undoubtedly
result in increased use of cytometry in pathology.
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In dit proefschrift wordt de ontwikkeling van een aantal toepassingen beschreven voor het
doen van metingen in microscopische preparaten, ook wel cytometrie genoemd. Het doel
van cytometrie is het nauwkeurig en reproduceerbaar meten van numerieke en/of structurele
veranderingen in weefsels, cellen of celkernen die het gevolg zijn van ziekteprocessen. Deze
numerieke informatie kan gebruikt worden om de diagnostische mogelijkheden te verruimen
of om nauwkeurige uitspraken te doen over het klinisch-biologisch gedrag van een
ziekteproces. In dit proefschrift ligt de nadruk op één van de meest uitdagende facetten van
cytometrie, namelijk het automatisch herkennen van cel- en weefselstructuren.
In hoofdstuk 1 is een overzicht gegeven van factoren die de automatische herkenning van
cel- en weefselstructuren beïnvloeden. Het specifiek aankleuren van deze structuren is
hierbij een eerste vereiste. In de meeste gevallen komt er veel variatie voor in de kleurings-
kwaliteit en intensteit. Deze kan ten dele worden verholpen door standaardisering van fixatie-
en kleuringsprotocollen. Voor opname van beelden voor bewerking door een computer zijn
er verschillende mogelijkheden. Afhankelijk van de probleemstelling kan er gekozen worden
voor monochromatische beelden, waarbij het preparaat wordt belicht met licht met een
golflengte die geschikt is voor de gebruikte kleuring. Indien er meerdere kleuren in een
preparaat voorkomen kunnen een aantal monochromatische beelden gecombineerd worden,
of kan een rood-groen-blauw (RGB) kleurencamera gebruikt worden. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt
veel aandacht besteed aan het gebruik van RGB kleurenbeelden, omdat deze beelden goed
aansluiten bij de visuele beoordeling van preparaten door een patholoog en daarom de
introductie van cytometrie in de pathologie kunnen vergemakkelijken.
Nadat een beeld in de computer is ingelezen zullen hierin de van belang zijnde cellen en
structuren moeten worden herkend. Afhankelijk van de gekozen beeldmodaliteit en de
specifieke vraagstelling zijn hiervoor veel verschillende technieken beschikbaar. In de
meeste gevallen zal er achteraf een interactieve inspectiestap nodig zijn, eventueel gevolgd
door interactieve correctie van fouten van de automatische procedure. Uiteindelijk worden er
parameters berekend die relevante kenmerken van cel- en weefselstructuren beschrijven.
Voorts worden er in hoofdstuk 1 twee bekende toepassingen van beeldanalyse besproken,
te weten het bepalen van ploïdiepatronen (DNA-gehalte) en het meten van de vaatdichtheid
in tumoren.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de ontwikkeling van een procedure beschreven voor het automatisch
herkennen van diploïde kernen van epitheliale cellen in uitstrijkpreparaten van de
baarmoederhals. Objectieve selectie van diploïde referentiecellen is een belangrijke
voorwaarde om betrouwbaar DNA-ploïdie histogrammen en andere DNA-gerelateerde
parameters te bepalen. De preparaten zijn gekleurd volgens de Feulgen procedure, waarbij
de hoeveelheid kleurstof een maat is voor de hoeveelheid DNA in de celkern
(stoichiometrie). Celkernen worden automatisch gedetecteerd in beelden die zijn verkregen
bij monochromatisch licht, waarna parameters worden bepaald die kerneigenschappen
beschrijven zoals grootte, vorm, donkerheid en verdeling van kleurstof (chromatinepatroon).
Op basis van handmatig geclassificeerde objecten worden er met behulp van lineaire
discriminant analyse een aantal discriminant functies (DFs) bepaald. Op grond van gemeten
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parameters kunnen objecten vervolgens worden geclassificeerd als artefacten, kernen van
ontstekingscellen of hypo- of hyperdiploïde kernen. Van de als diploïde referentiekern
geclassificeerde objecten blijkt 98% correct te zijn. Op preparaatniveau is er gemiddeld 2.4%
verschil met handmatig gevonden waarden voor de geïntegreerde optische dichtheid. Verder
is gebleken dat met uitsluitend kernparameters het niet goed mogelijk is om de verschillende
soorten diploïde epitheliale cellen die in baarmoederhalsslijmvlies aanwezig zijn te
onderscheiden. Ook voor betrouwbare visuele beoordeling door een cytoloog is
cytoplasmatische informatie onontbeerlijk.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de ontwikkeling van een automatische procedure om in
hematoxyline-eosine gekleurde cytospins van vagina-uitstrijkjes epitheliale cellen onder te
verdelen in basale, intermediaire en oppervlakkige cellen. Herkenning van kern en
cytoplasma gebeurt door twee afzonderlijke monochromatische beelden op te nemen waarin
een intensiteitdrempel wordt toegepast. Vervolgens worden oppervlak en omtrek van kern en
cytoplasma berekend. Gebaseerd op een set handmatig geclassificeerde cellen worden met
behulp van logistische regressie drie DFs geconstrueerd, die in staat zijn 97% van de cellen
correct te classificeren. Reproduceerbaarheid van de automatische methode op patiënt-
niveau blijkt beter dan die van handmatige bepalingen. Ook hier blijkt het niet mogelijk om
met alleen kernparameters de drie epitheliale celtypen voldoende nauwkeurig te herkennen.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een procedure ontwikkeld voor objectieve bepaling van het gebied in
een tumor met het grootste aantal bloedvaten (de zogenaamde hot spot). Deze bepaling
vindt plaats in immuno-histochemisch gekleurde weefselcoupes van humane melanoom-
xenografts. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van een RGB kleurencamera. Voor segmentatie van
de roodgekleurde bloedvaten worden twee kleurkanalen van de kamera (rood en groen)
gecombineerd gebruikt. Automatisch herkende vaten worden achteraf visueel geïnspecteerd
en waar nodig gecorrigeerd door met een muis delen van vaten weg te vegen of bij te
tekenen. Vooral in preparaten met veel achtergrondkleuring is dit zeer tijdrovend. Door
tumordekkend velden te meten kan achteraf de hot spot objectief bepaald worden. De
uitkomsten zijn vergeleken met tellingen in visueel geïdentificeerde hot spots. De
automatische procedure blijkt beter reproduceerbaar te zijn dan de handmatige methode,
vooral voor preparaten met sterk wisselende kleuringsresultaten. Daarnaast blijkt dat de
mogelijkheid om vaten in diametercategorieën onder te verdelen het onderscheidend
vermogen van de automatische procedure vergroot.
Eén van de grootste problemen bij het automatisch herkennen van vaten wordt
veroorzaakt door het bruine melanine-pigment dat in melanoomcellen van sommige tumoren
aanwezig is. De segmentatieprocedure blijkt niet goed te kunnen onderscheiden tussen de
bruine kleur van dit pigment en de rode kleuring van de vaten. Het gebruik van slechts twee
componenten van het RGB signaal maakt het systeem min of meer kleurenblind. Dit
probleem kan worden opgelost door alle drie RGB componenten te gebruiken. Herkenning
van kleuren met de drie RGB componenten kan beschouwd worden als het werken in een
driedimensionale ruimte. Helaas vereist dit zeer complexe en rekenintensieve algoritmen. In
de literatuur wordt daarom vaak gebruik gemaakt van een omzetting van de RGB data naar
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het zogenaamde hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) model. In het HSI model kunnen we kleuren
herkennen in een tweedimensionale ruimte, onafhankelijk van de (lineaire) kleurintensiteit.
Hoewel dit model goed werkt voor beelden gevormd door gereflecteerd licht, is het niet
geschikt voor doorvallend-licht microscopie, omdat hierbij de grootste variabele de
zogenaamde (logaritmische) optische dichtheid is. Daarom wordt in hoofdstuk 5 een
aanpassing van het HSI model ontwikkeld die geschikt is voor beelden gevormd door
doorvallend-licht microscopie. Omdat deze beelden gevormd worden door absorptie van licht
door een kleurstof wordt niet de intensiteit losgekoppeld van de kleurinformatie maar de
optische dichtheid. Dit nieuwe model wordt hue-saturation-density (HSD) model genoemd. In
hoofdstuk 5 wordt de theoretische basis van het model beschreven. Tevens wordt aan de
hand van modelsimulaties en metingen in immuno-dubbel gekleurde weefselcoupes
aangetoond dat voor doorvallend-licht microscopie het model superieur is aan het RGB en
HSI model, in die zin dat met het HSD model wel kleuren nauwkeurig van elkaar kunnen
worden onderscheiden in een tweedimensionale ruimte.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het HSD model gebruikt om bloedvaten te herkennen in
weefselcoupes van tongtumoren. In deze preparaten zijn bloedvaten bruin gekleurd met een
immunohistochemische kleuring. Hierbij is er gebruik gemaakt van een immuno-
histochemische versterkingsreactie, de zogenaamde CARD versterking, om bloedvaten die
niet of zwak aankleuren toch zichtbaar te maken. Selectie van te meten microscoopvelden
gebeurt op een systematische manier. Dit betekent in praktijk dat er 40 tot 60 velden per
preparaat worden gemeten, verspreid over het hele tumoroppervlak. Achteraf kunnen we
vervolgens een semi-hot spot bepaling doen door de data van een aantal velden met het
hoogste aantal vaten te middelen. Door twee personen velden te laten meten en vaten te
laten corrigeren kunnen de effecten van deze twee interactieve stappen worden bestudeerd.
Het blijkt dat de correctie van herkende vaten niet leidt tot verschillen tussen de twee
waarnemers, maar dat veldselectie voor sommige preparaten wel significante verschillen
geeft. Dit kan worden toegeschreven aan de grote variabiliteit van het vaatbed in deze
tumoren. Het meten van de volledige coupes is hiervoor geen oplossing, aangezien we dan
nog slechts een maat hebben voor een enkele coupe die niet representatief hoeft te zijn voor
de hele tumor. Wanneer we de data van de tien velden met het grootste aantal vaten
middelen levert dit een redelijk reproduceerbare maat op.
Ook bij gebruik van het HSD model biedt een RGB kleurencamera een beperkte
hoeveelheid informatie. Wanneer we meer dan drie kleuren in een enkel preparaat
nauwkeurig willen onderscheiden, of indien we heel zwakke aankleuring willen kunnen
herkennen, zullen we voor verfijndere apparatuur moeten kiezen. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt een
dergelijk apparaat beschreven voor het herkennen van kleuringen in doorvallend-licht
microscopie. Met gebruik van SpectraCube kan voor ieder beeldpunt in een microscopisch
beeld een volledig spectrum worden bepaald. Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft een aantal toepassingen
waarbij meerdere kleuringen simultaan zijn uitgevoerd. SpectraCube blijkt zeer goed in staat
om kleurstoffen van elkaar te onderscheiden. Verdere software ontwikkelingen zullen in de
toekomst moeten leiden tot een systeem dat in staat is om zeer nauwkeurig immuno-dubbel-
en tripel-kleuringen en in situ hybridisatie signalen te kwantificeren.
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Samenvattend kunnen we stellen dat vooral bij toepassingen waarbij een groot aantal
gelijksoortige cellen of weefselstructuren moeten worden gemeten het gebruik van
cytometrie wenselijk is. Automatische methoden zijn reproduceerbaar, nauwkeurig en
wellicht arbeidsbesparend. De kwaliteit van automatische herkenning is over het algemeen
acceptabel, maar nog niet voldoende om visuele inspectie overbodig te maken.
Verbetering van de mogelijkheden om nauwkeurige en reproduceerbare metingen te doen
vereist een multidisciplinaire aanpak. Standaardisatie en optimalisatie van bestaande fixatie-
en kleurtechnieken en ontwikkeling van nieuwe technieken en procedures om de signaal-ruis
verhouding te verbeteren zijn hierbij noodzakelijk. Ook op het gebied van de beeldanalyse en
patroonherkenning is nog veel fundamenteel werk te doen om relevante cel- en
weefselstructuren te herkennen met minimale gebruikersinteractie. Ontwikkeling van
betrouwbare en meer algemeen toepasbare technieken, zoals het HSD model, zullen in de
toekomst ongetwijfeld leiden tot een grotere inzet van cytometrie in de pathologie.
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